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Abstract
This dissertation describes an investigation into students’ understanding of the 
interaction between two charged conductors. The study consists of two parts. The first 
part is based on interviews conducted with students in an algebra-trigonometry-based 
physics course and on written tests administered both before and after instruction. 
Results from several tasks are reported. Two of the tasks involve a pair of identical 
conductors that are given an initial charge, are made to touch each other, and are then 
separated. In the first task, students were asked to predict the final charges on each 
conductor. In the second, they were asked to predict the final positions of the charges 
on the conductors and whether the conductors attract, repel or do not affect each other. 
Some students did not correctly predict the final charges of the conductors because they 
failed to consider all of the electrostatic forces on the charges. Others did not consider 
forces at all. Still others did not conserve charge. Some students predicted the 
interaction between the conductors on the basis of the sign of the charges at points on 
the conductors closest to each other.
In addition, students were also asked ancillary questions to complement the ideas 
covered in the two tasks. One of these questions involved the distance dependence of 
the interaction between two suspended charged conductors. Student responses to this 
question indicate that most of them know that the electrostatic force decreases with 
distance but many believe that the smaller force will cause the suspended conductor to 
oscillate in the presence of the fixed conductor. In another question, many students 
predict that a thin plastic sheet can block the interaction between two conductors. In yet 
another question, virtually none of them could explain completely why a neutral 
conductor is attracted to a charged conductor.
In order to determine how these ideas evolve among students at different levels, tests 
were administered to populations as varied as fifth graders to graduate students. This
xi
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forms the second part of the dissertation. It was found that the main ideas on 
electrostatics recur through the various populations in varying degrees. However, there 
is progression, albeit small, from the fifth grader to the graduate student both in their 
ideas and the way they express these ideas.
xii
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Chapter I Introduction
Scholarly enquiry into the learning and teaching of physics is a field that has 
burgeoned in the last two decades. Today, there is a large international community 
engaged in research in physics education. Three distinct groups bring their unique 
perspectives to this enquiry. 1 Science educators are involved in research in physics 
education to develop and test methods for teaching science. These methods may be 
used in the context of physics. However, the final goal is often to develop a theory of 
instruction applicable to all branches of science. Cognitive scientists form the second 
group of researchers in physics education. They are interested in examining how 
students solve physics problems to gain insight into the processes behind human 
thought. Physics, once again, provides an excellent context to test analytical skills.
Both these groups are concerned not so much with physics as a discipline but with 
physics as a context to achieve their respective goals. Nevertheless, they provide their 
own unique perspectives to the research in the learning and teaching of physics. The 
third group engaged in physics education research consists of physics instructors whose 
primary goal is to improve instruction in physics. Their primary motivation comes from 
an interest and an intellectual commitment to the subject. They are in a unique position 
to explore students’ understanding of physics - their training enables them to detect the 
sometimes subtle but significant differences between what is taught and what is learned. 
They can, therefore, make a valuable contribution to physics education research.
Great progress has been made in the last two decades in the systematic study and 
documentation of students’ ideas in various topics in physics. Much of the research has 
been done in mechanics2 but a significant amount also exists in a number of other topics 
particularly optics3 and electric circuits.4 In comparison, few articles have been 
published about students’ ideas in electrostatics. Eylon and Ganiel5 reported a few 
years ago that students are unable to relate the behavior of a circuit as described by
1
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‘macroscopic’ variables like current, resistance and voltage to the underlying processes 
like the motion of charged particles, forces, fields and potentials (microscopic models 
based on electrostatics concepts). They conclude that the absence of this “micro-macro 
link” impedes students’ understanding of the functional relationships between the 
components of a circuit. Students also do not easily differentiate between electric force 
and electric field as was demonstrated by the work of Tomkvist et al6 who showed that 
students have difficulties understanding how electric forces and electric fields are 
represented by vectors and field lines. The field lines are considered real entities rather 
than a representation of a physical quantity. Student understanding of the superposition 
of electric fields is the subject of a pair of papers.7’8 One of the results reported is that 
students believe that electric fields cannot pass through an insulator because there is no 
flow of charge through an insulator. They also report that students interpret Gauss’ law 
to mean that the field inside an insulator depends only on the charges inside the insulator 
and is independent of any charges present outside the insulator. Students’ confusion 
between electrostatics and magnetism has been the subject of study too. It has been 
reported that some students believe that stationary charges are attracted or repelled by the 
poles of a magnet.9 A recent dissertation by Harrington10 greatly increases our 
knowledge of how students think about electrostatics. Among his findings is a study 
that demonstrates that many students believe that conductors can be charged, but not 
insulators. He has discussed students’ understanding of the charging of an elecroscope 
by induction. He also concludes that many students in an introductory physics course 
learn that a charged rod attracts a neutral metal ball but they do not have a correct model 
to explain this interaction.
In this study we report on the responses of students to questions on the transfer of 
charge between two unequally charged conductors in contact. The study is based on 
student responses to questions related to two setups that we shall call the ‘Sphere Task’ 
and the ‘Peanut Task’ Initial data were obtained by conducting a number of individual
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
demonstration interviews based on these tasks. During the interviews, students were 
asked to predict the outcome of a series of experiments involving the peanut setup and 
the sphere setup and to describe the reasoning underlying their predictions. The 
interviewer asked follow up questions to clarify the explanations. One of the goals of 
the interviews was to determine the main ideas of students when they are asked to 
predict the outcome of a simple experiment involving the transfer of charge and the 
interaction between two charged conductors. An equally important goal, however, was 
to determine tasks and questions that would efficiently elicit these ideas. Data from the 
interviews were used to design written tests based on the two tasks. Responses from 
the interviews and the tests have enabled us to identify patterns of responses that point 
to certain ideas held by these students. Some of our results corroborate the work of 
Harrington.10 Other results provide insight into ideas that are held by students while 
transferring charge between two conductors.
The tests also addressed concepts other than the transfer of charge between two 
conductors. A part of the pretest was designed to test whether students understood the 
basic concepts in electrostatics: like charges repel, unlike charges attract and that this 
attraction and repulsion decreases with distance. Some of the responses during the 
interviews seemed to suggest that the attraction was caused by a transfer of charge or at 
least a possibility for such a transfer. To investigate this idea, the post test contained a 
question dealing with the interaction of two conductors separated by a thin plastic sheet. 
Students’ ideas on the interaction between a charged conductor and a neutral conductor 
were also investigated in the post tests.
The tests described above were also administered, sometimes with modifications, to 
various populations at the pre college and the college level to determine how students’ 
ideas on the interaction between conductors vary across different populations. The 
populations ranged from fifth graders to senior undergraduates and graduate students
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
majoring in physics. Analysis of these responses brought to light broad similarities and 
differences between the various populations.
The dissertation is organized as follows: chapter II describes the responses of the 
students of the trigonometry and algebra-based introductory physics class to the Sphere 
Task and chapter HI describes their responses to the Peanut Task. In chapter IV, we 
draw our inferences based on the results described in chapters II and HI.
Chapter V describes the responses of the students enrolled in the algebra and 
trigonometry-based course to three questions designed to investigate concepts related to 
the ones described in the first four chapters. The first question investigates students’ 
understanding of the distance dependence of the electrostatic force, the second question 
involves the interaction between conductors through a plastic sheet and the third 
question examines students’ ideas on the interaction between neutral and charged 
conductors. An overview of the responses of other students at the pre-college and the 
college levels to these questions are described in chapter VI. The details of this 
population study are given in Appendix E.
An overview of the responses of the students at the pre-college level and the college 
level to the questions on the transfer of charge is given in Chapter VII. The students’ 
responses are described in detail in Appendix A and Appendix B.
An activity-based tutorial on electrostatics was designed for high school seniors.
One group of high school seniors was engaged in the tutorials while a second group of 
students was taught in the lecture mode. The performance of these two groups have 
been compared. The tutorials are contained in Appendix C. The test administered to the 
fifth graders forms Appendix D.
This dissertation, therefore, consists of two parts:
• The first part describes, in detail, the responses of students enrolled in the
introductory algebra and trigonometry-based physics course to the ‘Sphere Task’ 
and the ‘Peanut Task’.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
• The second part is a population study of students’ responses to the ‘Peanut Task’ at 
the pre-college level and at the college level. It provides a glimpse of students’ ideas 
in electrostatics as we move from the fifth grade to the graduate school.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter n  The Sphere Task
In this chapter we shall describe the first of the two tasks that formed the subject of 
the tests administered to the students of the algebra and trigonometry-based physics 
course. The two tests were administered during different semesters so that one would 
not affect the other. Each test was administered both before and after instruction. The 
correct answers to the tests were not revealed to the students during instruction. During 
the course, the students were taught how objects can be charged by friction and how 
one metal object can charge another metal object by conduction and by induction. 
Charging the electroscope was demonstrated including the concept of grounding. 
Coulomb’s law was discussed and the students solved several problems on the net force 
on a charge surrounded by other charges.
The Sphere Test was administered to two sections taught by different instructors. 
We found the two sections to be comparable in performance. The peanut test was 
administered to one large section taught by a single instructor. In this chapter, we shall 
describe the Sphere Task and the responses received in the Sphere Task. In Chapter in 
we shall describe the Peanut Task and the responses received in the Peanut Task. In 
Chapter IV, we shall draw inferences from the responses to both these tasks.
The class consisted primarily of premedical students and students with allied health 
majors. The data discussed below come from the written Sphere Test but it is consistent 
with data obtained during interviews. Interview data has been useful in interpreting the 
written responses. The Sphere Test was administered as a pretest on the second day of 
class and as a post test after instruction in electrostatics. At the time they took the 
pretest, the students had been taught the basic rule in electrostatics: “like charges repel 
and unlike charges attract”. Coulomb’s law had also been mentioned but not discussed 
in detail.
6
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A. The Written Test
The Sphere Test consisted of four cases. Each case had the same form and was 
illustrated by a diagram similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.1. The wording of the first 
case was:
“A and B are two identical metal spheres. Sphere A is given an initial charge of 
+8(iC and sphere B is given an initial charge of +2(iC. They are then made to 
touch each other for a long time and separated as shown below:”
©© spheres given an initial charge 
B
for a long time
spheres touch
B
OO spheres separatedcharge on sphere A ___
B charge on sphere B ___
Fig. 2.1: The Sphere Test - Case 1
“Write down the final charge on each sphere (after they are made to touch each 
other and are separated) in the space provided in the third box. Explain why you 
chose these final charges.”
The spheres were made to touch ‘for a long time’ because students in the interviews 
sometimes asked about the length of time the two spheres or peanuts were in contact. 
Initially, we were concerned that students would think that the charges on the spheres 
would leak into the atmosphere if the spheres were left to touch each other for a long 
time. We know from the interviews and from the written responses, however, that this 
is rarely a consideration to students.
The other three questions were identical to the first except that the initial charges 
were different. The four cases along with the correct final charges are shown in Fig. 
2 .2 .
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8Case 1
@ © ~  © ©  
A B A B
Case 2
® @ — ® @  
A B A B
Case 3
A B A B
Case 4
@ © ~  @ ®  
A B A B
Fig. 2.2: The Correct Responses to the Sphere Test
B. Correct Responses to the Sphere Test:
Since the spheres were made of metal, there would be a transfer of charge from one 
sphere to another. Furthermore, since the spheres were identical, the flow of charge 
would continue until the two spheres had an equal amount of charge. Each sphere 
would therefore have half the initial net charge.
C. Student Responses:
In examining the responses, we found that the students had devised a number of 
different ‘rules’ to arrive at the final charges on the spheres in the four cases. Some 
students consistently applied a single rule to all four cases. Others used one mle in one 
case and a contradictory mle in another case. Still others applied more than one rule to a 
single case.
Table 2.1 shows the rules of transfer used by the students in their responses. The 
rules have been constructed on the basis of written explanations given by students to 
these questions and on the basis of their responses to similar questions during 
interviews. Each mle has been assigned a number that is shown in the first column.
The second column shows diagrams that illustrate each mle. Each diagram shows the 
charges on the spheres before they touch each other and the final charge on each sphere 
after they come in contact and are separated. The third column shows the statement of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
each rule. The fourth column lists the number of students who used each rule to arrive 
at the final charge on the two spheres in at least one of the four cases on the pretest and 
the fifth column gives this number for the post test. As mentioned above, some 
students used different rules to explain their answers to different cases. This is reflected 
in the numbers in columns four and five which add up to totals larger than the number 
of students who took the test.
D. Major Rules of Transfer in the Sphere Task:
Rules used by a considerable fraction of the class will be referred to as the ‘Major 
Rules of Transfer’. There are three such rules in the Sphere Test. They are the first 
three rules that appear in Table 2.1 and will be discussed below. The other rules of 
transfer will be listed in Table 2.1 but will not be described in detail. In discussing the 
rules we have frequently quoted students. The quotes have been edited for spelling and 
grammar.
1. Rule 1:
There is no transfer of charge between two spheres with charges of the 
same sign.
As is shown in Table 2.1,33% of the students before instruction and 26% of the 
students after instruction responded that there is no transfer between two positively 
charged spheres when they are made to touch each other for a long time and separated. 
The quote given below is representative of the explanation given by most students.
A B A B
Fig. 2.3: Rule 1-The Sphere Test












Table 2.1 Results from the Sphere Test.
Rule Pretest Post test
N o . Example of Rule________________ Statement of Rule______________ (177 students) (155 students)
Correct answer 
in all four cases
Transfer between the two spheres occurs until each 
sphere has half of the initial net charge.
67 (38%) 70(45%)
1. © © - * - © ©
A B A B
There is no transfer of charge between two spheres 
with charges of the same sign.
59 (33%) 41 (26%)
© © -► © ©
A B A B
Transfer between two oppositely charged spheres 
occurs until the spheres have charges of the same sign.
1(<1%) 5 (3%)
2. © © - * - © ©
A B A B
Transfer between two oppositely charged spheres 
occurs until one of the spheres is neutral.
44 (25%) 25 (16%)
© © •*■ © ©
A B A B
There is no transfer of charge between a charged 
sphere and a neutral sphere.
38(21%) 25 (16%)
3. © © - ► © ©
A B A B
Transfer between two oppositely charged spheres 
results in a zero net charge on the two spheres.
3 (2%) 21(14%)
4. ©©-►©0
A B A B
© © -* -© ©
A B A B
Transfer of charge between the spheres results in the 
spheres having equal but incorrect final charges.
13 (7%) 10 (6%)
5 © © -» -© ©
A B A B
© © - ► © ©
A B A B
When a charge enters a charged sphere it acquires the 
same sign as the charge on the sphere.
When a charge leaves a charged sphere, it leaves 




















N o. Example of Rule Statement of Rule
Pretest Post test
(177 students) (155 students)
6. © © ♦© ©
A B A B
Half the charge flows from the sphere with the larger 
magnitude of charge to the sphere with the smaller 
magnitude of charge.
5 (3%) 4 (3%)
7. No transfer in any case The charges on the spheres remain the same after the 
spheres touch each other.
4 (2%) 3 (2%)
8. @ @ - ^ @ ©
A B A B
All the excess negative charge flows from the negative 
sphere to the positive sphere. As a result the negative 
sphere becomes neutral and the transfer stops.
3 (2%) 3(2%)
9. © © - ► © ©
A B A B
There is no transfer of charge between oppositely 




“They are like charges which repel each other and therefore no charges are 
exchanged between the spheres.”
As a result the final charges on the two spheres will be the same as the initial charges as 
shown in Fig. 2.3.
Among the rules used to transfer charge between the two spheres in the four cases, 
this rule (of no transfer) was used by the second largest group of students in both the 
pretest and the post test. The students who arrived at the correct final charges formed 
the largest group.
A small number of students applied a version of this rule to oppositely charged 
spheres as shown in Fig. 2.4.
A B A B
Fig. 2.4: Rule 1 as applied to oppositely charged spheres.
In this case the rule can be stated as:
Transfer between two oppositely charged spheres occurs until the 
spheres have charges of the same sign.
When the two oppositely charged spheres touch each other, transfer is initially
possible because of the force of attraction between the opposite charges. However, the
transfer stops as soon as both the spheres become positively charged as a result of the
transfer. One such student who arrives at the final charges shown in Fig. 2.4, supports
her answer as follows:
“The charges are going to want to reach an equilibrium; as soon as -2  gets 
positive they will repel each other.”
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2. Rule 2:
13
A B A B
Fig. 2.5: Rule 2 - The Sphere Test
Transfer between two oppositely charged spheres occurs until one of the 
spheres is neutral.
This rule (illustrated in Fig. 2.5) can be summed up in the following quote by a 
student who previously had used Rule 1 to describe the transfer in the case when the 
spheres were both initially charged positively. When considering spheres that initially 
have charges of opposite sign, the student states that charge will transfer until one of the 
spheres is neutral.
“Sphere B can only take on enough + charge to neutralize its -2  charge and any 
excess charge would create the situation from the first case.”
The phrase ‘the situation from the first case’, refers to the student’s use of Rule 1 to
answer the previous question involving two positively charged spheres. Rule 2 is based
on the premise that the transfer of charge can take place only when there is a force of
attraction between the charges in the two spheres. When the sphere with a charge +8(iC
touches a sphere with a charge of -2(xC, there is a transfer of charge until the charge on
one of the two spheres (usually the one with the smaller charge) is neutral. The students
reason that since there is no (excess) charge in a neutral sphere, there is no force of
attraction between the two spheres and there is no transfer at this point. To quote
another student talking about the same case:
“I think that the electrons will shift over to the +8 sphere until sphere B has no 
net charge.”
When one of the two spheres becomes neutral, the flow of charge between the spheres 
stops and an ‘equilibrium’ is reached.
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At least 40% of the students who used Rule 2 at least once, applied it consistently to 
cases 2,3, and 4 of the sphere test. Many of the students who did not use Rule 2 for 
case 3 tended to arrive at the correct answer. When applied to case 3, the rule may be 
stated as:
A B A B
Fig. 2.6: Rule 2 as applied to Case 3 in the Sphere Test
There is no transfer of charge between a charged sphere and a neutral 
sphere.
The students who apply this rule to case 3 think that the initial state is stable and
therefore will remain unchanged as shown in Fig. 2.6. One of the students who uses
this rule supports his answer with the following explanation:
“A is unable to gain charge from B to work toward neutrality and B is already 
neutral so there is no charge.”
It appears that the neutral state is regarded as a state of equilibrium. To some extent,
this may be because many students do not seem to understand what is meant when a
sphere is said to have a charge of 0(iC. Instead of being composed of an equal number
of positive and negative charges, neutral objects are sometimes viewed literally as
objects that contain no charges at all, e.g.,
“There is no difference. Since B has no charges it doesn’t affect the charge on 
A”
Even when students do recognize the existence of charges within a neutral object, many 
do not recognize that electrostatic interactions can act on these charges, e.g.,
“Nothing can happen because there are no extra electrons.”
In summary, if one of the spheres is neutral then many students believe that there is no 
transfer of charge between the spheres.




A B A B
Fig. 2.7: Rule 3 - The Sphere Test.
Transfer between two oppositely charged spheres results in a zero net
charge on the two spheres.
A student who uses this rule in case 2 explains how he arrives at the charges shown 
in Fig. 2.7:
“Since the spheres are oppositely charged the net charge will be equal to zero. 
Therefore one sphere will be +3 and the other -3.”
The student is consistent in applying this rule to case 3 and case 4. In case 3, the 
student says:
A B A B
Fig. 2.8: Rule 3 as applied to Case 3.
“Because the net charge has to be zero, so if one is +4 the other must be -4.”
In case 4, the student states:
A B A B
Fig. 2.9: Rule 3 as applied to Case 4.
“Opposite charges, since it is a conductor one sphere will be + and the other
However when the two spheres have like charges as in case 1, the student divides the 
net charge between the two spheres.
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A B A B
Fig. 2.10: Rule 3 is not applied to Case 1.
“If they are made to touch each other eventually the charges will balance out and 
come to equilibrium. Because they are like charges.”
The three rules described above were major rules of transfer, i.e., they were used by 
a large number of students. There were several other rules listed in Table 2.1 that were 
used by a smaller number of students. Although each individual rule was not used by a 
large fraction of the students, they collectively represent the understanding of a 
significant fraction of the class. We shall not describe these rules in detail but shall refer 
to them when we draw our inferences.
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Chapter IQ The Peanut Task
This chapter describes another task designed to test students’ understanding of the 
transfer of charge. Most of the data discussed below comes from the written Peanut 
Test. The test that will be discussed was revised from a version administered during the 
previous semester and from interviews. The earlier version and the interviews brought 
to light certain problems that students had on concepts related to the transfer of charge. 
The final version of the test was designed to elicit these problems as efficiendy as 
possible. The ultimate goal was to find a task and to design questions so that students 
focused on the basic ideas associated with charge transfer rather than on the peculiarities 
associated with a particular piece of apparatus.
The students taking the Peanut Test described in this chapter were also enrolled in 
the algebra and trigonometry-based physics course. The test was administered as a 
pretest on the second class meeting of the semester. The post test was a shortened 
version of the pretest and consisted of those pretest questions that dealt with transfer of 
charge. The post test was administered at the end of the semester. Only questions 
common to both the pretest and the post test will be discussed below.
A. The Written Test
The questions were based on the setup shown in Fig. 3.1. The setup consists of two 
Styrofoam packing ‘peanuts’ suspended from a rod connecting two ring stands. Each 
peanut is wrapped with a piece of aluminum coated Mylar and suspended from a plastic 
rod by means of a non conducting string. The Mylar is coated on one side only and 
care was taken to ensure that the coated surface was on the outside. The two peanuts 
are extremely light and can be charged positively by touching them with a Plexiglas rod 
rubbed with wool or negatively with a PVC pipe rubbed with wool.
17
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Fig. 3.1 - The Peanut Task
The peanut on the left is fixed because its long suspension string is taped to the top 
of the table that supports the setup. This peanut shall be referred to as the ‘fixed 
peanut’. The peanut on the right is free to swing about and is referred to as the ‘free 
peanut’. The free peanut and its suspension string can also be moved along the length 
of the rod.
The setup was placed in front of the classroom and described to the students before 
they took the pretest and the post test. In some tests as in the post test described in this 
chapter, we used a peanut shaped diagram to represent the packing peanut. In other 
tests as in the pretest described in this chapter, we used a more regular object like the 
cylinder shown in Fig. 3.1. From now on we shall refer to all these different shapes as 
‘peanuts’.
The wording of the first question was:
Fig. 3.1 “shows two Styrofoam ‘peanuts’ that are suspended by strings from a 
plastic rod. Each peanut is wrapped with a metallic foil. The two ‘peanuts’ 
may therefore be regarded as two extremely lightweight pieces of 
metal. In Fig. 3.1 the two ‘peanuts’ are assumed to be very far apart. The 
‘peanut’ on the left is fixed. The ‘peanut’ on the right along with its suspension 
string can be moved as close to the fixed ‘peanut’ as desired.
Case 1 : Suppose now the fixed peanut is given a charge of +6pC and the 
free peanut is given a charge of -4p£. The free peanut is moved so that it 
touches the fixed peanut (Fig. 3.2). It is then separated from the fixed ‘peanut’ 
by a small distance.”
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Fig. 3.2: “The free peanut is moved so that it touches the fixed peanut.”
“la) Which of the following positions (A, B, C or D shown in Fig. 3.3) does 
the free peanut take after being separated from the fixed peanut?”
Position A Position B
oscillates
Position C Position D
Fig. 3.3: The four possible positions of the free peanut.
“ lb) Draw V  and signs to show the number and location of all the 
charges in the figure of your choice.
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lc) Explain why you chose these numbers for the charges. Why did you 
draw them in these locations?
Id) Why did you choose this position (A, B, C or D) for the peanut?”
The second question (called Case 2) was identical to the first except that the initial 
charges were different. The two cases along with the correct answers are summarized 
in Fig. 3.4.







Fig. 3.4 - The Correct Responses to the Peanut Test
B. The Correct Responses:
The questions were designed to test whether students knew that
• There is a flow of charge between the two unequally charged peanuts when they 
come in contact.
• Since the two peanuts are identical, each peanut will finally have half the initial net 
charge.
• Since the two peanuts are now similarly charged (both positive or both negative) 
they will repel each other.
Therefore the free peanut will be repelled by the fixed peanut in both cases.
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C. Student Responses:
On studying the actual student responses, it was found that there were again some 
modes of transfer and some explanations that occurred repeatedly. These explanations 
were triggered by ideas that were prevalent among a significant number of students. It 
was found that students devised certain rules to transfer charge from one conductor to 
another. These rules are listed in Table 3.1. Each rule has been labeled by the same 
number as its parallel rule in Table 2.1. The first column lists this rule number. An 
example of each rule has been represented by a diagram in the second column of the 
table. The diagram shows the initial charges on the fixed and the free peanuts and also 
the final charges on the two peanuts after the rule of transfer is applied. The third 
column shows the statement of the rule. The fourth and fifth columns give the number 
of students who used this rule at least once in the pretest and the post test respectively.
In this test the students were also asked how the two peanuts would interact after the 
transfer. We find that students do not always agree about this interaction. As a result, a 
particular transfer may give rise to one of four interactions: the peanuts may attract each 
other, repel each other, remain unaffected or oscillate as shown in Fig. 3.3. The fourth 
position for the free peanut (position D in Fig. 3.3) is chosen if the student thinks that 
the free peanut will oscillate. There were 27 students out of a total of 191 students 
(14%) who chose this position in either case 1 or case 2 in the pretest. None of the 
students chose it for both cases. We did not include oscillation as an option in the post 
test. We shall therefore not discuss in this chapter, the responses of the students who 
made this choice in the pretest. These students were not included in the total number 
(164) of students considered in this analysis. The number of students who chose the 
attracted, repelled, and unaffected positions for each rule are listed under ‘A’, ‘R’ and 
‘IT respectively. From now on we shall refer to these positions as ‘A’, ‘R’ and ‘U’ 
instead of ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ as shown in Fig. 3.3. Since some students used the same
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rule for both cases, the sum of the number of students who used the rule in Case 1 or 
Case 2 will not necessarily be equal to the total number listed on the top of each row in 
the fourth and the fifth columns. The numbers at the top refer to the number of students 
who used this rule in the pretest or the post test at least
ce. As in Table 2.1, the sum of these total numbers will exceed the number of students 
who took the pretest or the post test.
We shall now describe the rules of transfer that are listed in Table 3.1. The very 
first row lists the number of students who transferred charges correctly in both cases. 
Most of these students also supported their answers with explanations that were 
consistent with their choice of position. The fraction of the class that belong to this 
group increased from 7% to 15% after instruction. Although this is certainly an 
improvement, it is not a significant fraction of the class. The ‘rules of transfer’ 
described in the rest of the table led to an incorrect result and each rule lends insight into 
how students think about the transfer of charge between one peanut and the other. In 
addition, these results also indicate how students think about the interactions between 
the charged peanuts. All the rules are listed in Table 3.1. As was the case in the Sphere 
Task, only the major rules of transfer, the rules used by a significant fraction of the 
class, will be described below. In the small figures describing the major rules, care has 
been taken as far as possible, to position the charges on the peanuts as the students 
positioned them while responding to the test questions. The suspension string on the 
free peanut before it touches the fixed peanut is not shown in these figures. The 
position of the free peanut after it touches the fixed peanut is shown by the inclination of 
the string. As in the sphere test, the students’ quotes have been edited for spelling and 
grammar.













Table 3.1: Results from the Peanut Test
Rule
N o. Example of Rule Statement of Rule Pretest(164 Students)






Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 






1. C . - M  )  C ^ c  )fixed 1 free
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
Total: 41 (25%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 41 0
Total: 37(24%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 37 0


















Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.
Total: 32(20%)
Case 1 : 5  1 26
Case 2: Not Applicable
Total: 15(10%)
Case 1: 2 1 12
Case 2: Not Applicable
CZtt)f~ )
fixed free
7. No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 26(16%)
Case 1: 25 1 0
Case 2: 0 26 0
Total: 23(15%)
Case 1: 21 1 1
Case 2: 0 23 0
10. Q ^ C ^ c )
fixed I free 
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
finally resulting in each peanut 
having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges. 
The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are 
unaffected.
Total: 28(17%)
Case 1: 6 9 11
Case 2: 0 6 1
Total: 20(13%)
Case 1: 6 3 8
Case 2: 0 2 1
1 1 .
fixed |  free
£3 —±±) C++ - ~)
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
until each peanut has an equal 
number of positive and 
negative charges. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the 
peanuts attract, repel, or are 
unaffected.
Total: 15(9%)
Case 1: 3 0 11
Case 2: 0 3 0
Total: 20(13%)
Case 1: 1 2 16














12. L ± 6 tiC J (-4 g C  ) There is a transfer of charge Total: 11(7%) Total: 23(15%)
fixed I free until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally Case 1: 2 Case 1: 0 1 204 3
T shared by the two peanuts. Case 2: 0 0 2 Case 2: 0 0 2
6-- + -+ )  + -  +) The arrangement of charges
fixed free determine whether the peanutsattract, repel, or are 
unaffected.
4.
C-6dC )  (  -4uC ) Transfer of charge between Total: 6(4%) Total: 20(13%)
fixed j free the peanuts results in the 
peanuts having equal but Case 1: 0 0 3 Case 1: 1 1 3
T incorrect final charges. Case 2: 0 3 0 Case 2: 0 13 2
fixed free
5
( +6 , C ) ( - 4 , C )
fixed I free
When a charge leaves a Total: 12(8%) Total: 12(8%)
charged peanut, it leaves
Case 1: 1behind a charge equal in 8 1 Case 1: 0 3 1
f magnitude and opposite in Case 2: 0 1 0 Case 2: 2 1 0
fixed free
sign
When a charge enters a Case 1: 1 1 1 Case 1: 5 0 1
charged peanut it acquires the Case 2: 0 0 0 Case 2: 0 0 0














3. C+611C )  C -4|xC )  Transfer between two 
fixed I free oppositely charged peanuts
Total: 8(5%) Total: 12(8%)
I


















in one case. No 
response in the other.
Students who transferred 
charges correctly in one case 
and left the other case blank.
Total: 9(5%) 
Case 1 : 0 8 0  
Case 2: 0 1 0
Total: 0(0%)
t  *A’ stands for the ‘attracted’ position of the free peanut, ‘R’ stands for the ‘repelled position of the free peanut and ‘U’ 
stands for the ‘unaffected’ position of the free peanut.
too\
D. Major Rules of Transfer in the Peanut Task:
1. Rule 1:
)CZ5D— (_iEDI
Fig. 3.5: Rule 1 - The Peanut Test
There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with charges of the 
same sign.
A significant fraction of the students believed that there could be no transfer of
charge when two similarly charged peanuts touched each other. The typical argument
that supported this belief can be seen in the following quotes:
“I chose the same positions for the charges because they will not flow, but repel, 
when the 2 peanuts touch.”
When asked why the two peanuts repel, the student said:
“Because negative charges on both peanuts will make them repel (opposites 
attract; likes repel).”
Frequently, students who use Rule 1 drew final charges that were distributed
uniformly on the peanuts, i.e., six signs uniformly spaced on the fixed peanut and
four signs uniformly spaced on the free peanut. There were, however, many who
drew the charges at the extreme ends of the two peanuts as shown in Fig. 3.5.
One such student defended his answer as follows:
“Because the charges were the same, touching them together really has no effect. 
I drew the charges as far apart as possible because they repel one another.”
This rule has been seen in the Sphere Task also (see Rule 1 in Table 2.1). The 
peanut task, however gives the additional information of the locations of the final 
charges on the two peanuts.
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2. Rule 2:
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Fig. 3.6: Rule 2 - The Peanut Test
Transfer between two oppositely charged peanuts occurs until one of the 
peanuts is neutral.
This rule for the transfer of charge between oppositely charged peanuts was fairly 
prevalent at the beginning of the course and decreased after instruction. This mode of 
transfer has been seen in other contexts especially in the Sphere Task reported in chapter 
II as well as in the other chapters that follow. The peanut task, however, lends an 
additional dimension to the problem: the position of the fiee peanut. We find that most 
students in this category concluded that since the fiee peanut is neutral, it would be 
unaffected by the fixed peanut as shown in Fig. 3.6. Here is a quote from one such 
student:
“After the two peanuts touched the 4 e" moved to the fixed peanut. Then the 
fixed peanut was left with a ++ charge.”
On choosing position U (the unaffected position) for the free peanut:
“It (the free peanut) is now neutral with no charge.”
Here is another quote that shows a slightly different perspective:
“because the electrons from the free peanut moved toward and onto the 
positively charged peanut - leaving the peanuts electrically balanced.”
On why the free peanut takes position U, the student comments:
“because they have been somewhat ‘grounded’ when they touched.”
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Students seem to think that charges are constantly seeking an equilibrium state and the 
neutral state is such a state. Says one student on why she chose these locations for the 
charges:
“because when they touch the charges travel across the peanuts to try to find a 
neutral medium.”
On why position U (the unaffected position) was chosen:
“because it most closely resembles an equilibrium position.”
Very few students chose position A (the fiee peanut is attracted to the fixed peanut). 
However one possible reason for choosing this position is illustrated in the following 
quote:
“When the peanuts touch each other, the fiee peanut becomes neutralized. The 
fixed peanut has +2 charge, + attracts the negative charge of the neutralized free 
peanut.”
3. Rule 7:
The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the peanuts touch each 
other.
G S G D '■++++
i
Case 1
S Z D  C S )
Case 2
Fig. 3.7: Rule 7 - The Peanut Test.
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Many students did not recognize that charge is transferred from one peanut to the 
other when two unequally charged peanuts touch each other. The responses did not 
appear to depend on whether the two peanuts were similarly charged or were oppositely 
charged. The students did not make any reference to even a possibility of charge 
transfer. Instead, they defended their choice for the location of the charges and the 
position of the peanut with a familiar and oft quoted rule “like charges repel and unlike 
charges attract”.
This is what one student said after drawing six *+’ charges on the end of the fixed
peanut closest to the free peanut and four charges on the end of the free peanut
closest to the fixed peanut as shown in Fig. 3.7:
“The charges should be attracted to each other and therefore be pulled closer to 
each other.”
The student chose position A (the attracted position) for the free peanut and said:
“If the charges are attracting each other the peanuts will move closer together.”
For the case of the two negatively charged peanuts (Case 2), the student placed six
charges on the fixed peanut and four charges on the free peanut at the extreme ends
of the two peanuts (see Fig. 3.7). The free peanut was shown in position R (the
repelled position). The explanation provided in this case was:
“The charges are repelling each other and will move as far apart as possible.
The free peanut will move as far away from the fixed peanut as it can because of 
the repelling charges.”
The other ‘rules of transfer’ used by these students are listed in Table 3.1 in the 
descending order of occurrence in the pretest and the post test. They collectively 
represent the thinking of a large fraction of the class. In comparing Table 3.1 and Table 
2.1, we find that there are some rules used in the sphere test (representing a rather small 
fraction of the class) that are not used in the peanut test. Similarly, there are some rules 
used in the peanut test, sometimes by a significant fraction of the class that will not be
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apparent in the sphere test Different tests, therefore, bring out different aspects of 
student understanding of a topic. The two tests described in chapter II and chapter HI 
have served to complement each other. The results of the two tests are consistent. At 
the same time the peanut test gives additional information like the interaction between 
two charged conductors as well as the distribution of the charges on the conductors.
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Chapter IV Inferences
The rules of transfer listed in Table 2.1 and Table 3.1 reveal certain ideas that 
students have about the exchange of charges between two metallic objects. As can be 
seen from Table 2.1 and Table 3.1, some of these ideas persist after instruction. In this 
chapter we shall classify these ideas, which we call our “inferences”.
A. Inference 1
Many students recognize that the charges on one conductor interact with 
the charges on another conductor but do not recognize that the charges 
on a single conductor interact with each other.
A large number of students predict that there will be no transfer of charge between 
two conductors in contact unless the charges on one conductor attract the charges on the 
other. If the charges on the two conductors have the same sign, then these students 
predict that the charges on one conductor will repel the charges on the other conductor 
and move to the far extreme ends of the objects (see Rule 1 in Table 2.1 and Table 3.1). 
There will, therefore, be no transfer of charge between two similarly charged 
conductors. These students do not seem to recognize that the charges on each 
conductor repel each other, and for the charges on the conductor with the larger charge 
this repulsion is greater than the repulsion between the charges on different conductors. 
A few students use this idea to predict that transfer of charge between oppositely 
charged conductors that are in contact will cease after both conductors acquire a charge 
of the same sign (See Rule 1 in Table 2.1).
This inference can also be drawn from responses that indicate that when two 
oppositely charged conductors touch, transfer of charge stops when one of the 
conductors becomes neutral (see Rule 2 in Tables 2.1 and 3.1). When one of the 
conductors is initially neutral, some students state that there is nothing on this conductor
32
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that attracts the charges on the other conductor. As a result they conclude that no 
transfer occurs. These students do not recognize that the charges on the charged 
conductor repel each other and thus will be distributed among the two conductors. 
Fewer students make this mistake on the peanut task than on the sphere task, but this 
idea is prevalent even at the end of the second part of the introductory physics course.
The following pair of inferences deal with students’ understanding of neutral 
conductors. They are related to each other as one usually follows the other. However it 
is possible for the second inference to exist independently of the first.
B. Inference 2A
Many students do not describe a neutral conductor as one with equal 
amounts of positive and negative charges unless explicitly prompted.
Some students do not recognize that physicists use the terms “neutral”, “zero 
charge” and “no charge” interchangeably. Most students must be prompted before they 
remember that a conductor with no charge does indeed contain positive charges 
(protons) and negative charges (electrons). Instead they seem to work with the 
assumption that a conductor with zero charge literally contains “no charges”. As a 
result, they predict that charged conductors do not attract or repel neutral conductors. 
This idea also lies behind the prediction that there is no transfer between charged 
conductors and neutral conductors (Rule 2 in Table 2.1) and that transfer between two 
conductors stops when one of the conductors becomes neutral (Rule 2 and Rule 8 in 
Table 2.1 and Rule 2 in Table 3.1).
Furthermore, a few students do not understand what is meant when they are told 
that “sphere B is given a charge of -2p.C”. When this sphere touches a sphere of +8p.C 
(sphere A), they indicate that sphere B loses its charge of -2 \iC  and as a result has a 
final charge of +2|xC (Rule 5 in Table 2.1 and Table 3.1). These students apparently do
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not realize that the initial charge of -2|iC is in addition to the charge contained in a 
neutral sphere.
C. Inference 2B
Many students do not recognize that a charged conductor exerts 
electrostatic forces on the positive and negative charges in a neutral 
conductor and that these forces, being of unequal magnitudes, do not 
cancel.
When asked about the force between a charged conductor placed near a neutral 
conductor, students may realize, with some help, that the neutral conductor is polarized 
in the presence of the charged conductor. However, many of them fail to recognize that 
the charged conductor exerts not a single force but two forces on the metal conductor
• the force between the charged conductor and the positive charges on the neutral 
conductor and
• the force between the charged conductor and the negative charges on the neutral 
conductor.
When asked directly, the majority of the students ignore the force between the 
charged conductor and the charge on the neutral conductor that has the same sign and 
that is farthest from the charged conductor. Even after recognizing the existence of the 
second force, most students do not recognize that the two forces differ in magnitude 
because the two charges on the neutral conductor are at different distances from the 
charged conductor. This last point is subtle but is essential to understanding why a 
charged conductor attracts a neutral conductor. Consequently, it is rare to find a student 
who can, of his own accord, explain why a charged conductor is attracted to a neutral 
conductor. These observations have been made in several interviews. In the context of 
this study, they are validated, e.g., by the number of students who chose the 
‘unaffected’ position (U) for the neutral free peanut in the presence of the charged fixed
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peanut. As seen in Table 3.1 under Rule 2, almost all students who predicted that the 
final charge of the fiee peanut is zero indicated that the free peanut will be unaffected by 
the charged fixed peanut. The quotes revealed that this was because the free peanut was 
said to have ‘no charge’.
D. Inference 3
Some students do not conserve charge during the transfer.
While students have come up with their own conditions for initiating a transfer of 
charge between two conductors in contact and for determining when an equilibrium 
between the conductors is reached, many of them do not seem to follow the most 
important rule of all - the law of conservation of charge. Many of the rales listed in 
Table 2.1 and Table 3.1 do not conserve charge. These include rales that result in equal 
final charges on the two conductors (Rule 4 in Table 2.1 and Table 3.1 and Rule 11 in 
Table 3.1) and rules that result in equal and opposite charges on the two conductors so 
that the total final net charge is zero (Rule 3 in Table 2.1 and 3.1). The prescribed 
textbook11 for this course states the law of conservation of charge as follows:
“The net amount of electric charge produced in any process is zero.”
It is possible that the students are interpreting this to mean that the final charge on the 
two conductors must sum to zero.
Of the two tests described in this study, the peanut test was administered first. It 
was found that 44% of the class had drawn the correct final charges on the two peanuts 
in both case 1 and case 2 while 31% of the class had not drawn charges consistent with 
the law of conservation of charge in at least one of the cases in the pretest. The rest of 
the class either did not give an answer in one of the cases or did not draw any charges. 
The post test revealed that 41% of the students did not draw charges with conservation 
of charge in at least one of the cases. It was not clear whether these results were due to
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carelessness on the part of the student or due to a lack of understanding of the transfer 
of charge between the peanuts. It was also evident that their responses were not based 
on the net charge on the two peanuts. In order to separate these issues we decided to 
give the simpler Sphere Test where students had to merely write down the net charge on 
each sphere without drawing the charges explicitly. We found that 23% of the students 
did not conserve charge in at least one of the cases in the sphere pretest and 27% of the 
students did not conserve charge in at least one of the cases in the sphere post test.
E. Inference 4
Many students do not apply a physical mechanism to arrive at the final 
charges on the two objects.
Many students do not appear to think of the transfer of charge as a process that 
extends over a non zero time interval. They do not try to understand how the charges 
move between two conducting objects in contact by examining the forces on the 
charges. Instead they devise rules to predict the final charges on the two objects without 
thinking about the intermediate process. Examples of these rules include:
• The final charges of the spheres are equal to each other but are not equal to half of 
the initial net charge: When a sphere with charge +8|iC touches a sphere with 
charge -2(iC, the result may be a charge of +4pC on each sphere or a charge equal 
to +6p.C on each sphere (Rule 4 in Table 2.1). This idea repeats itself in the peanut 
test (see Rule 11 and Rule 4 in Table 3.1).
• In the final state the net charge on the two conductors is zero (see Rule 3 in Table 
2.1 and Table 3.1 and Rule 11 in Table 3.1).
• In the final state each conductor has an arbitrary number of positive and negative 
charges but an equilibrium is said to have been attained merely because the 
conductors were brought in contact (Rule 10 in Table 3.1). In the case of the
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spheres, half the number of charges from the sphere with the larger charge moves
into the sphere with the smaller charge. (Rule 6 in Table 2.1).
F. Inference 5
Some students do not calculate the net charge on the two conductors in 
order to determine whether they will attract each other, repel each other 
or not affect each other at all.12
Many students appear to assume a certain interaction between the peanuts after the 
charge transfer. They then align charges at the ends of the peanuts that are closest to 
each other in a manner that will be consistent with their prediction. For example, 
students who used Rule 10 (Table 3.1) drew an arbitrary number of positive and 
negative charges on both the fixed and the free peanut. However, the students’ 
predictions for the final position of the free peanut typically did not depend on the net 
charges of the peanuts. Instead, the predictions were sometimes consistent with the 
sign of the charges at the ends of the peanuts. If the ‘repelled’ position (R) was 
predicted, then the charges drawn at the ends of the peanuts closest to each other would 
have the same sign. If the ‘attracted’ position (A) was predicted, then the two peanuts 
were drawn so that charges at the ends closest to each other had opposite signs. 
Sometimes no specific arrangement of charges was drawn and the ‘unaffected’ position 
(U) was chosen. It is interesting to note that even in cases where the students arrived at 
the correct final charges on the two peanuts, they sometimes predicted the wrong 
interaction. This is most clearly seen in the peanut post test (Rule 12 in Table 3.1) 
where most of the students chose the unaffected position for the free peanut. They 
appeared to think that two objects that have the same number of positive and negative 
charges will not affect each other since they are ‘neutral with respect to each other’ or 
because ‘the charges are equal’. Although the number of students who used each of the 
rules listed above is not large, they collectively contributed significantly to our
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understanding of how students talk about the interaction between charged conductors.
It is found that a quarter (41 students) of the number of students who took the peanut 
pretest aligned charges and predicted an incorrect interaction on the basis of the charges 
at the ends of the peanuts. Among those who took the post test, a fifth (32 students) of 
the total number of students applied the same rules to predict an interaction.
G. Inference 6
Some students do not recognize that charge flows between two charged 
conductors when they are placed in contact.
Some students do not seem to have internalized the fact that there can indeed be a 
flow of charge between two charged conductors in contact. This has, on several 
instances, led to students responding that the charges on the two conductors will remain 
the same even after they come in contact. This idea seems to be more prevalent in the 
peanut test where a number of students fail to mention a transfer of charge when the two 
peanuts are in contact. (See Rule 7 in Table 2.1 and Table 3.1).
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Chapter V Interaction between Charged 
Conductors: Three Supplementary Tasks
A. Introduction
In this chapter, we shall discuss the responses of students enrolled in the 
introductory algebra and trigonometry-based physics course to three questions that are 
related to the ideas discussed in chapter IV. We shall first describe the concepts that will 
be discussed. We shall then follow the pattern in chapters II and DI by describing the 
question and the acceptable response in each case followed by a discussion of student 
responses.
1. Distance Dependence of the Attraction between Charged 
Conductors
The first question was designed to assess students’ understanding of a basic concept 
in electrostatics: “like charges repel and unlike charges attract and this attraction or 
repulsion decreases as the distance between the charges increases”. Some of the 
students in the second part of the introductory algebra and trigonometry-based course 
had read about these concepts in high school. Since the question was part of a pretest 
administered on the second day of class, all the students had encountered these ideas 
during the previous class.
2. The Interaction of Charged Conductors through a Thin 
Plastic Sheet
During our interviews with students from various populations, we began to suspect 
that some students viewed the attraction and repulsion between the peanuts as being 
caused by a flow of particles between them. The students would not describe these 
ideas explicitly although they hinted at it on many occasions. In order to investigate this
39
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idea more closely, we included a question in the test given at the end of the semester to 
some of the students. This will be the second question discussed in this chapter.
3. The Interaction between Neutral and Charged Conductors
The third question that will be described in this chapter deals with a phenomenon 
that is known to be not understood by a large number of students: the interaction 
between neutral and charged conductors. The problems that students have in describing 
this interaction was described briefly in chapter 4. In this chapter we shall look at 
student responses that provide further clues as to how students think about this 
phenomenon.
B. Distance dependence of the attraction between charged 
Conductors
1. The Test Question
In order to see if students knew that unlike charges attract and that the attraction 
decreases with distance, we decided to administer a question in a pretest given to these 
students on the second day of class.
The question was based on the peanut setup which was placed in front of the class. 
The usual background information and assumptions were explained (see chapter 3).





fixed peanut free peanut
ZD t_. _J
very far apart
Ji  ^ A
/
Fig. 5.1: The peanut setup to study students’ understanding of the 
effect of distance on the force of attraction and repulsion.
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The wording of the question, which was centered on Fig. 5.1, is given below:
Fig. 5.1 shows two styrofoam 'peanuts' that are suspended by strings from a plastic 
rod. Each peanut is wrapped with a metallic foil. The two 'peanuts' may 
therefore be regarded as two extremely lightweight pieces of metal. In 
Fig. 5.1 the two 'peanuts' are assumed to be very far apart. The 'peanut' on the left 
is fixed. The 'peanut' on the right along with its suspension string can be moved as 
close to the fixed 'peanut' as desired.
Suppose now the fixed 'peanut' is given a charge of +6 (xC and the free 'peanut' is 
given a charge of -4(iC. The free 'peanut' is moved very close to the fixed 'peanut' 
but the two do not touch. (See Fig. 5.2).
string not drawn
very close but not touching
Fig. 5.2: “The free peanut is moved very close to the fixed peanut”.
It is then moved back till it is a small distance away from the fixed 'peanut'. (See 
Fig. 5.3).
string not drawn
a small distance apart
Fig. 5.3: The free peanut is a small distance away from the fixed
peanut.
Finally it is moved very far away from the fixed 'peanut'. (Fig. 5.4)
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string not drawn
very far apart
Fig. 5.4: The free peanut is moved far away from the fixed peanut.
Answer the following questions separately for the situations described by Fig. 5.2, 
Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4:
la) Using a '+' sign to show +1 fiC of charge and a s i g n  to show a -1 pC of 
charge, draw '+' and signs on each of the 'peanuts' to show the number and 
location of the charges on them in each of the Figs. 5.2, 5.3 & 5.4. 
lb) Which of the following statements is true for Fig. 5.2, which one for Fig. 5.3 
and which one for Fig. 5.4 ?
A) The free peanut is attracted to the fixed peanut.
B) The free peanut is unaffected by the fixed peanut and remains vertical.
C) The free peanut is repelled by the fixed peanut.
D) The free peanut oscUlates.
Fig. 5.2 Fig. 5.3 Fig. 5.4
Draw the string for the free peanut to indicate your choice in Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3 
and Fig. 5.4.
lc) Give an explanation for your answer for each figure.
Explanation for Fig. 5.2:
Explanation for Fig. 5.3:
Explanation for Fig. 5.4:
The students had to write their choice of position of the free peanut for each figure in 
the boxes provided above. They also had to support each choice with an explanation.
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2. Acceptable responses
An acceptable response to the question would be that the free peanut would be 
attracted to the fixed peanut when close to the peanut with the suspension string inclined 
towards the fixed peanut At the intermediate distance, the free peanut would still take 
the attracted position but the inclination of the string would be smaller. When the free 
peanut is very far away from the fixed peanut, it should, in principle, feel a slight 
attraction. The string may take either the attracted or the unaffected position. In terms 
of the letters to be filled in the boxes in ‘lb’ above, the acceptable responses are ‘A’,
‘A’ ‘A’ and ‘A’, ‘A’, ‘B’. To be consistent with the terminology of the earlier chapters, 
we shall refer to the attracted position as ‘A’, the repelled position as ‘R \ the unaffected 
position as ‘U’ and the oscillating position as ‘O’. The acceptable responses are, 
therefore, ‘AAA’ and ‘AAU’. The students were expected to draw the strings as shown 
in Fig. 5.5.
a small distance apart
C D very far apart C l D
or
C IS very far apart
5.5: String positions for the free peanut at different distances from the
fixed peanut
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3. Student Responses
44
Table 5.1 shows the distribution of responses to this question. The first column 
lists the various combinations of positions for the ‘very close’, ‘a small distance apart’ 
and ‘very far apart’ configurations. The second column gives a typical diagrammatic 
representation of the responses in terms of the positions shown in Fig. 5.6. The third 
column lists the number of students who picked a particular configuration. The 
different positions are represented by the diagrams in Fig. 5.6.














Fig. 5.6 : Possible Positions for the free peanut.
The diagrams are meant to represent the position of the free peanut and the 
corresponding inclination of the string. They do not represent the correct distance 
between the peanuts.
a. AAA
A few students chose an acceptable response (AAA) i.e. they chose the attracted 
position for the free peanut at all the three distances. Two of them did not talk about the 
distance dependence. The other students realized that the force of attraction would 
decrease with distance.
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Table 5.1: The distance dependence of the attraction between oppositely 
charged conductors: the responses of the pre medical students
* A = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected






















IJC Z D  C
attracted
bsL
D C _ )  C
attracted
mL
D C J  47 (25%)
unaffected
AOU






tThe charges on the peanuts remain the same. The distance 
between the peanuts is not represented in these diagrams.
(Table Continued)
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repelled attracted
) C Z D  C
unaffected
OAU C D<(C a  C
7
b^L
j  c 1  6  (3%)
oscillates attracted unaffected
AUU C
F/« ID C D C l D 4 (2%)
attracted unaffected unaffected
tThe charges on the peanuts remain the same. The distance between the peanuts is not 
represented in these diagrams.
(Table Continued)
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3S> C ") 2 (1%)
repelled






J c D  2(1%)
unaffected
tThe charges on the peanuts remain the same. The distance 
between the peanuts is not represented in these diagrams.
*A = Attracts R = Repels U = Unaffected
(Table Continued)
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attracted unaffected oscillates
AOO f Z




)  C _ D  C
repelled
SS^ i
)  C Z D  C
repelled
X 3  1 (<1%)
unaffected
tThe charges on the peanuts remain the same. The distance between the peanuts is not 
represented in these diagrams.
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b. AAU
A quarter of the class chose AAU which is another acceptable response as 
mentioned earlier. Many (70%) of these students indicated that opposite charges attract 
and the attraction decreases at the intermediate distance. When the peanuts are very far 
away, the force is not enough to affect the free peanut. Here is a quote from a student 
who belongs to this group:
Response for Fig. 5.2: Free peanut very close to the fixed peanut.
“The strings are close enough that the free peanut is attracted all the way to the 
fixed peanut.”
Response for Fig. 5.3: Free peanut at a small distance from the fixed peanut.
“Because the free peanut is farther away, but does have the same charge, the 
attraction is not as strong.”
Response for Fig. 5.4: Free peanut very far away from the fixed peanut.
“The free peanut is too far away and is unaffected by the charges.”
About 20% of the students do not distinguish between Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 i.e. 
between the close and the intermediate distances. The remaining students do not give 
any explanations for their choice for the position of the free peanut.
c. AOU
Students who chose the combination of positions A, O, U formed the largest group. 
Most of these students knew that opposite charges attract. They also knew that this 
attraction decreases with distance. When the free peanut is very close to the fixed 
peanut, it is attracted to the fixed peanut and takes position ‘A’. When it is very far 
away from the fixed peanut, it is unaffected by the fixed peanut. However, at the
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intermediate distance, these students chose the ‘oscillating’ position ‘O’ for the free 
peanut.
There were 80 students in this group. About 41% (33 students) of this group 
attempted to explain that a smaller attraction causes the oscillation. Here is a typical 
quote:
Response for Fig. 5.2: Free peanut very close to the fixed peanut.
“The peanuts have opposite charges so they will attract. If the string would have 
been any closer they would have touched.”
Response for Fig. 5.3: Free peanut a small distance from the fixed peanut.
“The “free” peanut is just close enough to where it is slightly attracted to the 
“fixed” peanut so the force is not strong enough to hold it in place and it swings 
back and forth.”
Some of these students have tried to analyze the forces involved in more detail.
Here are a few examples of this subset of students:
(1.) Quote 1
Response for Fig. 5.2: Free peanut very close to the fixed peanut.
“Free peanut is attracted to fixed peanut.”
Response for Fig. 5.3: Free peanut a small distance from the fixed peanut.
“1) Free peanut is attracted to the fixed peanut.
2) Gravity causes free peanut to swing down and away from the fixed peanut.
3) Gravity causes free peanut to swing down towards the fixed peanut.
4) Repeat this process.
Response for Fig. 5.4: Free peanut very far away from the fixed peanut.
“No attraction or repulsion.”
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(2.) Quote 2
Response for Fig. 5.3: Free peanut a small distance from the fixed peanut.
“Opposites attract, but peanut has to fight gravity and begins to oscillate.”
(3.) Quote 3
Response for Fig. 5.3: Free peanut a small distance from the fixed peanut.
“The peanuts are far enough for the charge not to be located on the ends but 
close enough to be attracted some of the time.”
(4.) Quote 4
Response for Fig. 5.3: Free peanut a small distance from the fixed peanut.
“The free peanut in the figure labeled Fig. 5.3 would oscillate because the 
distance is too great to just be attracting so the opposite charges from the peanuts 
attract the free peanut but cannot hold it in that location as fixed, so it oscillates 
between being vertical and being attracted.”
One of the students chooses ‘AO’ for the intermediate position indicating that he is 
thinking about an oscillation about the ‘attracted position’. He explains:
(5.) Quote 5
“(The string) is not as slanted - it is attracted but only a little - oscillates because 
of gravity pulling it down to the right.”
It is remarkable that there is a single response that is so overwhelmingly popular 
among the students. More interviews and tests are required before one can attempt to 
understand why students pick the oscillation position at the intermediate distance. 
However, one can speculate as to the various reasons.
The students may just be picking ‘oscillation’ as a middle ground answer. They 
know that the peanuts attract when they are close and they state that far away from the
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fixed peanut, the free peanut will not feel a force strong enough to move it. They may 
therefore think it is reasonable to assume that at the intermediate distance, the peanut will 
do something between being attracted and being unaffected or move alternately from the 
attracted position to the unaffected position.
It also seems, however, that students are trying to think about the forces on the 
‘peanut pendulum’ but are not able to describe the motion of the pendulum. The 
students indicate that when the peanuts are close, the force of attraction is strong and can 
‘hold’ the free peanut in the attracted position. When the peanuts are very far apart, the 
force of attraction is zero (or very small) and the free peanut hangs vertically, pulled 
downward by the force of gravity. In the intermediate position, ‘the force of attraction’ 
is not very strong. Students state that it acts on the free peanut pulling it towards the 
fixed peanut but is not able to overcome gravity which pulls it back. This process is 
repeated as the two forces alternate, setting the peanut into oscillations. (See Quote 1)
Thus there is a concept of ‘the bigger force wins’ when two forces are unequal and 
when the two forces are comparable, their effects alternate. However, a detailed study 
of students’ understanding of the motion of a pendulum in the presence of non-contact 
forces is needed to reach a conclusion.
Among the remaining students (47 students or 59% of the 80 in this group), twelve
students did not quote any reason at all. Ten others gave responses that were either
difficult to understand and therefore to classify or had a very different reason from the
majority in the group. Four students made use of anthropomorphism in describing why
the free peanut should oscillate. One such example is given below:
“Even though they are further apart they are still attracted and still try to reach 
each other therefore oscillating.”
A few students (7 or 9% of this group) attributed the oscillation to the rearrangement 
or movement of charges inside the peanut. One interesting example of this group is a 
student who drew the following diagram and explained why the peanut should oscillate:





Fig. 5.7: One student’s explanation for choosing the ‘oscillating’
position.
“I thought it would oscillate, because the distance would be sufficient to polarize 
charges back and forth.”
Fourteen students (18% of this group) talked explicitly about how the attraction has 
decreased with distance but did not really give a reason for picking the oscillating 
position. It is likely that their arguments are similar to those quoted above.
d. ARU
This was the choice among 22 students (12% of the total number - see Table 5.1).
These students chose the attracted position when the free peanut was very close to the 
fixed peanut, the repelled position at the intermediate distance and the unaffected 
position when the free peanut is far away from the fixed peanut. Nine students (41% of 
this group) did not give any reasons for their choice. Seven students (about a third of 
this group) used the argument of ‘like charges repel’ in choosing the repelled position at 
the intermediate distance. Almost all of them drew *+’ signs on both peanuts in Fig. 5.3 
(peanuts at an intermediate distance) to be consistent with their explanation. In Fig. 5.2 
and Fig. 5.4, however, they drew oppositely charged peanuts. They therefore changed 
the signs of the charges to suit their answer. There was no mention of transfer. Three 
other students, however, transferred charge at the intermediate distance (but not when 
the peanuts were close) and said the peanuts would repel since they had like charges.
Of the remaining three students, one of them attributed the repulsion to charges moving
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inside the peanut and like charges moving to the ‘near ends’ of the peanut. The other 
two students seemed to confuse the cause with the effect. They assumed that since the 
free peanut was at an intermediate distance from the fixed peanut, it must have been 
repelled.
4. Commentary
The other responses are shown in Table 5.1. However, it is the AOU response that 
gives the most insight into students’ ideas and opens up questions for future 
investigation. It appears that the problem is not so much that students do not know that 
the force decreases with distance but that students encounter difficulties in predicting the 
motion of the free peanut. In particular, students do not seem to realize that the 
pendulum will come to rest at an angle determined by the force of attraction on the 
negatively charged peanut, the weight of the peanut and the tension on the string.
It is possible that the students are thinking about the transient motion of the ‘peanut 
pendulum’. They may be saying that the free peanut will be attracted to the fixed peanut 
and be set into oscillations about an attracted position, eventually settling to a stationary 
attracted position. However, if they were thinking of transients, it would be expected 
that they would choose the oscillating position at the near distance and at the farthest 
distance also. Instead of ‘AAA’, they would have picked ‘OOO’ and instead of ‘AAB’ 
they would have picked ‘OOU’. There is a lack of consistency in their answers. 
Furthermore, all the students who picked the ‘oscillating’ position had drawn the 
suspension string vertical with semicircles near the ends of the free peanut to indicate 
motion (see Table 5.1). It is unlikely that they were thinking of oscillations about the 
attracted position. However, one can only speculate at this point. Several well 
designed interviews and tests are needed to elicit student responses that will give a 
clearer picture of their models. The preliminary results reported here have raised 
questions that call for more work in this area in the future.
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C. The Interaction of Charged Conductors through a Thin 
Plastic Sheet
1. The Test Question
In order to investigate whether the students thought a mechanical barrier would 
interfere with the electrostatic interaction between the charged peanuts, we decided to 
administer the following question.
The question was based on the peanut setup shown in Fig. 5.8. The setup was 
described to the students (see chapter 3). The students were told that the fixed peanut 
was given a charge of +6 fiC and the free peanut was given a charge of -4{iC.
plastic rod
string not shown 
free peanut
thin plastic sheet
Fig. 5.8: Task on the attraction through a plastic sheet
The question was worded as follows:
“Fig. 5.8 shows a plastic sheet placed to the right of the fixed peanut. The free 
peanut on the other side of the plastic sheet is brought close to the fixed peanut and 
the sheet.
la) Which of the following positions (A, B or C shown in Fig. 5.9) do you expect 
the free ‘peanut’ to take when it is brought close to the fixed ‘peanut’ on the other 
side of the sheet ?
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plastii: 
sheet
Position A Position B
Position C
Fig. 5.9: Possible positions for the free peanut
lb) Draw'+' a n d s i g n s  on the fixed and the free 'peanut' in the figure you chose 
to show where the charges are located on the two 'peanuts', 
lc) Why did you choose these locations for the charges ?
Id) Why did you choose this position for the peanut ?
The questions formed part of a test administered at the end of the semester. The test
was not counted for the students’ overall grade. The setup was placed in front of the
class and the questions were explained with reference to the setup. The students were
also told to ignore the slight movement of the peanuts due to drafts in the room.
2. Acceptable Responses
The question was designed to test whether students knew that
• The oppositely charged peanuts attract each other.
• The peanuts continue to attract each other through a thin sheet of plastic.
The complete solution to this problem is certainly not elementary. One has to keep 
in mind, however, that the question was asked merely to see how students would react
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to the presence of a barrier between the peanuts. In particular, we were curious to know 
if the students who had talked about charges traveling between the peanuts would say 
that there would be no interaction now as the path for the charges was blocked by the 
sheet. This question was administered as part of a post test to several different 
populations at the pre-college and the college level. In some tests we had a plastic sheet 
separating the two peanuts. In other tests we replaced this with a transparent glass 
sheet. In this chapter, we shall examine the responses of students of the algebra and 
trigonometry based-physics course. In the following chapter, we shall describe the 
responses of students from the other populations.
This is a question that can be answered at several levels. The correct response is 
that the free peanut will be attracted to the fixed peanut in spite of the plastic sheet. The 
explanation can take various forms depending on the level of knowledge possessed by 
the student We therefore decided to accept as correct any response that contained the 
idea that the free peanut is attracted to the fixed peanut The most sophisticated 




Fig. 5.10: An acceptable solution
The glass or plastic sheet is polarized with positive charges on the side facing the 
negative free peanut and negative charges on the side facing the positive peanut. The 
free peanut is attracted to the positive charges of the fixed peanut and so takes the 
attracted position ‘A’.
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3. Student Responses
The students, whose responses are described in this chapter, were enrolled in the 
second part of the algebra and trigonometry-based physics course. They were the same 
students whose responses were described in chapter DI. The question was administered 
at the end of the semester. The responses indicate that students devise certain ‘rules’ to 
arrive at a solution. They are listed in Table 5.2. The first column gives the rule 
number, the second column gives the statement of the rule and the third column gives 
the number of students who used a certain rule. They have been divided into three 
groups depending on their choice of the ‘attracted’, ‘repelled’ and the ‘unaffected’ 
position. The rules have been arranged in the descending order of frequency of 
occurrence in this population.
The first two rows describe rules 1 and 2 defined below:
a. Rule 1: Students who chose the attracted position for the free peanut 
but did not mention the plastic sheet.
A large fraction (42%) of the class chose the attracted position of the free peanut 
because ‘opposite charges attract’ without referring to the plastic sheet. All of them 
were aware of the fact that ‘like charges repel and unlike charges attract’ and used it to 
explain their choice:
/
( W (  —  ( J c -
o a
Fig. 5.11: A student response without a reference to the sheet
“Because opposite charges attract each other. So they will be close. There are 
more positive charges so it’s going to pull in that direction.”
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The student also seems to think that the peanut with the greater positive charge will 
pull more than the peanut with the smaller negative charge i.e. this response hints at 
how Newton’s third law is often not understood by students.
b. Rule 2: Students who did mention the plastic sheet but did not 
regard it as a barrier.
Among the eleven students who chose the ‘attracted’ position for the free peanut and 
made some reference to the plastic sheet (see Rule 2 in Table 5.2), 5 students said that 
the sheet has no effect while two students said that the sheet will not ‘prevent static 
electricity’. One of these two students referred to the plastic sheet as a ‘dielectric’. 
Another student qualified her statement by saying that the choice would only be true if 
the sheet was really thin. Yet another student thought the plastic sheet becomes 
positively charged (and therefore attracts the free peanut) but did not explain any further. 
The following is an example of a quote by a student who thinks that the sheet does not 





Fig. 5.12: “Electromagnetic forces are still present”.
“No conduction between peanuts (separated by sheet). Electromagnetic forces 
are still present (opposite charges attract).”
c. Rule 3: Students who regarded the plastic sheet as an insulating 
barrier.
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Table 5.2: The attraction of two oppositely charged conductors through 






Students who chose the attracted 








2 . Students who did mention the 




3. Students who regarded the plastic Total: 16(19%)
sheet as an insulating barrier.
0  0  16
4. Students who regarded the plastic Total: 8(9%)
sheet as a mechanical barrier to the 
flow of charge between the 0 0 9
peanuts.
5. Students who do not specify why Total: 13 (15%)
the sheet serves as a barrier.
0 0 13
6 . Students who transfer charge from Total: 2 (2%)
one peanut to another through the
sheet or from one peanut to the 2 0  0
sheet or who talk about the 
possibility of such transfers.
t A = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
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The students who used this rule stated that the plastic sheet ‘insulated’ the peanuts 








Fig. 5.13: “The charges are insulated because the plastic does not
conduct charge”.
Why did you choose these locations for the charges?
“Because its charges are still randomly placed on the peanuts like in figure 5.8 . 
This is because plastic doesn’t conduct electric charge, it insulates.”
Why did you choose this position for the peanut?
“Because plastic does not conduct electric charge and they will not be attracted or 
repelled by each other. They are insulated.”
d. Rule 4: Students who regarded the plastic sheet as a mechanical 
barrier to the flow of charge between the peanuts.
There were some students who regarded the sheet as a mechanical barrier i.e. their 
statements indicated that there must be at least a possible path for the flow of charge 
between one peanut to another for the peanuts to interact with each other. These 
students did not make any reference to the insulating properties of plastic.
/ i
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Fig. 5.14: “The plastic sheet separates the charges”
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“The plastic sheet allows no charge “jumping”. The charges remain in their 
original positions. No charge jumping occurs because the plastic sheet separates 
the charges.”
Another student, who drew charges in positions similar to the ones shown in Fig. 5.14 
said:
“Assuming the plastic sheet has no charge, it is neutral and neither peanut is 
attracted nor repelled by it. Since the plastic sheet is between the peanuts, the 
unlike charges aren’t allowed to come in contact so the negatively charged 
peanut doesn’t move toward the positively charged one.”
e. Rule 5: Students who do not specify why the sheet serves as a 
barrier.
Some students do not specify how the plastic sheet hinders the interaction between 
the peanuts. They talk in general terms about the sheet serving as a barrier between the 
peanuts.
Fig. 5.15: “Sheet serves as a barrier between (the) charges”
“I think that the sheet will serve as a barrier between charges therefore the 
peanuts will not attract nor change.”
f. Rule 6: Students who transfer charge from one peanut to another 
through the sheet or from one peanut to the sheet or who talk about the 
possibility of such transfers.
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XI
IX
There were two students who explicitly talked about the transfer of charge between 
the peanuts. Both of them chose the attracted position for the free peanut. Here is what 
one student says in explanation:
A
X
Fig. 5.16: “Charges can pass through (the sheet)”
“The charges jump from one peanut to the next and opposite charges must be on 
the ends in order for attraction to occur. Because plastic tends to be neutral the 
charges can pass through.”
In general, the number of charges drawn on the peanuts was consistent with the 
conservation of charge for 63% of the students. More students (73%) who chose the 
unaffected position for the free peanut conserved charge compared to the students who 
chose the attracted position for the free peanut (57%).
4. Commentary
A little more than half the class chose the attracted position for the free peanut. 
However, 42% of the class picked the attracted position without mentioning the plastic 
sheet. The students who regarded the plastic sheet as a barrier to the flow of charge 
formed 43% of the class (those who used rules 3,4 and 5). They concluded that since 
charges cannot flow through the plastic sheet, one peanut cannot influence the other 
peanut. A little less than a fifth of the class attributed this to the insulating properties of 
plastic. Most of the other students commented about the plastic sheet blocking any flow 
of charge between the peanuts.
Although these students had read about dielectrics and solved problems on 
capacitors, they did not spontaneously talk about the polarization of a dielectric. Many
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of them thought that a plastic sheet could block any interaction between the peanuts. 
Some of them attributed it to the insulating properties of the sheet. They appeared to 
think that the effect of a group of charges is blocked by an insulator. Thus, many 
students seem to think that there must be at least a possibility of a flow of charge 
between two objects for an interaction to occur between them.
D. The Interaction between Neutral and Charged Conductors
1. The Test Question
A common idea prevalent among students is that neutral objects do not interact with 
charged objects. A question was administered at the end of the semester to the students 
enrolled in the introductory algebra and trigonometry-based physics course to study 
how students’ respond to a question about the interaction between a charged peanut and 
a neutral peanut. The setup was placed in front of the class. The peanuts were 
described to the students and the meaning of the statement ‘the free peanut was brought 
close to the fixed peanut’ was explained. The students were also told to regard the two 
peanuts as two very light pieces of metal and to ignore the movement of the peanuts due 




Fig. 5.17: Task on the interaction between neutral and
charged peanuts.
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The question involving a neutral free peanut and a charged fixed peanut is quoted below:
“Suppose the free 'peanut' has a total charge of zero. The fixed 'peanut' has a 
charge of -6 |iC as before. The free 'peanut' is brought close to the fixed peanut 
but they do not touch.
la) Which of the following positions (A, B, C or D shown in Fig. 5.18) do you 
expect the free peanut to take when it is brought close to the fixed peanut ?
Position A Position B
oscillates
Position C Position D
Fig. 5.18: The four possible positions for the free peanut.
lb) Draw '+' and '-' signs to show the positions of all the charges in the figure you 
chose to show where the charges are located on the two peanuts.
1c) Why did you choose these locations for the charges ?
Id) Why did you choose this position for the free peanut ?
2. The Correct Response
As was mentioned in the inferences drawn in the last chapter (see inference 2B in 
chapter IV), to answer the question correctly, the student must realize that
• Electrons are free to move in a metal.
• As the free peanut is brought close to the negatively charged fixed peanut, the 
electrons in the free peanut will move to the end farthest from the fixed peanut 
leaving behind positive charges at the end closest to the fixed peanut.
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• There is a force of attraction between the negative charges on the fixed peanut and 
the positive charges on the ‘near end’ of the free peanut.
• There is a force of repulsion between the negative charges on the fixed peanut and 
the negative charges on the ‘far end’ of the free peanut.
• Since the positive charges on the free peanut are closer to the negative charges of the 
fixed peanut than the negative charges on the free peanut, the force of attraction is 
greater than the force of repulsion on the peanut. The peanut is therefore attracted to 
the fixed peanut.
3. Student Responses
Students’ responses to this question too may be divided into ‘rules’ used by 
students. These student devised ‘rules’ are listed in Table 5.3 from the second row 
onwards in the descending order of the frequency of occurrence. The first row contains 
the correct response as described above. None of the students in the algebra and 
trigonometry class arrived at the correct response.
a. Rule 1 Students typically mention both positive and negative charges 
on the neutral free peanut and draw the polarization as well. The 
positive charges in the neutral, free peanut are attracted to the negative 
charges on the fixed peanut. The repulsion is not mentioned.
This rule was used by the largest group of students. Students who used this rule 
stated that the positive charges on the free peanut are attracted to the negative charges on 
the free peanut. They understood the meaning of the term ‘neutral’. However there 
was no mention of the force on the negative charges on the free peanut.
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Fig. 5.19: Positive charges on the free peanut are attracted to the 
negative charges on the fixed peanut.
“Since the free peanut is neutral, the influence of the fixed peanut’s charge 
causes charging of the neutral peanut via induction (a separation of charge). 
Therefore, the + charges in the free peanut would be attracted to the - charges in 
the fixed peanut. Opposite charges attract. ...Therefore position A was chosen 
as correct.”
This student knew that a neutral peanut has an equal number of positive and negative 
charges and attributed the attraction between the peanuts to the attraction of the positive 
charges on the free peanut to the negative charges on the fixed peanut.
However, having got this far during an interview, if the students’ attention was 
turned towards the negative charges in the free peanut, they typically retracted their 
statement. They realized that there had to be a repulsion between the negative charges 
on the free peanut and the negative charges on the fixed peanut. But they did not 
recognize that the two forces are unequal in magnitude. Instead, they concluded that the 
two forces are equal and opposite and will cancel each other.
One of the students included in this group did not completely follow the rule since
he chose the unaffected position for the free peanut. He recognized that there is a
separation of charge but explained why he chose the unaffected position as follows:
“The strength of attraction isn’t very great because the free peanut doesn’t have a 
strong positive charge.”
All but three of the students drew an equal number of positive and negative charges 
on the peanut indicating that this group of students did understand the meaning of a 
neutral object. Only six of the students (less than half) drew charges consistent with the 
principle of conservation of charge. This was mainly because they did not draw six
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Table 5.3: The attraction between neutral and charged conductors: the 
responses of the pre medical students.
Distribution of
Rule Student Responses
Number Devised 56 students
_____________________________Rule_______________________A R U Ot
Correct
Answer
The negatively charged fixed peanut polarizes the neutral 
free peanut. The negatively charged fixed peanut attracts 
the positive charges on the free peanut and repels the 
negative charges. The attraction is larger than the 
repulsion because the fixed peanut is closest to the 
positive charges.
Total: 0(0%)
1 . Students typically mention both positive and negative charges on the neutral free peanut and draw the 
polarization as well. The positive charges in the neutral, 
free peanut are attracted to the negative charges on the 
fixed peanut. The repulsion is not mentioned.
Total: 16(29%) 
15 0 1 0
2. The free peanut is not affected by the negatively charged 
fixed peanut because the free peanut has “no charge”.
No mention is made of the positive and negative charges 
in the free peanut or that the free peanut is polarized.
Total: 12(21%)
0 0 12 0
3. There is a transfer of charge from the fixed peanut to the 
free peanut.
Total: 10(18%)
0 4 1 5
4. The free peanut is polarized by the negatively charged 
fixed peanut. The negatively charged fixed peanut 
attracts the positive charges on the free peanut and repels 
the negative charges. The two forces either alternate or 
cancel.
Total: 9(16%)
0 0 1 8
5. The explanation is based on a mechanical model rather 
than a concept in electrostatics.
Total: 0(0%)
6. The free peanut wants to get electrons, so it moves 
towards the fixed peanut.
Total: 0(0%)
7. The free peanut is regarded as containing a ‘neutral 
charge’. Since opposites attract, the free peanut is 
attracted to the fixed peanut.
Total: 0(0%)
8. The free peanut is partially attracted, so it oscillates. Total: 0(0%)
Other reasons (described in the text) Total: 5(9%) 
1 1 0  3
No Reasons Total: 4(7%)
0 0 4 0
t A = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected O = Oscillates
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signs on the fixed peanut. Throughout this study, it is common to find that students do 
not draw the correct number of charges.
On a positive note, one of the students used terms learned in this course. The 
student’s response to this question is shown below:
“Because the charge of the fixed peanut will promote charge separation of the
electrically neutral peanut creating an electric dipole - drawing the V  charge 
close to the peanut. The charge of the dipole will stay as far away as
possible.”
On choosing the attracted position for the free peanut:
“Because if an electric dipole is created the + charges will attract the - charges 
therefore drawing the free peanut closer to the fixed peanut.”
b. Rule 2: The free peanut is not affected by the negatively charged 
fixed peanut because the free peanut has “no charge”. No mention is 
made of the positive and negative charges in the free peanut or that the 
free peanut is polarized.
c. Rule 7: The free peanut is regarded as containing a ‘neutral charge’. 
Since opposites attract, the free peanut is attracted to the fixed peanut.
These two rules were applied by students who did not understand what is meant by 
the term ‘neutral’ or ‘zero charge’ or ‘uncharged’. Those who used rule 2 concluded 
that since the free peanut has zero charge, it is unaffected by the negative fixed peanut.
Fig. 5.20: “..creating an electric dipole”
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Some students regarded ‘neutral’ as a third kind of charge and used the ‘opposites 
attract’ argument to say that the free peanut would be attracted to the fixed peanut 
The number of students who used rule 2 formed the second largest group. A typical 
response is described below:
Fig. 5.21: “The neutral peanut remains unaffected because it has no
charges on it”.
“Since the free peanut is neutral there are no charges on it and it does not affect 
the fixed peanut. It is neither attracted nor repelled by the fixed peanut because it 
is neutral.”
This group of students thinks that a neutral peanut literally has no charge. As a 
result it cannot be affected by the presence of a charged object All but two of the 
students in this group drew the six ‘-’ signs on the fixed peanut. They left the free 
peanut blank.
d. Rule 3: There is a transfer of charge from the fixed peanut to the 
free peanut.
Some students transferred charge between the two peanuts even though they did not 
come in contact. All but one of the students said that the free peanut would either repel 
or oscillate. While most of the students merely remarked that ‘charge would be 
transferred’, one of the students said a negative charge would ‘be induced on the 
peanut’ and another student relied on terminology from a different context in physics: 
“Through convection, the charges are transferred through space.”
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Fig. 5.22: “Charge is transferred through convection”.
Four students chose the repelled position for the free peanut since both peanuts were 
negatively charged. It is easy to see why the students would say that the free peanut 
would be repelled from the fixed peanut. More interesting, however, is the fact that 
five students chose the oscillating position. Here are some examples:
“It (the free peanut) is repelled but gravity also pulls it down so it oscillates.”
“(The free peanut) begins to oscillate as it accumulates charge from fixed 
peanut and will eventually repel.”
The student who chose the unaffected position for the free peanut does not give any 
reason. Like the others, he transferred half the charge from the fixed to the free peanut. 
We have seen examples in chapter 3 of students choosing the unaffected position for the 
free peanut when it has the same number of charges as the fixed peanut.
e. Rule 4: The free peanut is polarized by the negatively charged fixed 
peanut. The negatively charged fixed peanut attracts the positive charges 
on the free peanut and repels the negative charges. The two forces either 
alternate or cancel.
The students who used this rule understood the meaning of ‘neutral’. They also 
understood that the neutral free peanut would be polarized in the presence of the 
negative fixed peanut. They described the forces on both the positive and the negative 
charges. However, they did not recognize that these two forces are different in 
magnitude. One of them concluded that the two forces are equal and opposite and 
cancel each other. He chose the ‘unaffected’ position for the free peanut. Others
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described the two forces acting either simultaneously or alternately. They chose the 
‘oscillating’ position for the free peanut.
Eight of the nine students said the free peanut would oscillate because it was 





Fig. 5.23: “The free peanut is attracted and repelled; therefore it
oscillates”.
“Because the positive charges are attracted, the negative charges repelled; Since 
they do not touch, the peanut is simultaneously drawn to and repelled from the 
fixed peanut therefore causing an oscillation. If they had touched the charges 
could have crossed over to find a more neutral setting.”
Most students attributed the oscillation of the free peanut to the attractive and 
repulsive forces acting simultaneously as described by the above quote. One student, 
however, attributed the oscillation to the free peanut being alternately attracted and 
repelled by the negative charges on the fixed peanut.
J
tza
Fig. 5.24: “The free peanut is attracted and repelled at different times.”
“When the free peanut approaches its negatively charged partner, electrons align 
themselves as shown. Ihe “shuffling” of electrons in the free peanut will cause 
it to be attracted and repelled at different times. Therefore, it oscillates.”
Three of the nine students did not draw charges consistent with the law of 
conservation of charge mainly because they drew too many or too few charges on the 
fixed peanut. However, this did not come in the way of understanding their responses.
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f. Rule 8: The free peanut is partially attracted, so it oscillates.
g. Rule 6: The free peanut wants to get electrons, so it moves towards 
the fixed peanut.
h. Rule 5: The explanation is based on a mechanical model rather than a 
concept in electrostatics.
The three rules stated above are a collection of rules that are not commonly used.
All of them represent rather naive attempts to explain the attraction between the neutral 
free peanut and the negative fixed peanut.
Some students do not give a detailed explanation for their choice. Rule 8 is an 
example. The student is not analyzing the forces on the positive and the negative 
charges on the free peanut as in the case of Rule 4 but merely picks a ‘middle ground’ 
answer. Students who use anthropomorphism to explain their choice are said to use 
Rule 6. Rule 5 is used by students who do not make any reference to “like charges 
repel and unlike charges attract”. Instead, they talk about the mechanical aspects of the 
problem. None of the students of the population being studied in this chapter (the 
students in the algebra and trigonometiy-based physics course) used this rule. This rule 
is prevalent among other populations, though, and examples of its use will be given in 
the next chapter.
i. Other Reasons
There were quite a few students who did not quite fit into the rules described above. 
As can be seen from Table 5.3, most of them chose the oscillation position for the free 
peanut. Some examples are given below:
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Fig. 5.25: A reason for oscillation
“If the net charge on the free peanut is zero, it is because the same number of 
positive and negative charges exist. They are evenly dispersed throughout the 
peanut. It will oscillate because all the negative charges, which are located 
throughout the free peanut, will repel the negative charges on the fixed peanut.”
Another student said the free peanut oscillates because ‘the electrons are trying to get 
out of the free peanut’ while according to the third student, the charge on the free peanut 
‘keeps changing’.
Not all the students in this ‘unclassified’ group chose the oscillating position. One
student said there will be no flow of charge between one peanut and another. However,
the student explained:
“...even though the peanuts do not touch, the left one (the fixed peanut) will 
impart some of its negative characteristics on the right one, thus repelling each 
other.”
Another student picks the attracted position for the free peanut and says
“The free peanut will be charged by induction. The peanuts do not touch but the 
-6|iC peanut will induce a *+’ charge in the free peanut. I chose this position 
because like charges attract!”
j. No reasons
The remaining students did not explain why they chose a particular position for the 
free peanut. All of them drew six ‘-’ signs on the fixed peanut and left the free peanut 
blank. They also chose the unaffected position for the free peanut. They were probably 
using rale 2 i.e. they thought the free peanut would not feel any force because it had 
‘zero charge’.
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4. Commentary
The sample of students who answered this question was smaller than the questions 
described earlier. The question was originally given to 66 students. Ten students did 
not answer the question.
It appears that a large fraction (45%, counting the students who used rule 1 and rule 
4) of those who did answer the question knew that a neutral object contains an equal 
number of positive and negative charges. It is still significant, though, that a 
considerable fraction of the class (39%, counting those who used rules 2 and rule 3) 
used rather naive rules to answer this question. They did not know that a neutral 
conductor is attracted to a charged object Some of them even transferred charge 
between the two peanuts when they were not touching each other.
Less than a third of the class (29%) knew that there would be an attraction between 
the neutral peanut and the negatively charged peanut but none of the students were able 
to give a complete explanation for this attraction. However, the free response nature of 
the question revealed other alternate concepts students have about the interaction 
between neutral and charged objects.
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Chapter VI Responses to Two Supplementary 
Tasks: An Overview of Various Populations
A. Introduction
The ideas prevalent among students of the algebra and trigonometry-based class on 
the interaction between charged conductors have been described in the preceeding 
chapters. The questions that were described were also administered to a wide range of 
populations at both the pre-college and the college level. In addition, some of the 
students from these populations were interviewed. In this chapter we shall study the 
variation of the responses of students from various populations to two of the questions 
described in chapter V. These responses were subjected to an analysis similar to that 
described in chapter V. They were classified according to the same rules. Although a 
more intensive study is required to arrive at a definite result, broad conclusions on the 
similarities and the differences between the various populations may be drawn on the 
basis of this analysis. These similarities and differences will be described in this 
chapter. The populations under consideration refer to students in three grades at the pre­
college level and students enrolled in various courses at the college level. The 
populations and the general features of their responses are described in detail in 
Appendix E.
B. The Interaction of Two Conductors through a Thin Plastic 
Sheet
The question that will be considered in this section is the one described in chapter V 
involving the interaction of two oppositely charged peanuts through a thin plastic sheet. 
In chapter V, the responses given by the students enrolled in the algebra and 
trigonometry-based physics course were classified on the basis of certain common 
patterns of responses or ‘rules’. These rules are listed in Table 5.2. As mentioned in
76
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chapter V, we did not expect students to give a complete explanation of why two 
charged objects will interact through a thin plastic sheet separating them. However, 
their responses gave us some indication of students’ ideas about the interaction between 
charged objects through a barrier. The responses of the students from other populations 
were also classified on the basis of these rules. Some general conclusions will be 
drawn on the basis of the rules used by the various populations. Since the fifth graders 
were questioned slightly differently, they shall not be considered in this discussion. 
Their responses have been described in detail in Appendix A.
1. Commentary
A hierarchy of rules may be defined ranging from the most sophisticated to the most 
naive. The correct choice of position of the free peanut is the ‘attracted’ position. 
However, the explanations for choosing the ‘attracted’ position may vary depending on 
the level of the students. The rules themselves may be divided into two main groups:
• Rules that lead to the response that imply that the plastic sheet is not a barrier. All
these students chose the ‘attracted’ position for the free peanut. We shall call this
group of responses as ‘Group I’ or ‘The Non-Barrier Class of Responses’. Rule 1 
and Rule 2 belong to this group.
• Rules that lead to the response that the plastic sheet serves as a barrier to the 
interaction between the peanuts. We shall refer to this group as ‘Group II’ or ‘The 
Barrier Class of Responses’. Rules 3,4, 5 and 6 belong to this group.
Rule 1 (peanuts attract each other but the sheet is not mentioned) and Rule 2 
(peanuts attract each other but the sheet is mentioned and sometimes polarization of the 
sheet is also discussed) are at the top of the hierarchy of rules. Table 6.1 shows the 
distribution of the rules described in Table 5.2 among different populations. The rules 
have been arranged in Table 6.1 so that the rules on the left are higher on the hierarchy 
than the ones on the right.













Table 6.1: The attraction of two conductors through a plastic sheet - An overview of various
populations.
The rules R1 to R6 are defined in Table 5.2
Population Total Number Total Number in 
Group I: R1 + R2 
(Non-Barrier 
Responses)
Total Number in 
Group II: R3 + R4 
+ R5 + R6 
(Barrier Responses)
Other Reasons (that 
could not be 
accomodated in the 
two groups)
Eighth Graders 27 9 (33%) 7 (26%) 11 (41%)
High School Seniors 
(First Hour)
13 6 (46%) 7 (54%) 0%
High School Seniors 
(Fourth Hour)
20 13 (65%) 7 (35%) 0%
Physical Science (1001) 10 5 (50%) 5 (50%) 0%
Physical Science (1002) 19 8 (42%) 11 (58%) 0%
Engineering 
(Phys 2101)

































Mechanics Course. (Phys 
4142)









Total Number in Total Number in
Group I: R1 + R2 Group II: R3 + R4 Other Reasons
(Non-Barrier + R5 + R6
Responses) (Barrier Responses)
18(78%) 5(22%) 0%
46 (53%) 40 (47%) 0%
15(52%) 12(41%) 2(7%)
5 (38%) 8 (62%) 0%
4 (57%) 3 (43%) 0%
6 (100%) 0% 0%
80
The last column gives the number of students in each population whose responses 
cannot be classified in either ‘the barrier’ or the ‘non-barrier’ groups. Students who are 
classified in this group range from the eighth graders who give reasons not connected 
with electrostatics (a response where the repelled position was chosen for the free 
peanut because that position had ‘most force going into the glass’ would fall under this 
category) to a couple of students enrolled in the freshman physics course whose 
explanations of the role of the plastic sheet are not consistent with one of the rules (one 
of them, e.g., says that the glass sheet is negatively charged and therefore repels the free 
peanut). The percentage of the total population represented by each number is also 
given. Group I includes the students who had some idea that the plastic sheet would not 
prevent the two peanuts feeling an electrostatic attraction for each other. Group E 
includes the number of students who thought that the plastic sheet would serve as some 
sort of a barrier to the electrostatic attraction between the peanuts. As can be seen from 
column 2, the size of the sample is rather small for some of the populations. However, 
one can look for broad trends in the numbers in Group I and E.
As we move down the populations, we would expect an increase in the knowledge 
in electrostatics of the various populations. There are some qualifications here that must 
be emphasized. The first hour and the fourth hour high school seniors belong to the 
same level. The physical science students may be at the same level as the high school 
seniors. The engineering students in Phys 2101 may also be at the same level as the 
high school seniors since they do not learn about electrostatics in this course. However, 
about 40% of the students in the Phys 2101 class have passed Phys 1100, the pre- 
engineering course which does incorporate electrostatics. The students of Phys 2101, 
therefore, form a separate group. Thus the populations themselves can be roughly 
divided into groups. These groups are identified by the solid horizontal lines on the 
table. Keeping these qualifications in mind, the numbers in Group I should increase
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and the numbers in Group II should decrease as we move across the solid horizontal 
lines. However, we do not find such a trend existing in these numbers. This may be 
because of the nature of the question being asked. Students could have arrived at the 
conclusion that the sheet does not interfere with the attraction in several different ways. 
Anyone who has played with magnets and has made a pin or a nail move on a surface 
by holding the magnet beneath the surface would realize that magnetic effects can be felt 
through a barrier. By analogy they may guess that this is true for electrostatic 
interactions also. At a higher level, a student may discuss the polarization of the plastic 
sheet while explaining why the peanuts still feel an attraction towards each other. The 
problem, therefore, can be approached at various levels and the number in Group I may 
not be completely representative of student understanding of the problem.
The number in Group II represents the minimum number of students who have the 
wrong ideas of attraction through a barrier. It appears many of them think that there 
may be a flow of charge between two charged objects that leads to attraction or 
repulsion. The plastic sheet serves as a barrier to this flow of charge. At another level, 
students seem to think that the interaction between charges or the field is blocked by the 
plastic. However, the numbers in Group II do not steadily decrease either. Since this 
question can be answered at various levels, there is consequently more opportunities to 
make a mistake at the advanced level when the student discusses the polarization of the 
sheet than at the lower intuitive level. It is possible that the question is not suitable to 
bring out the subtle differences in various populations. The gross numbers in Table 
6.1, therefore, do not appear to reveal a definite trend.
Nevertheless, there are some interesting features in this table of numbers. Most of 
the populations seem to be almost equally divided between the two groups except for the 
fourth hour high school seniors. This trend continues till the engineering students. The 
majority of the engineering students are in group I i.e. they do not think the plastic sheet 
serves as a barrier. The Pre-Med students and the students enrolled in the freshmen
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physics class are again split almost in half between Group I and Group II. The students 
enrolled in the intermediate electricity and magnetism course are an aberration since 
about 60% of them think that the plastic sheet will block the interaction. The students in 
the intermediate Quantum Mechanics course (mainly senior physics undergraduate 
students) do as well as the rest of the populations and the class of mostly graduate 
students enrolled in the ‘survey’ course belongs totally in group I. Thus except for the 
fourth hour high school seniors, the engineering students and the students enrolled in 
the advanced ‘survey’ course (mostly physics graduate students), students from all the 
populations seem to be about equally split between Group I and Group EL Among the 
fourth hour students who had been interviewed (and had seen a demonstration similar to 
the question being asked), only one student chose the unaffected position and said the 
plastic sheet would act as a barrier. The fourth hour students were also engaged in 
almost two weeks of activity-based lessons in electrostatics (see Appendix A and 
Appendix C for details). They differed in this respect from the first hour students who 
were taught in the traditional lecture mode. Participation in activity-based lessons where 
the students were forced to explain their observations probably accounted for the 
unexpectedly good performance of this set of students.
If we look beyond the numbers and read the responses given by the individual 
students in the different populations (see Appendix E), one can get a different kind of 
information. A glance at the quotations tells us how students at different levels have 
very different ideas. Some fifth graders talk about charges going from one peanut to 
another ‘around the sheet’ (see Appendix A for quotes from fifth graders). The eight 
graders talk about how the peanuts cannot ‘connect to each other’ through the sheet.
The physical science students talk about the attraction being blocked. The students in 
the intermediate electricity and magnetism course talk about the insulating properties of 
plastic. In fact, rule 3 is the predominant mle in this population. Finally, an articulate 
and thorough graduate student provides the most complete answer.
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C. The Interaction between Neutral and Charged Conductors
The responses of the students of the algebra and trigonometry-based physics class to 
the question dealing with the interaction between the negatively charged fixed peanut 
and the neutral free peanut was described in chapter V. The variation of the responses 
of the other populations to this question shall be described briefly in this chapter. The 
general features of the responses in each population is given in Appendix E.
The responses given by the fifth graders to a similar question are described in 
Appendix A. They cannot be classified using the rules described in Table 5.3 and 
therefore will not be considered here.
1. Commentary
The rules used by the students in explaining the interaction between a neutral and a 
negatively charged object are given in Table 5.3. These rules also form a hierarchy. At 
the top of the hierarachy is the complete, correct answer. The student realizes that there 
are forces on both the positive and the negative charges on the neutral peanut. He also 
recognizes that the attractive force on the positive charge is greater than the repulsive 
force on the negative charge. The correct answer can therefore be classified under 
‘Group I’ at the top of the hierarchy. Rule 4, in which the student recognizes that there 
are forces on both the positive and the negative charges but considers them equal, comes 
next in the hierarchy and forms ‘Group IT. The next rule in this hierarchy is rule 1. 
Students who use rule 1 mention only the attractive force between the negative charge 
on the fixed peanut and the positive charge on the free peanut. Most of them know that 
the neutral free peanut has positive and negative charges. However, they do not 
mention the role played by the negative charges in the neutral peanut. Rule 1 is 
classified under ‘Group E l’. Rules 2 and 7 form ‘Group IV’. Students who use these 
rules do not appear to understand the meaning of an object having ‘zero charge’.
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Students who use rule 2 say that if an object has zero charge, it will not be attracted or 
repelled by the fixed peanut Students who use ‘rule 7’ consider ‘neutral’ or ‘zero 
charge’ as a third kind of charge. ‘Group V’ consists of rule 3 where students transfer 
charge or talk about the possibility of charge transfer between the two peanuts when 
they do not come into contact with each other. Group VI is the lowest group in the 
hierarchy - it consists of a set of naive responses that do not really belong to the other 
groups.
Table 6.2 shows the rules used by the various populations arranged in the groups 
described above in the descending order of their position in the hierarchy. Although it is 
not possible to make sweeping generalizations about the ideas in various populations, 
one can certainly talk about certain features that are revealed from the table. Let us start 
with the highest group in the hierarchy, Group I. We find that the only students who 
gave complete explanations to why the neutral peanut is attracted to the charged peanut 
were two graduate students (Phys 4201) and two high school seniors from the fourth 
hour. The fourth hour students had worked through an exercise where they were led 
through the argument of why a charged plastic straw picks up small pieces of aluminum 
foil. (The exercise is described in the electrostatics tutorial in Appendix C). These 
students were able to extend the analogy to the case of a neutral peanut and a charged 
peanut. They were able to follow a line of reasoning in answering a question that was 
lost to most of the college students.
The various populations are grouped in blocks that are similar in electrostatics 
knowledge. These blocks are separated by the solid horizontal lines in the table. Since 
the knowledge of electrostatics increases among students as we move down the table 
from one block to the next and the rules are more naive as we move from the left of the 
table to the right, we would expect the group containing the highest concentration of the 
students in each population to move from the upper right hand comer to the lower left 
hand comer. We do not find a large trend in the numbers on Table 6.2. However, on












Table 6.2: The attraction between neutral and charged conductors: an overview of various populations
Population Total
Number
(Rules R1 to R8 are described in Table 5.3)
Group I: Group II: Group Group Group V: 








Eighth Graders 25 0% 2 (8%) 0% 11 (44%) 3(12%) 5 (20%) 3(12%) 1 (4%)
High School Seniors 
(First Hour)
12 0% 1 (8%) 0% 6 (50%) 2(17%) 2(17%) 1 (8%) 0%
High School Seniors 
(Fourth Hour)
19 2(11%) 3 (16%) 1 (5%) 7 (37%) 0% 2(11%) 2(11%) 2(11%)
Physical Science 
(1001)
16 0% 0% 0% 11 (69%) 1 (6%) 0% 1 (6%) 3 (19%)
Physical Science 
(1002)
17 0% 3(18%) 0% 9 (53%) 1 (6%) 0% 0% 4 (24%)
Engineering 
(Phys 2101)
26 0% 4(15%) 1 (4%) 17 (65%) 1 (4%) I (4%) 2 (8%) 0%
Pre-Engineering 
(Phys 1100)

















34 0% 3 (9%) 8 (24%) 13
(38%)




56 0% 9 (16%) 16 (29%) 12(21%) 10(18%) 0% 5 (9%) 4 (7%)
Freshman Physics 
(Phys 1202)










7 0% 3 (43%) 3 (43%) 1 (14%) 0% 0% 0% 0%
The advanced 
‘Survey’ course.
5 2 (40%) 0% 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 0% 0% 0% 0%
000\
careful perusal, one does find a trend in these numbers. Suppose we decide to find the 
group that contains the 50th percentile of each population. The position of the 50th 
percentile in the various populations is shown in Table 6.3. The table shows that while 
the 50th percentile for the pre-college students is somewhere within group IV, one can 
see a trend in the position of the 50th percentile as we move from the eighth graders to 
the graduate students in the ‘Survey’ course.
The students enrolled in the first part of the calculus-based physics course (Phys 
2101) do as well as the students enrolled in second part of the calculus-based physics 
course (Phys 2102). The students in Phys 2101 do not learn about electrostatics in that 
course while students in Phys 2102 cover topics in electrostatics and solve numerous 
problems on the potential and field due to various charge configurations. However, 
their response to the question involving the interaction between neutral and charged 
objects seems to be independent of instruction. Another aberration in the table is the 
performance of the students enrolled in the intermediate electricity and magnetism 
course. However, the sample size is too small to indicate anything conclusive about the 
population in general.
Despite these aberrations, one can conclude that there are features in this table that 
show a small progression of ideas as we move from the eighth grader to the graduate 
student. This is also reflected in the language used by the different populations in the 
sample quotations reported in Appendix H. It must be emphasized, at the same time, 
that the progression is not dramatic. It would be expected that the high school senior 
would respond better than the fifth grader and the senior undergraduate would have an 
edge over the high school senior. However, there is no striking trend that is revealed in 
the responses. What is significant is that only a few students (4 out of 296 or 1 %) can 
explain the interaction between a charged and a neutral object.
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Table 6.3: The attraction between neutral and charged conductors - the 
position of the 50th percentile in various populations
Population Position of the 50th Percentile
Population Position of the 50th Percentile
Eighth Graders Lower end of Group IV
High School Seniors (First Hour) Lower end of Group IV
High School Seniors (Fourth Hour) Middle of Group IV
Physical Science (1001) Lower end of Group IV
Physical Science (1002) Lower end of Group IV
Pre-Engineering 
(Phys 1100)
Middle of Group IV
Engineering 
(Phys 2101)
Middle of Group IV
Engineering 
(Phys 2102)
Middle of Group IV
Pre-Medical Students 
(Phys 2002)
Upper end of Group IV
Freshman Physics 
(Phys 1202)
Almost in Group ID.
Intermediate electricity and magnetism 
course.
(Phys 2231)
Middle of Group IV
Intermediate Quantum Mechanics Course. 
(Phys 4142)
Upper end of Group HI
The advanced ‘Survey’ course. Middle of Group HI
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Chapter VH Transfer of Charge: An Overview of 
Various Populations
A. Introduction
The ideas prevalent among students of the algebra and trigonometry-based class on 
the transfer of charge between two unequally charged conductors was described in 
chapter II, chapter m  and chapter IV. The questions that were described in chapter HI 
(The Peanut Test) were also administered to the same populations described in the last 
chapter. In addition, some of the students from these populations were interviewed. 
The responses of students from various populations to the questions were subjected to 
an analysis similar to that described in chapter EL They were classified according to the 
same rules. The analysis has been described in detail in Appendix A and Appendix B. 
Broad conclusions on the similarities and the differences between the various 
populations may be drawn on the basis of this analysis. These similarities and 
differences will be described in this chapter.
B. Commentary
A detailed description of the populations and their responses is given in Appendix A 
and Appendix B. In this chapter we shall attempt only to make a few comments on how 
these ideas develop as we move from one population to another. The rules used by the 
various populations to transfer charge from one conductor to another are the same as 
those used by the students in the algebra and trigonometry based class (described in 
chapter HI). These rules can also be arranged in a hierarchy ranging from the most 
sophisticated to the most naive. Rules that have the same ‘status’ in the hierarchy 
belong to the same group. Table 7.1 shows these groups arranged in the descending 
order of their position in the hierarchy. Group I consists of the correct responses to 
both the cases (transfer between oppositely charged peanuts and transfer between
89
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Total
Population Number Group I: Group II: Group EH: Group IV:
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similarly charged peanuts). The number shown underneath ‘Group I’ for each 
population is therefore the number of students who arrived at the correct final charges in 
both cases and the correct interaction. The corresponding percentage of the population 
is also given.
The numbers under ‘Group H’ are the total number of students in each population 
who used either R1 or R2 or R12 at least once. Next to Group I, this is the group of 
students with the most sophisticated ideas in the hierarchy. A student is said to use rule 
1 when he transfers charge between oppositely charged peanuts but does not do so 
between similarly charged peanuts. The reason quoted is that since the charges on both 
the peanuts repel each other, there will be no transfer between one peanut and another. 
Rule 2 is said to have been used when the student transfers all the negative charges from 
the free peanut to the fixed peanut. As a result, the fixed peanut is left with a charge of 
+2(iC and the free peanut is neutral. The student then typically chooses the ‘unaffected’ 
position for the free peanut. A student is said to use Rule 12 when the transfer is correct
i.e. each peanut has 3 *+’ charges and 2 charges where a *+’ or a represents 1|J.C 
of charge. However, he fails to pick the correct interaction between them. In using any 
of these three rules the student is following a procedure that takes into account at least 
some of the forces on the charges and is thinking of the physical mechanism behind the 
transfer. The final charges are consistent with the law of conservation of charge. While 
using rule 1, the student is thinking of the forces between charges on different peanuts 
but fails to consider the force between charges on the same peanut. While using rule 2, 
the student stops the transfer when one of the peanuts is neutral because he thinks there 
is no longer any force acting on the charges in the charged peanut. While using rule 12, 
the student transfers charge correctly but fails to recognize that the two peanuts should 
repel each other since the net charge on each peanut is positive. All these rules are 
higher order rules and therefore have been grouped in Group H
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Group in  consists of rules 3 ,4 ,10 and 11. In using any of these rules, the 
students are not thinking of the process of charge transfer which is governed by the 
forces on each charge due to the other charges. Instead, they appear to define the final 
state as one where some kind of equilibrium is reached without explaining how that final 
state is reached. If rule 3 is used, the final state is defined by equal and opposite 
charges on the two peanuts. If rule 4 is used, the final charges on the two peanuts are 
equal but incorrect. Use of rule 11 results in each peanut becoming neutral. When the 
final charges seem totally arbitrary, the students are said to use rule 10. None of these 
rules lead to final charges consistent with the law of conservation of charge.
The lowest group in the hierarchy consists of students who do not transfer charge in 
either case. They are said to use rule 7. Many of these students are aware that ‘like 
charges repel and unlike charges attract’. However they do not seem to be aware that 
charges can transfer between two conductors in contact.
Table 7.1 shows the distribution of various populations in the groups described 
above. There are a couple of points that must be noted before drawing any conclusions 
from the table. The numbers in this table are different from the numbers in other 
population overview tables presented earlier (Table 6.1 and Table 6.2). Since each 
student can use more than one rule, the numbers are not mutually exclusive and the 
percentages will not sum to 100%. However, one can definitely say that the students in 
Group I and Group IV are independent. Anyone who arrives at the correct answer will 
only belong to Group I. Similarly, a student who does not transfer charge at all will 
only belong to Group IV. Overlap occurs between Group II and Group HI.
The table also shows the pretest results of the high school seniors (first hour and 
fourth hour). There are, therefore, three populations that responded before instruction 
in electrostatics - the high school seniors and the students enrolled in the first part of the 
calculus-based physics course (Phys 2101).
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The populations that ate similar in terms of exposure to electrostatics are grouped 
together and separated by the solid black lines. Although one cannot find a steady 
increase in the percentage of each population who transferred charge correctly in both 
cases as we move down the table, one can identify a trend. If we ignore the post test 
results of the high school seniors for now, the number who transferred charge correctly 
lies between 4 and 7% at the pre-college and at the college level until we look at the 
responses of students enrolled in the second part of the calculus-based physics course 
(Phys 2102). It rises slightly here. However, this number increases dramatically for 
the senior physics majors and the graduate students in physics. The number in Group 
IV must decrease correspondingly as we move from the eight graders to the physics 
graduate students. If we ignore the post test numbers for the high school seniors, one 
does find such a decreasing trend in the numbers in Group IV between the various 
groups. In general, we find that the concentration of students is a maximum in group 
IV for the eighth graders. Thereafter the concentration of students in the various 
populations moves to the higher groups in the hierarchy i.e. towards the left end of the 
table. Finally, the concentration of seniors and graduate students in physics is a 
maximum in group I. A large fraction of the high school seniors, the engineering 
students, the pre-medical students, the students in the physics freshman class and the 
students in the intermediate electricity and magnetism course remain in Groups II and 
HI. Turning our attention now to the high school seniors in the fourth hour, we find 
that they have performed relatively well compared to some of the college level 
populations. It is possible that the electrostatics tutorial which was designed partly to 
address these problems was responsible for a fifth of the class arriving at the correct 
final charges and supporting their choice with a physical explanation.
Groups II and m  encompass a wide range of ideas. The actual responses given by 
the students also varies within this group. The ideas expressed and the language used to 
express these ideas show a gradual evolution from one level to another. This is evident
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in the quotes given in Appendix A and Appendix B. Ultimately what is most striking 
the fact that the number of correct responses to the two questions on the transfer of 
charge described in Chapter HI remains low (6-15%) for the bulk of the populations 
studied.
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Chapter VUI Conclusions
This study has identified some of the alternate students’ concepts involving the 
interaction between charged conductors. These concepts have been presented in two 
different perspectives. The responses of the students enrolled in the introductory 
algebra and trigonometry-based physics course were analyzed in detail and their 
alternate concepts were identified. The study has also provided a glimpse of the 
similarities and the differences in the responses of various populations at the pre-college 
and the college level.
The first part of the study brought to light a number of alternate student concepts 
involving the transfer of charge between two identical conductors. We find that many 
students do not consider the forces that act on a charge due to the charges that are 
nearest to it on the same conductor. Instead, they focus exclusively on the forces due to 
the charges on the other conductor. Some students seem to have an overly simplistic 
model of a neutral object. As a result they assume that the transfer of charge between 
two conductors stops when one of the conductors becomes neutral. For the same 
reason, they assume that there is no transfer of charge at all if one of the conductors is 
initially neutral. Moreover, most of these students also appear to believe that the neutral 
conductor is neither attracted nor repelled by a charged conductor.
The alternate student concepts mentioned above involve an analysis of the forces on 
the charges on the conductors. Many of the rules of transfer that students have devised 
are more arbitrary. They do not seem to be based on the idea that charge transfer is a 
process that has intermediate states and that lasts for a non zero length of time. In fact, 
some of the rules result in final charges that are inconsistent with the principle of 
conservation of charge.
A considerable number of students do not spontaneously determine the net charge 
on a conductor after they have indicated that it contains both positive and negative
96
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charges. Consequently, they often predict that the interaction between these conductors 
depends on the charges that lie at the ends of the conductors nearest to each other rather 
than on the net charge on the conductors. Other students do not recognize that transfer 
of charge occurs at all when two conductors are in contact.
Several student responses also seemed to suggest that at least a possibility of a 
transfer between two charged objects is necessary for the two objects to attract or repel 
each other. The students were asked to predict the interaction between two oppositely 
charged conductors separated by a thin plastic or glass sheet. About half the class 
concluded that the objects would stop affecting each other because the sheet acted as a 
barrier.
The transfer questions involving the Sphere task and the Peanut task described in 
chapter II and chapter ID had already revealed that students did not understand what was 
meant when an object is said to have ‘zero charge’. Many students also said that a 
neutral object is not affected by a charged object. These results were confirmed when 
students were asked what would happen if a free peanut with a total charge of zero was 
brought close to a negative fixed peanut. Only a third of the class recognized that the 
See peanut would be attracted to the fixed peanut. Virtually none of the students were 
able to give the complete explanation for the attraction. Students who said that the 
neutral free peanut would be attracted to the negative fixed peanut ignored the repulsive 
forces on the negative charges in the free peanut. When their attention was diverted to 
these negative charges during interviews, students usually concluded that the forces on 
the positive and the negative charges on the neutral peanut due to the negative charges 
on the fixed peanut are equal and opposite and cancel each other. Therefore they 
changed their prediction to indicate that the peanuts would be unaffected.
The second part of the study involved the analysis of the responses of several 
different populations to the same questions that were the subject of the first part of the 
study. It was undertaken to determine whether students’ alternate concepts evolved as
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they moved to the higher grades at the pre-college level and to different levels at the 
college level. The questions that were used in the Sphere Task and the Peanut Task 
address basic concepts in electrostatics. We therefore expected that an increasing 
fraction of students would arrive at the correct answers as we moved up the different 
levels.
The results of our study certainly indicate that there is a difference between the 
eighth grader and the graduate student both in the ideas presented and the manner in 
which they are presented. However, there are ‘blocks’ of population where there is no 
significant change. The students enrolled in some college level courses (the physical 
science courses) performed worse than the high school seniors. This may be because 
many of them have not been exposed to physics at all before they enrolled in the college 
level course. The engineering students performed as well as the pre-medical students 
and the students enrolled in the freshman physics course. The students enrolled in the 
intermediate electricity and magnetism course were expected to answer all the questions 
correctly. Their performance was below that of the engineering students. However, 
more data is needed before a fair comparison can be made. A major change in 
performance finally occurred among the senior undergraduates and the graduate students 
when several of them responded correctly.
It must be emphasized, though, that the most striking result of the population study 
is that the bulk of the students at all levels could not transfer charge correctly between 
two charged conductors. Another result was that many of them expected a plastic sheet 
to shield the interaction between two charged conductors. Furthermore, most of them 
could not explain completely why a neutral conductor is attracted to a charged 
conductor. The open response nature of the questions also revealed that students at all 
levels lack the language to express these ideas. This probably means that the students 
have not internalized these concepts enough to think about them with ease. One of the 
goals of education is to develop the ability to construct a complex idea from several
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simple ideas. If the aim of the learning process is to make knowledge obtained in the 
classroom a part of their experience, to make them better citizens, then it remains 
questionable whether this aim is being achieved for many students in the context of 
electrostatics.
A. Implications for Instruction
Research in physics education has suggested that the traditional lecture mode of 
instruction alone is ineffective in improving students’ understanding of a concept.13 A 
considerable effort has been involved in designing modes of instruction4’14 -  22 that 
supplement the traditional lectures or that replace them altogether. They have drawn 
upon the research in students’ understanding of specific concepts in physics and have 
explicitly addressed these difficulties. The results reported here on student 
understanding of the interaction between conductors can, similarly, be useful in 
developing curriculum materials. All the alternate modes of instruction that have been 
developed are based on the premise that students’ understanding of a topic can be 
improved not by reiterating the correct ideas in lectures to a passive audience but by 
designing tasks (hands-on or written problems) that create situations where the students 
are forced to confront these ideas. The student must run into a contradiction, grapple 
with it and resolve it in order to internalize the concept. Instruction, therefore, must be 
structured in order to force the students to be involved intellectually. It is also necessary 
to present several different situations where the student has to apply the same kind of 
reasoning.22 In the context of this study, the topic of the transfer of charge between 
two conductors can be approached by drawing students’ attention to the various forces 
on the charges on the conductors. This is a good opportunity to revisit Newton’s laws 
in the context of electrostatics. Furthermore, the examinations must incorporate 
questions on conceptual reasoning in addition to traditional quantitative problems.
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An attempt was made, as part of this study, to teach electrostatics to a class of high 
school seniors using a set of tutorials that were developed on the basis of the American 
Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) Electrostatics Workshop 18. in addition to 
covering the basic topics in elecrostatics, the tutorials explicitly addressed the problems 
that had been exposed by the responses of the students during this study. The students 
were engaged in a socratic dialogue centered around their activities. They recorded their 
observations in a journal. This kind of instruction is difficult since the students are 
resistant to thinking through the problems themselves. It is also difficult for the 
instructor to make the transition from the role of a ‘provider of information’ to a 
‘facilitator of learning’. A compromise must also be made on the amount of material 
covered. However, the payoffs were plentiful. Many of the fourth hour high school 
seniors who were engaged in these tutorials performed better on the post tests than 
many of the college students.
Incorporating these techniques of instruction at the college level requires an effort 
from all quarters. One hour each week may be set aside for tutorials when groups of 
students are engaged in hands-on and/or minds-on activities. Engaging students in 
socratic dialogue during the regular class period will mean that not as much material is 
covered during the semester as in the lecture mode of instruction. However, it may 
ensure that students are allowed enough time to think and talk about some of the 
important concepts in physics. Once a firm foundation is laid, students would be 
capable of tackling new problems outside the classroom. Tutorials require teaching 
assistants to question students and lead them to the answer rather than telling them the 
answers. This may require training of teaching assistants. A number of universities 
across the country have started implementing these changes in curriculum and 
instruction.
The ultimate goals of physics education research of the kind reported here are 
twofold: The first goal is to unearth the conflicting ideas that students bring into class
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and the ideas that they carry with them as they leave the classroom. The second goal is 
to develop instructional tasks that force the students to confront these conflicts, to 
resolve them and to deduce a general result Often the very tasks and methods that are 
used to probe students’ understanding also prove to be excellent tools for instruction. 
The lessons gained from achieving the first goal, therefore, are indispensable for 
reaching the second.
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Appendix A: Transfer of Charge - A Population 
Study at the Pre College Level
A. Introduction
It was clear from the analysis of the responses of students enrolled in the algebra 
and trigonometry-based introductory course that many of them had incorrect ideas about 
the interaction between conductors. We then decided to administer the questions on the 
transfer of charge to various populations at the pre-college and the college level. This 
decision was motivated by a desire to know whether these ideas existed at the pre­
college level. We also wanted to determine the similarities and the differences in 
students’ ideas at the pre-college and the college level.
In this appendix, we shall be examining the responses of students from three 
populations to the questions on the transfer of charge that were discussed in chapter EH. 
We shall be looking at fifth graders, eighth graders and high school seniors. In each 
case, the population will be described briefly. The responses of the students in each 
population will then be summarized and compared. The study described here was 
carried out at the University Laboratory School on the campus of Louisiana State 
University.
B. The Fifth Graders
The fifth graders had been taught that lightning was caused by a spark jumping 
across two clouds in the sky - one positive and one negative. The fifth grade teacher 
reported that this was the extent of the students’ exposure to electrostatics in the 
classroom.
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1. The Interviews
Not knowing what to expect, we decided to interview some students on what they 
understood by the word ‘charge’. We centered our interview on the same peanut setup 
we had used with the college students. Initially, the student was asked what he 
understood by the word ‘charge’. The setup was then described in simple terms and the 
students were shown how the peanuts were made. The fixed peanut was said to have 
six *+’ charges and the free peanut was said to have four ‘-’ charges. The students were 
then asked the following questions. The student was also asked to explain his 
reasoning at each stage. After several follow up questions, the students’ prediction was 
tested with a demonstration.
• What do you see when the negatively charged free peanut is brought close to the 
positively charged fixed peanut?
• What do you see when the negatively charged free peanut is brought close to a 
negatively charged fixed peanut?
• What is the final charge on the fixed and the free peanut after they come in contact 
and are separated if their initial charges were +6 and -4 respectively?.
• What is the final charge on the fixed and the free peanut after they come in contact 
and are separated if their initial charges were -6 and -4 respectively?
• What would happen if the negatively charged PVC pipe is brought close to the free 
peanut if the free peanut has zero initial charge?
At this point, the student being interviewed was shown the experiment - the fixed 
and the free peanut were charged oppositely and brought close together. They came in 
contact and then repelled each other. The fixed and the free peanut were then charged 
negatively and forced to touch each other. They continued to repel each other. These 
observations were a little difficult to observe in the fifth grade classroom as it was in a 
makeshift building and the humidity was high. The negatively charged pipe was then 
shown to attract the neutral free peanut (this was a more effective demonstration).
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• What would happen if the PVC pipe touched the free peanut?
The student was now shown that the free peanut was repelled from the pipe once it 
touched the pipe.
• Would anything change if a thin plastic sheet was held between the peanut and the
pipe?
At this point, the student was shown that the free peanut was still repelled from the 
plastic pipe in spite of the sheet of plastic between them. Altogether, nine students were 
interviewed. The general protocol consisted of the above questions but was more 
flexible than that used for college students. It was governed mainly by what each 
student said - the idea was to get the fifth grader talking about charges or anything else 
that the student considered relevant.
2. The Written Test
A test was administered to the entire class consisting of 27 students during the last 
week of classes. The test was centered on the peanut setup which was placed on a table 
in front of the class. The 'peanuts' were described to the students and they were also 
told that the two peanuts are just like two very light pieces of metal.
The test itself had been modified to make it less wordy. A question was read out to 
the students and the choices for their answer explained. The students were allowed to 
write down their response and then the next question was read aloud and explained.
The questions were also printed on their papers. The students who had been 
interviewed seemed to finish earlier and moved on to the next question. Some of them 
wanted to know if they could write what they had seen as it would not really be a 
prediction.
The whole test took about half an hour. The entire test is shown in Appendix D.
The first three questions dealt with their understanding of charge and the attraction and 
repulsion between charges. The remainder of the test involved phenomena like the
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transfer of charge and the attraction between a charged object and a neutral object. This 
was clearly beyond the scope of the students’ experiences. However, they formed a 
part of the test because we were curious about what responses they would elicit. The 
last question dealt with the repulsion between two similarly charged peanuts when they 
are separated by a thin plastic sheet. Before answering this question, however, the 
students were asked the following questions:
• What will happen if I bring a pipe with lots of negative charge near the free peanut 
with zero charge?
They were asked to choose between the ‘attracted’, unaffected’ and the ‘repelled’ 
positions represented by diagrams.
• Why did you choose this position?
• What will happen if I touch the peanut with the pipe and then hold the pipe next to 
the peanut? Which position would you choose?
• Why did you choose this position?
Once again the students had to choose one of three positions. The students then 
observed that a negatively charged PVC pipe attracts a neutral, free peanut. Once the 
peanut touches the pipe, it is repelled from the pipe and stays in the repelled position as 
long as the pipe is held steady. We then asked the students what would happen if we 
held a thin plastic sheet between the pipe and the free peanut. They were, therefore, 
asked a different question from that shown in the test in Appendix D. Since the students 
were seated in small groups around several tables, it was easy to monitor them to ensure 
that they did not change their answers after seeing the demonstration.
3. Test Responses
a. Students’ Understanding of charge
The first question on the test merely asked the students what they understood by 
‘charge’? (See Appendix D ). On reading their responses to this question, we find that
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students draw upon their experiences to answer this question. The students’ responses 
that are quoted below have been edited for spelling.
(1.) Student Responses
Four of the 27 students do relate the term to lightning. One of the two students who 
seems to be recalling the lesson on lightning, says:
“When a positive charge and a negative charge meet they make a charge which is 
called lightning.”
Another student replies in brief:
“Lightning”
and draws the following diagram:
Fig. A.l: A fifth grader’s depiction of charge
Students also related the term ‘charge’ to ‘power’ and to a lesser extent to ‘energy’ 
and ‘force’. Here is what two students say in answer to the question “what do you 
understand by ‘charge’?”,
“Making something that doesn’t have power to make it have power.”
“‘Charge’ means power. The amount of power in a certain thing.”
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In some cases it was obvious students were describing the contexts in which they 
had heard the word being used.
“A battery or something you would use to charge a car.”
“When you let a light charge up it will get warm and the light will come on.”
A few students related the word to electricity
“Making or building something like electricity.” 
while a few of them drew their responses from totally unrelated experiences:
‘When you watching a baseball game and everybody yells charge.”
“a credit card.”
It is evident that students draw heavily upon their daily experiences in explaining a 
term that is used in everyday language and yet has a very specific meaning in physics. 
There was no noticeable difference between the responses of the students who were 
interviewed and those who were not.
b. Attraction and Repulsion between charges:
In the second question the students were asked to choose between three positions 
for the free peanut when it was brought close to the fixed peanut - the attracted, the 
unaffected and the repelled position for the free peanut. (See Appendix D). The fixed 
peanut was said to have ‘6 *+’ charges’ and the free peanut had ‘4 charges’. They 
were asked to explain why they chose this position and where they had learned or seen 
something similar.
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In the third question, the students were asked what would happen if the two peanuts 
were brought even closer. They had to choose from four positions for the free peanut:
• More attraction: the free peanut was in the ‘attracted’ position and the suspension 
string was inclined at a greater angle so that the free peanut was closer to the fixed 
peanut than in the second question.
• Less attraction: the free peanut was in the ‘attracted’ position but the string was less 
inclined so that the free peanut was farther away from the fixed peanut than in the 
second question.
• Repulsion: the free peanut is repelled from the fixed peanut.
• No Interaction: The free peanut hangs vertically.
The fourth question was identical to the second one except the charge on the fixed 
peanut was -6 and the charge on the free peanut was -4.
(1.) Student Responses
The correct responses to the three questions was of course, that the free peanut 
would take position A (the ‘attracted’ position) in question 2 (oppositely charged 
peanuts), position A (the ‘attracted’ position) in question 3 (i.e. the attraction would 
increase when the two peanuts were brought closer) and position C (the ‘repelled’ 
position) in question 4 (the free peanut would be repelled by a similarly charged fixed 
peanut). To be consistent with the notation used earlier, we shall use ‘A’ for the 
‘attracted’ position, ‘U’ for the ‘unaffected’ position and ‘R’ for the repelled position 
instead of ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’.
There were several students (11 out of 27) who made these correct choices. Many 
of them referred to magnets.
Question 2:
“+ and - magnets attract each other.”
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Question 3:
111
“ Because the closer they get the more they will get attracted.”
Question 4:
“Because if they both have - charge they don’t like each other.”
The students who had been interviewed and had been able to observe at least some 
of the experiments did not do exceptionally well. In fact, only one of them answered all 
the three questions correctly.
A large fraction of the students (15 out of 27) refer to magnets in some manner 
while answering these questions. Here is a student who explains his reasoning on the 
basis of his knowledge of magnets and clouds:
Question 1: On choosing the ‘attracted’ position for the free peanut:
“When clouds in the air meet to make lightning they only meet when one cloud 
has a negative charge and the other cloud has a positive charge.”
Question 2: On choosing the ‘more attracted’ position for the free peanut:
“Because positive and negative charges come together like magnets and 
clouds.”
Question 3: On choosing the ‘repelled’ position for the free peanut:
“Because two negative charges would bounce off of each other.”
One unusual comparison was made between charges and signed numbers. In 
question 2, a student chooses the attracted position for the free peanut and writes in 
explanation:
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“I have not seen something like that but in math we did negative numbers and if 
you put it together you get negative numbers.”
In question 4, the student chooses the repelled position for the free peanut and says:
“Because a - number and a - number equals a positive number. So they should 
move apart.”
c. Interaction between neutral and charged objects
As mentioned earlier, question 5 (what happens when the negatively charged plastic 
pipe is brought close to a neutral peanut?), question 6 (what happens when the pipe 
touches the peanut?) and question 7 (what happens to the repulsion between the pipe 
and the peanut when a thin plastic sheet is held between them?) were included in the test 
only because they formed part of tests given to other populations. We were aware that 
these questions were well beyond the scope of these students. However, some 
common features in the responses are worth mentioning here.
(1.) Student Responses
There were six students whose responses were hard to decipher and will not be 
considered here. Of the remaining twenty one, twelve students said that the free peanut 
(with zero charge) would be unaffected when a negatively charged pipe is brought close 
to it. The reason given in most cases is that the free peanut has zero charge. One of 
these students had been interviewed earlier and had seen the pipe attracting the neutral 
peanut. Another student explains the unaffected position as follows:
“Because if one thing doesn’t have a charge then nothing will happen.”
Another student says that ‘the peanut will not do anything because it has no power’. 
Most of these students pick the unaffected position for the free peanut after the pipe
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touches the neutral peanut i.e. they are not aware of transfer of charge between the pipe 
and the peanut.
There were, however, three students who predicted that the neutral peanut would be 
attracted to the pipe. Two of them had been interviewed earlier and had seen the 
demonstration. One of them says:
“I don’t know really. Because maybe the peanut would want a (-) charge.”
She predicts correctly that the peanut would be repelled by the pipe after touching 
the pipe:
“Because maybe the pipe would give it (-) charges . Then they would repel.”
The other student who was interviewed was also able to predict that the peanut will 
“at first stick, but then it would try to get away from it.” The remaining six students 
picked the ‘repelled’ position for the free peanut.
d. Interaction through a plastic sheet
After the students were shown that the peanut was repelled by the pipe on touching 
it, the students were asked to predict if the free peanut would attract, repel or remain 
unaffected when a thin plastic sheet is introduced between the peanut and the pipe. (See 
Appendix D).
(1.) Student Responses
Again, four of the students gave vague answers and will not be considered here. Of 
the remaining, nine students said the free peanut would no longer be affected by the 
pipe. A typical explanation is:
“Because maybe the plastic stops the charges from meeting.”
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The students think a mechanical barrier will stop the attraction between the charged 
objects. There are, however, 12 students who pick the repelled position for the free 
peanut. This is not surprising since 5 of them are students who had been interviewed 
and had seen the demonstration. It is interesting, however, to read the reasons given for 
the repulsion:
“The plastic is too thin and the charges can go through it..”
“Because the charge can go around the plastic.”
The remaining two students picked the ‘attracted’ position. However, they did not 
explain their choice. Thus in the absence of a better model, many students believe that 
the attraction or the repulsion is due to a movement of charge between the two objects. 
As long as the charges can find a path between the two objects, the two objects would 
continue to interact with each other.
4. Commentary
In conclusion, we find that, in general, these fifth graders used their experience in 
class and their familiarity with everyday language to respond to questions on charges 
and their interactions. In particular, several students used their experience with magnets 
to predict that like charges repel and unlike charges attract. They were not familiar with 
the concept of transfer of charge. Many of those who had participated in interviews and 
had seen the demonstrations could predict the attraction between the charged pipe and 
the neutral peanut and a few of them the repulsion on contact. It is interesting to note 
that a large number of students say that any interaction between the pipe and the peanut 
is possible only if there is a path for the charges to travel from the pipe to the peanut. 
There were some students who recognized that the sheet would not prevent the
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repulsion between the pipe and the peanut However, many of them had observed the 
demonstration during interviews.
The fifth graders also showed a wonderful curiosity and enthusiasm for participating 
in the interviews, seeing the demonstrations and in taking the test The students’ 
responses showed a directness and creativity that was refreshing. One student was so 
excited while she watched the charged peanut dancing away from the similarly charged 
pipe that she wanted to make the peanuts herself and asked me for a sheet of mylar. It 
was, therefore, a teaching and a learning experience.
C. The Eighth Graders
The eighth graders did not have any formal instruction in electrostatics. During the 
last few weeks of the semester, the class consisting of 30 students was divided in 
groups of five. Each group was assigned a topic for self-study. The study consisted of 
activities as well as writing definitions and explanations of observations. Two of the 
groups studied electrostatics in this maimer.
1. The Interviews
Six students from the class were interviewed. The interview was once again 
centered around the peanut setup. After some preliminary background questions, the 
students were asked the following questions:
• If the charge on the fixed peanut is +6 and the charge on the free peanut is -4, what 
is the position taken by the negatively charged free peanut when it is brought close 
to the positively charged fixed peanut ?
• What happens when the free peanut is taken a little further away from the fixed 
peanut?
• What happens when it is taken very far away from the fixed peanut?
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• Suppose now the free peanut is brought close to the fixed peanut and made to touch 
the fixed peanut. It is then moved a small distance away. Will you see anything?
• If the fixed peanut has a charge of -6 and the free peanut has a charge of -4. Once 
again they are made to touch each other and then separated. What happens?
• Suppose the free peanut has no charge. A negatively charged PVC pipe (a pipe 
rubbed with wool) is brought near the uncharged peanut. Do you think you will see 
anything change?
• Suppose now the peanut is touched with the charged PVC pipe. The pipe is taken 
away from the peanut and then brought close to the peanut again. Will you observe 
anything?
The PVC pipe was now brought close to the free peanut. The peanut was attracted 
to the pipe. Once it touched the pipe, it was repelled from the pipe. As long as the pipe 
was held steady, the free peanut hovered nearby in the ‘repelled’ position.
• Suppose this thin sheet of plastic is placed between the pipe and the peanut. Will the 
pipe still repel the peanut?
The student was shown the demonstration after he made his prediction and explained it. 
If his original prediction was wrong, the student was given an opportunity to explain his 
observation. The other predictions were also tested with demonstrations.
2. The Written Test
The written test was similar to the one administered to the college level students 
except that the amount of charge on each peanut was referred to as ‘+6’ and ‘-4’ i.e. 
without the units. We shall refer to them, once again, as case 1 and case 2. They are 
described in chapter m  under the subheading ‘the written test’ in the section labeled ‘the 
peanut task’. The teacher was of the opinion that the unit ‘pC’ would confuse the 
students. The two cases along with the correct answers are summarized in Fig. A.2.
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Fig. A.2 • The Correct Responses to the Peanut Test
The test was administered during the last week of classes. The setup was placed in 
front of the class and its components described to the students. The two peanuts were 
described as two pieces of metal. The uncharged free peanut was made to touch the 
uncharged fixed peanut and then separated from it to demonstrate to the students what 
was meant in the test by ‘the free peanut was made to touch the fixed peanut and then 
separated by a short distance’.
The students were given thirty minutes to answer the test. After the tests were 
collected, the questions were demonstrated to the entire class and the explanations were 
elicited from the students.
a. Student Responses
Table A.l shows a classification of the responses given by the eighth grade 
students. In the quotes that follow, mistakes in spelling and grammar have been 
corrected. Almost 80% of the students did not transfer charge in both the case of the 
oppositely charged peanuts and the case of the similarly charged peanuts. There is no 
mention of transfer at all. Some students refer to the interaction between the poles of a 
magnet as shown below:
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Fig. A.3: Transfer of Charge (Case 1): A typical response by an eighth
grader
“Because they are opposites and act as magnets. The + charges pull the - 
charges closer to them”.
Fig. A.4: Transfer of Charge (Case 2): A typical response by an eighth
grader
“Because, like two south ends of a magnet, when put together the charges push 
away from each other. The negative charges force each other away”.
One unusual feature in these responses was that there were several students who did 
not know that like charges repel and unlike charges attract. In fact, their responses 
indicate that like charges attract and unlike charges repel. There were ten students who 
used rule 7 who did not pick the correct interaction between the peanuts. Here is the 
response of one such student on why she picked the repelled position for the free peanut 
incase 1:
“Because if it is minus it should move away from the plus.”
Another student talks about why he picks the attracted position for the See peanut in 
the case of the two negatively charged peanuts:
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Table A.1: Results from the Peanut Test for the Eighth Grade Students
Example of Rule Statement of Rule (29 Students)
tA R U O
Correct response 
in both cases.
Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 
peanut has half of the 
initial net charge.
Total: 2(7%)
Case 1:0 2 0 0
Case 2:0 2 0 0
No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same 
after the peanuts touch 
each other.
Total: 22(79%)
Case 1: 13 6 3 0
Case 2:7 12 3 0
C -ftiC ) ( -4\iC  )  There is no transfer of
fixed I free charge between two
1  peanuts with charges of




Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2:0 2 0 0
10- Z- / ' _T T r \  There is a transfer of charge Total: 1(3%)
y~l~6p.C J  ^  -4p.C_ J  finally resulting in each
fixed I free peanut having an arbitrary Case 1:1 0
I number of positive and





g&o g m D
fixed j  free 
^fixed ^  ^  free ^
Transfer of charge between 
the peanuts results in the 
peanuts having equal but 
incorrect final charges.
Total: 1(3%)
Case 1:0 0 0 0
Case 2:0 0 1 0
12. C+6jiC )  Q E )  
fixed |  free
(h~ +-+X+-+-+)
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. 
The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the 
peanuts attract, repel, or are 
unaffected.
Total: 1(3%)






tA = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected O = Oscillates
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“Because I think the negative charges pull each other together. I think like 
charges attract each other.”
Two students transferred charges correctly and chose the correct interaction between 
the peanuts. Both of them had been interviewed before they took the test. Although the 
answers are not provided to the students during the interviews, the demonstrations are 
shown to them and they are given an opportunity to think over the explanations. Here is 
how one student explains his correct answer
Fig. A.5: Transfer of Charge (Case 1 ): A correct response by an eighth
grader
“Each peanut has an equal number of positive and negative charges. Since they 
have a more positive charge, they repel each other.”
Fig. A.6: Transfer of Charge (Case 2): A correct response by an eighth
grader
“Each has an equal number of charges. Since they have a negative charge, they 
repel.”
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Six students were interviewed before the test. Four of them chose the correct 
interactions. All of them except one transferred charges. However only two of them 
arrived at the final correct charges.
3. Commentary
Most of the eighth grade students did not transfer charge from one peanut to 
another. One surprising feature of the responses of this class is the number of students 
who thought that like charges attract each other and unlike charges repel each other. The 
students who were interviewed recalled some of the demonstrations enough to make 
correct predictions. However, only two of them could transfer charge correctly. All the 
students seemed eager to participate in the interviews.
D. Seniors
Almost all students enrol in a year long physics course before they graduate from 
high school. All the students have studied algebra when they enrol in physics. Some of 
them have also had calculus. At the University Laboratory School (Lab School), 
physics is taught to the high school seniors in four separate classes during the day. It is 
usually taught in a lecture format. We decided to investigate the effect of electrostatics 
activity-based lessons on one of the sections using another section as a comparison.
The physics teacher, Ms. Helen Headlee, suggested that since the students who were 
taught physics during the first hour (the first hour class) and the students who were 
taught physics during the fourth hour (the fourth hour class) were comparable in 
standard, it would be reasonable to work with these two classes. It was decided that the 
first hour would be taught electrostatics in a traditional lecture mode with 
demonstrations. The fourth hour, on the other hand, would engage in different 
activities that would investigate electrostatics concepts. They would record their 
observations in a journal. This would be followed by a discussion of their observations
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and an attempt to generalize the observations. The two classes would then be 
administered a post test at the end of the semester. Students from both classes were also 
interviewed. These interviews were very helpful as another source of information about 
these students’ ideas.
We shall first describe the results of the pretest for both classes. We shall then 
describe the topics covered in the first hour briefly. The activities that the students 
engaged in during the fourth hour will be described in some detail as also some of the 
students’ responses in the journals. Finally post test results will be discussed.
1. The Pretest
The pretest was administered to both classes on the first day of instruction on 
electrostatics. The students were given 20 minutes to answer the test. The setup was 
placed in front of the class and the test questions were explained with reference to the 
setup. The students were also asked to ignore any movement of the peanuts due to air 
drafts in the room.
The questions were the two questions that are described in chapter HI and 
summarized in Fig. A.2. We shall refer to them, once again, as case 1 and case 2.
a. Student Responses
Table 3.1 shows the rules used by the students enrolled in the algebra and 
trigonometry-based physics class in transfering charges from one peanut to another. If 
we adopt a similar method of classification for the high school seniors, we arrive at 
Table A.2. As before, the first column lists the rule number. The second column 
shows a diagram that is an example of how the students apply the rule. The diagram 
shows the initial charges on the fixed and the free peanuts and the final charges on the 
two peanuts. The rule is described in the third column. The fourth column lists the












Table A.2: Pretest Results from the Peanut Test for the High School Seniors
IIIA
«  Example of Rule Statement of Rule First Hour Fourth Hour
(19 Students) (17 Students)
A R U O  * A R U O
Correct response 
in both cases.
Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 
peanut has half of the initial 
net charge.
Total: 0% Total: 1 (6%)
Case 1 :0  1 0
Case 2: 0 1 0
7. No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 9(47%)
Case 1 :8  0 0
Case 2: 0 7 1
Total: 11(65%)
0 Case 1 :4  3 1
1 Case 2: 1 6 1
1. QSDQED
fixed ^  free
GZDCUD
fixed free
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
Total: 4 (21%) Total: 4 (24%)
Case 1: Not Applicable Case 1: Not Applicable
Case 2: 0 4 0 0 Case 2: 0 3 0 1
10.
fixed I free 
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
finally resulting in each peanut 
having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges.
Total: 2(11%)
Case 1 :1  1 0
Case 2: 0 0 0
Total: 3 (18%)
0 Case 1 :2  0 0















N o. Example of Rule Statement of Rule First Hour(19 Students) 
A R U O
Fourth Hour
(17 Students)
A R U O
2 . C+6p.c ) f j g H
fixed | free\
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of die peanuts 
is neutral.
Total: 2(11%)
Case 1 :0  0 2
Case 2: Not Applicable
Total: 1(6%)
0 Case 1 :1  0 0
Case 2: Not Applicable
0
C ~ s ) ( ------ )
fixed free
11 . (  +6uC (  ~ 4n C—) There is a transfer of charge Total: 2(11%)
/. ^ '  until each peanut has an equal
ixea | free number of positive and negative Case 1: 1 1 0
charges. The arrangement of Case 2: 0 2 0
 ---------- - ----------  charges determine whether the
C~ ~ ++v C++ J peanuts attract, repel, or are
fixed free unaffected.
Total: 1(6%)
0 Case 1: 0 







( "' f  . N When a charge leaves a charged +6p.l J  ^  -4p.C J  peanut  ^it leaves behind a charge 
fixed I free equal in magnitude and opposite 
I in sign
A.+ +f+A f t  When a charge enters a charged
v~ ~ — J  V + + )  peanut it acquires the same sign 
fixed free as the charge on the peanut.
Total: 1(5%) Total: 0(0%)






















N o. Example of Rule Statement of Rule First Hour(19 Students) 
A R U O
Fourth Hour
(17 Students)
A R U O
(+6nC  )  (  -4nC 
fixed |  free
fixed free
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 











Transfer of charge between the Total: 1 (5%)
A m it r*  n A O l i l t n  i n  f k a  M A /im v fro
Total: 0(0%)
(-6uC  ) ( - 4 n C  )  
fixed |  free
fixed free
peanuts results in the peanuts 













12 . ( +6nC ) (  -4nC ) 
fixed I free
I
E ± E ± ) ( E H ± )
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.







0 Case 1: 0 



























The charges remain 
the same when the 
oppositely charged 
peanuts touch each 
other.
The charges remain the same 
when the oppositely charged 
peanuts touch each other.
A = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
First Hour Fourth Hour
(19 Students) (17 Students)
A R U O A R U
Total: 1 (5%) Total: 0 (0%)
Case 1 :1  0 0 0
Case 2: Not Applicable
O = Oscillates
number of students in the first hour who used this rule at least once. The fifth column 
gives this number for the students in the fourth hour.
The table describes all the rules used by the high school students in transferring 
charge and in describing the interaction between charged conductors. As can be seen 
from Table A.2, only one student responded correcdy to both cases. The student drew 
the charges as shown in Fig. A.2 and explained his choice of position ‘R’ as follows: 
Case 1
“The +6 (iC will cancel out the -4(j.C and a charge of +2(iC remains. Each 
peanut will have a charge of+l(iC. The charges of+l(iC will repel each 
other.”
Case 2
“The -6pC and -4pC combine to form -lOpC. Each peanut has a charge of 
-5pC. The charges of -5|iC will repel each other.”
The other students used one or more of the rules described in Table A.2. The major 
rules of transfer used are described below:
(1.) Rule 7
This was by far the most frequently used rule among the high school seniors. It 
was used by 47% of the first hour students and 65% of the fourth hour students. A 
considerable fraction of the class was not aware that charges will be transferred from 
one charged conductor to another if the two conductors are unequally charged. In 
addition, at least a third of the total number of students did not seem to be aware of the 
rule quoted by a large majority at the college level - “like charges repel and unlike 
charges attract”. Many students stated that they were guessing and that they did not 
really know anything about charges.
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Of the 9 students who used this rule in the first hour, three drew charges consistent 
with the conservation of charge. In the fourth hour, this number was six students out of 
the eleven who used this rule. However, charge conservation by itself does not mean 
understanding as can be seen by reading some of the responses. One student, who 
drew charges consistent with the law of conservation of charge, picks position ‘U’ for 
the free peanut in case 1 and responds as follows:
Fig. A.7 • Rule 7 as used by a high school senior.
“Because those were their original charges and I did not know if they had 
changed.”
She says she chose position ‘U’
“Because they moved slightly apart.”
She is referring to the question where it is stated that the free peanut “is then 
separated from the fixed ‘peanut’ by a small distance.” It is doubtful if this student is 
aware that like charges repel and unlike charges attract each other.
(2.) Rule 1
A little less than a quarter of the class used rule 1 i.e. they did not transfer charge in 
case 2. Most of them picked the repelled position for the free peanut. These students 
transfer charge in case 1, but assume there will be no transfer in case 2 because the 
negative charges repel each other.
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In the fourth hour, there were four students who picked rule 1. Three of them 
attributed it to the negative charges repelling each other. One of them chose the 
‘oscillating’ position but did not explain her reasoning. Here is a typical quote by a 
student who uses rule 1:
“There was no change. The charges simply repel each other.”
She adds that the peanuts will also repel each other.
(3.) Rule 10
Any student who seemed to have transferred charge and arrived at an arbitrary 
charge distribution is said to have used rule 10. While many pre-med college students 
would have predicted a position for the See peanut on the basis of the sign of the 
charges on the ends of the conductors closest to each other, these students were more 
arbitrary in their choice. Sometimes their choice would not conform to the rule that ‘like 
charges repel and unlike charges attract. The only feature that characterizes the students 
who used this rule is that they do understand that there will be a transfer. Here is an 
example of a student who is classified as having used rule 10:
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Fig. A.8: Rule 1 as used by a high school senior.
Fig. A.9: Rule 10 as used by a high school senior.
“This is just a guess, but if the two peanuts touched, they would probably 
exchange some of their charge. The + 6  would give some of its positive charge 
to -4 (and vice versa). If you exchange them by two charges, you get +4 and
“I chose A because based on the predictions I guessed, the peanuts would have 
opposite charges. Opposites attract, so they would. They wouldn’t attract all 
the way though since their numbers (4 and 2) are different.”
(4.) Rule 2
Only three students used rule 2. Two of them chose the unaffected position for the 
free peanut while the third student chose the attracted position. The student who chose 
the attracted position used the ‘opposites attract’ rule as if ‘neutral’ is a kind of charge. 
Here is an example of a student who chose the unaffected ‘U’ position for the free
Fig. A. 10: Rule 2 as used by a high school senior.
“Position B (unaffected) because the +6  and -4 charges react and leave the fixed 
peanut with a +2 charge and the free peanut with no charge. Because only one 
peanut has a charge there is no reaction between peanuts.”
- 2 . ”
peanut:
CPSDGzZ)-  ^CSD C D
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(5.) Rule 11
There were 3 students who arrived at an equal number of positive and negative 
charges on each peanut and arranged the charges to match their prediction of the 
interaction. All of them were aware that like charges repel and unlike charges attract 
They seemed to think that in the final state the peanuts must have an equal number of 
positive and negative charges. One of the students chose the oscillating position for the 
free peanut and revealed some test taking strategy in the process:
Fig. A. 11 - An example of the oscillation choice by a high school senior.
“When the two peanuts touch, their charges are neutralized. The fixed peanut 
gains a negative and the free peanut loses a negative. The two peanuts now have 
an equal + and - charge.”
He explained why he chose the ‘O’ or the oscillating position for the free peanut as
“It looked more interesting. Caught my eye. You gave extra information which 
means this is the right one.”
The rules described above are the main rales of transfer used by the high school 
seniors in the pretest.
Following the pretest, the first hour students were exposed to electrostatics through 
lectures and demonstrations. One of these demonstrations used the Van de Graaf 
generator and a conductor to show how charges accumulated at sharp points. The 
lectures lasted about six hours.
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follows:
2. Activity based lessons in electrostatics
The fourth hour students were engaged in a series of activities designed to 
demonstrate in general, the basic concepts in electrostatics and in particular, the concepts 
on the transfer of charge and the interaction between charged objects that the pretest had 
addressed. The activities were mainly taken from the AAPT Workshop on 
Electrostatics. The students took five classes to complete most of the activities. They 
kept a journal during this period. Both classes were given the customary weekly quiz 
designed by Ms. Headlee at the end of the instruction on electrostatics. In addition, 
both classes were given a post test at the end of the semester.
We shall now describe the activity based lessons in brief as well as give examples of 
the journal entries. The entire set of activities and worksheets are described in detail in 
Appendix C. The students were divided into groups of four. The class was divided 
into five such groups. The groups were designed by combining students with different 
levels of ability, e.g., a group would include a strong student, a weak student and a 
verbal student. Care was also taken, as far as possible, to have an equal number of 
boys and girls in each group. The groups were numbered from I to V. Each group was 
handed a folder with the exercise for the day as well as an activities kit containing the 
materials needed for the activities. A typical lesson proceeded in the following manner:
a. A Typical Lesson
The groups were engaged in a Socratic style dialogue as they were making their 
observations. They were asked to answer the questions in the section of the journal 
provided to them. Before each experiment, each group was asked to make a prediction 
and write a common prediction in their journal. If the members of a group did not agree 
with a prediction, separate predictions were stated. The students then performed the 
activity and made a note of their observations. After several activities, students were 
asked to explain their observations and arrive at a general conclusion. After
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approximately 20  minutes, a discussion was initiated and answers from different 
groups were classified during the discussion and projected on a screen with an overhead 
projector. The correct observation and answer was elicited from the class. If 
supplementary information had to be provided, a short lecture lasting about ten minutes 
followed. The students then moved on to other activities in the section. We shall now 
describe the individual sections in brief:
(1.) Section 1: Interaction between Pieces of Tape
In this section, students investigated the attraction and repulsion between charged 
sticky tapes. They learned how to prepare two kinds of tapes, a ‘U’ tape and an ‘L’ 
tape. To start with, they cut a strip of tape about 9 inches long and folded a cm strip at 
each end onto itself so that there was a non sticky ‘handle’ at each end. The sticky side 
of the tape was placed on a flat surface like the top of a table and pressed down. This 
was the ‘base tape’. Two more similar strips of tape were prepared with the ‘handles’ 
and placed on top of the base tape so that there was now a stack of three tapes. The tape 
on top of the ‘base tape’ was called the ‘L’ tape and the topmost tape was called the ‘U’ 
tape. The ‘U’ tape and the ‘L’ tape were then removed together with a quick pull. The 
combination of the two tapes (the ‘combination tape’) was then stroked with a finger to 
neutralize it. The two tapes that made up the combination were then separated taking 
care to hold them only by their ‘handles’. The U tape is negatively charged (because it 
gains electrons from the ‘L’ tape), the ‘L’ tape is positively charged. The students 
investigated, e.g., what happens when a ‘U’ tape was brought close to an ‘L’ tape and 
when two ‘L’ tapes were brought close together. The students then brought other 
charged objects near the ‘U’ tape and the ‘L’ tape separately and recorded their 
observations. (See Appendix C for details).
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Most of the groups predicted that two ‘U’ tapes will attract each other. However 
when they actually performed the experiment they found that the tapes repel. One group 
explained its observations as follows:
“Both tapes come from the same surface therefore have the same charge and like 
charges repel each other.”
The students then made a ‘combination tape’ and found that a combination tape and 
a ‘U’ tape repelled each other. They also observed that after they rubbed their finger 
along the combination tape, it attracted the ‘U’ tape. (The finger discharges the 
‘combination tape’ so that it is now attracted to a charged ‘U’ tape.). Here is one 
group’s explanation:
“After S 1 (name of student) rubbed the non-sticky side of the combination tape, 
it attracted to the U tape whereas before it repelled. We think this is because of 
the charge that the tape had rubbed off on S 1 ’s finger making the tape have the 
opposite charge. So, the tape now has the opposite effect. It attracts.”
The student assumes here that an attraction necessarily implies opposite charges on 
the combination tape and the ‘U’ tape.
The students also made an electrophorus with an aluminum pie plate, a styrofoam 
cup and a styrofoam pad. The cup was taped on the plate and served as an insulating 
handle. They charged the pie plate by rubbing it on the pad and investigated the 
interaction of the pie plate and the styrofoam pad with each other and with the ‘U’ and 
the ‘L’ tapes. While observing the interaction between the pie plate and the styrofoam 
pad, they were asked whether the interaction changed with distance. However, only 
two of the five groups recorded their observations on the distance dependence.
The students then classified other objects, charged and uncharged, according to 
whether they were attracted to both ‘U’ and ‘L’ tapes, attracted to an ‘L’ tape (and
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repelled by a ‘U’ tape), attracted to a ‘U’ tape (and repelled by an ‘L’ tape) or repelled 
by both tapes. The students were finally asked to describe the relationships of objects 
that belonged to these different classes. It was hoped that by dividing the objects into 
these four categories, students would recognize that objects in different columns would 
attract each other and objects in the same column would repel each other. In addition 
there were no objects that repelled both *U’ and ‘L’ tapes. Most groups were able to 
conclude that objects in one column differed from the objects in another column by 
virtue of their charge. In answer to the question:
“How many different kinds of objects (listed in the table) are there? What makes these 
objects different?”
One group answered:
“Three. One with a definite positive charge, one with a negative charge and one
which contains both.”
(a.) Discussion
The class discussion revolved around how to classify the objects. Some students 
went back and repeated their activities when they were faced with conflicting views 
from the others. The students finally concluded that objects in one class were attracted 
to the objects in another class whereas the objects within the same class repelled each 
other. Objects that were attracted to both ‘U’ and ‘L’ tapes did not interact with each 
other and there were no objects that were repelled by both ‘U’ and ‘L’ tapes. They were 
also aware by now that there were three kinds of objects - positively charged, negatively 
charged and those that attracted both the ‘U’ and the ‘L’ tapes.
(2.) Section 2: The Electroscope
The aim of this section was to build an electroscope using a styrofoam cup, straws 
and aluminum foil and to use it to test whether an object was charged. A foil covered
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piece of straw served as the ‘gold leaf of the electroscope. When a charged object was 
brought close to the piece of straw, it was attracted to the object. Once it touched the 
object, it was repelled from the object.
The students were asked to bring various objects, charged and uncharged, near the 
foil covered straw. They were asked to classify objects depending on whether there 
was an interaction between the object and the electroscope straw or not. The 
electroscope straw had to be touched briefly before each object was brought close to it to 
ensure that it was discharged.
The students also had to explain their observations. Some of these observations 
revealed the concepts that these students brought into class. The explanations are also 
useful in recognizing the limitations of the current version of the worksheets and 
suggested ideas for improvement. One group, for instance, concluded that all objects 
that had been rubbed with wool would interact with the electroscope. While this is true, 
students may conclude that an object necessarily has to be rubbed with wool to be 
charged.
“The objects that have no interaction also have no wool involved with them. All 
of the objects with wool in them - have interaction with the electroscope straw.”
Another group decided that only conductors could interact with the electroscope straw.
“The U tape is charged by friction and acts as a conductor to the electroscope 
straw which means the conductor will cause attraction.”
They concluded this section with the following explanation:
“All the objects in the first column have the same charge and the objects in the 
second column have the same charge. The (objects in the) first column acts as 
conductors to the electroscope straw. The conductors have been charged by 
friction.”
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(a.) Discussion
After the groups had stated their individual observations, the discussion focused on 
what made objects in one column (the ones that were attracted to the the electroscope 
straw) different from the objects in the other column (those that did not interact with the 
electroscope straw). The students who had made careful observations would have 
realized that both the ‘U’ and the ‘L’ tapes were attracted to the electroscope straw. The 
‘U’ and ‘L’ tapes were known to be oppositely charged (section 1). Therefore the 
electroscope straw had to be uncharged. The objects that did not interact with the 
electroscope straw were not charged either.
(3.) Section 3: Conductors and Insulators
This section was designed to demonstrate the difference between conductors and 
insulators. The students attach a plastic straw and an aluminum covered straw at 
diametrically opposite ends of a pie plate. The pie plate is charged and the students use 
the electroscope constructed in the previous section to check if the the two straws are 
charged. The aluminum covered straw is found to be charged while the plastic straw 
remains uncharged.
All but one of the groups gave some explanation for why the plastic straw would not 
interact with the pie plate. It ranged from a simple ‘because it is not a metal’ to the 
detailed answer given below:
“Plastic straw doesn’t conduct electricity because it isn’t metal. The metal straw 
does conduct because it is metal and it is connected to the pie plate which 
received charge from the styrofoam pad rubbed with wool.”
All but one of the groups also realized that touching the charged pie plate ‘neutralizes 
it’. They understood that this meant that the pie plate would no longer interact with the 
electroscope straw.
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(a.) Discussion:
Once again, the different groups were asked how various objects can be classified as 
conductors or insulators. The discussion concluded with the realization that charges can 
flow through a conductor but not through an insulator. An insulator can be charged 
only by friction. A conductor, however, can be charged by bringing it in contact with 
another charged conductor.
(4.) Section 4: Transfer of Charge
The students charged the electroscope straw by touching it with a negative 
styrofoam pad. Three of the five groups realized that there must have been some kind 
of transfer of charge between the styrofoam pad and the electroscope straw giving them 
the same kind of charge. The students were given hypothetical numbers for the amount 
of charge on the electroscope straw and the styrofoam pad. Three of the groups did not 
have trouble calculating the net charge in the combined system of the electroscope straw 
and the styrofoam pad. One group did not give a numerical answer but realized that 
both objects must become negative as a result of the contact. The other group seems to 
have copied the summarising notes from the blackboard.
The students were asked to explain the repulsion between the styrofoam pad and the 
electroscope straw when they touched each other. Most students explained that since 
the styrofoam pad and the straw were both negative (or positive), they should repel each 
other. One group did not talk about the repulsion at all while another group assumed 
that all the negative charges remained in the styrofoam pad and the electroscope straw 
was neutral. As a result there would only be an attraction. Their explanation was 
therefore inconsistent with their observation.
The students repeated the experiment, this time with the pie plate. The pie plate was 
charged and was made to touch the electroscope straw. After the straw was repelled 
from the plate, the two were forced to touch each other again. When released the two
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continued to repel each other. Two groups explained their observation and also 
answered the two summary questions that dealt with the transfer of charge between two 
identical pieces of metal (a version of the questions in the Sphere task or the Peanut 
Task). Here is how one of the groups explains why the electroscope straw is repelled 
from the pie plate once it is touched by the plate:
“When you force the pie plate to touch the electroscope straw they become the 
same charge. This is because when you force them together, you force the 
charge to flow. Thus the charge from the pie plate spreads to the straw and they 
become the same charge.”
The straw was given an initial charge of -4|iC and the plate was given a charge of 
-20(J.C. The students were asked what the net charge was when the two objects were in 
contact and the signs of the charges when they were no longer in contact.
“When separate, the straw has -4 charge and the plate -20. But when they touch 
they become one object with a total charge of -24. There is no definite way to 
tell what the exact charge on the objects will be. Both objects will be negative, 
and the charges will distribute themselves in such a way that objects will repell 
the most. This means that the pie pan will have more than the electroscope 
straw.”
# will equal -24 but the exact # of charges in 
each object can't be known.
Fig. A.12: One group’s depiction of how negative charge is divided 
between the straw and the pie plate.
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The other groups had incomplete answers. One group did not calculate the correct 
net charge when the straw and the pie plate were in contact. The group also did not 
answer the summary questions. Another group merely calculated the net charge of the 
two objects when they were in contact but did not offer complete explanations of their 
observations. The last group just recorded that the pie plate attracts the electroscope and 
then repels it but offered no explanations.
(a.) Discussion:
Questions in the section were reviewed i.e. each group described its observation and 
gave an explanation. The instructor gave the initial charge on two identical pieces of 
metal and the students found the final charge on each piece after they came in contact 
and were separated. The explanation for what happened when the charged pie plate 
touched the electroscope straw was once again elicited from the class.
(5.) Section 5: Interaction between charged objects and neutral objects.
In this section, a piece of aluminum foil was tom into small bits. Most of the 
students noted that the bits of aluminum must be neutral since they did not interact with 
each other. They then rubbed a plastic straw with wool and brought it close to the bits 
of aluminum foil. All of them observed the bits clinging to the straw. They were then 
led, by a series of questions, to arrive at an explanation for the attraction of the neutral 
bits of aluminum foil to the charged straw.
Three of the five groups realized that the force of attraction between the positive 
charges on the foil and the negative charges on the straw was greater than the force 
between the negative charges on the foil and the negative charges on the straw. This 
resulted in a net force of attraction. One group puts it in the following manner:
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Fig. A.13: A correct diagram by a high school senior showing the 
charges and the forces on a neutral piece of foil due to the presence of a 
negatively charged straw nearby.
“The force of attraction is stronger because if they were equal nothing would 
happen. If the negative were stronger, it would be forced away - the positive is 
the strongest because it is attracted.”
Only one group talks about the relative distance between the positive and negative 
charges on the foil from the negative charges on the straw.
“The force between the positive charges in the foil and the negative in the straw 
is greater because the distance between the charges is small. The force between 
the negative charges in the foil and straw is not as great because there is a greater 
distance between the charges.”
Of the two remaining groups, one group focused on a different aspect. They had 
observed that the aluminum pieces would be attracted to the straw but would not stick to 
the straw very long once they touched it. The students explained, correctly, that this
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was due to the transfer of charge from the straw to the foil. The last group too drew a 
separation of charge on the aluminum foil but did not really explain why the foil is 
attracted to the charged straw. They attributed it to the fact that the force between the 
positive ‘electrons’ on the foil and the negative ‘electrons’ on the straw is greater than 
the positive electrons (on the foil) and the negative electrons on the foil. They did not 
consider the force between the negative electrons in the foil and the negative electrons in 
the straw.
(a.) Discussion:
The discussion involved addressing the same series of questions to the entire class. 
Some students answered them correctly and the explanation was repeated with drawings 
on the blackboard. The original plan was to also cover ‘charging by induction’. Some 
students tried charging the electroscope by induction using a charged aluminum pie 
plate. However, due to constraints of time, they did not complete their worksheets. 
Instead, the questions in the worksheet were addressed to the class as a whole and the 
students were led to the answer.
b. Commentary:
The students at the University Lab School were accustomed to taking pretests and 
participating in research as student teachers and graduate students often come here to 
teach and interview students. In spite of this, however, we found the students to be 
quite resistant to this mode of learning. The students seemed to be happiest when they 
were given copious notes on what they were going to be tested at the end of the week. 
As a result, they did not like the idea of making observations and drawing conclusions 
on their own. They had to be constantly reminded that they had to complete the section 
and explain their observations in their journals.
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Initially, we had decided that we would not be grading the students on their 
worksheets as this would put them under unnecessary stress to arrive at ALL the 
answers. We also wanted the students to choose their own pace without lagging 
behind. However, after watching the indifferent attitude with which they were 
approaching the whole project, we decided that we would award points for participation 
and completeness. The students were not going to be graded on the basis of the 
correctness of their answers.
The change was remarkable - one student in each group took on the responsibility of 
writing the explanations on the worksheets and between themselves, each group 
attempted to complete the tasks. There was a marked increase in participation and 
motivation. We were reluctant to take this extreme measure but unfortunately, it became 
necessary.
3. The Post test
Both classes were tested with a quiz at the end of their instruction in electrostatics. 
Some students from both classes were also interviewed during the semester. The post 
test was administered at the end of the semester. The post test was similar to the pretest 
and contained the same two questions on the transfer of charge. Table A.3 summarizes 
the responses of the first hour and the fourth hour students to the post test.
a. Student Responses
It is evident from the table that more students from both the first hour and the fourth 
hour responded correctly to both cases in the post test.












Table A.3: Post test Results from the Peanut Test for the High School Seniors
Rule
N o. Example of Rule Statement of Rule First Hour(14 Students)






Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 
peanut has half of the initial 
net charge.
Total: 1(7%)
Case 1: 0 1




Case 1 :0  4
Case 2: 0 4
0
0
1. G ^ D C ^ :
fixed I free
I
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
Total: 2 (14%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 2 0
O Z D C Z I Z )
fixed free
Total: 5 (25%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 4 1
No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 3(21%) Total: 3(15%)












10. S  . r  a  There is a transfer of charge Total: 1 (7%) 
j  (^  -4p.C J  finaiiy resulting in each peanut 
fixed I free having an arbitrary number of 
I positive and negative charges.
f  _____  The arrangement of charges
/£+_rt++\ (+  determine whether the peanuts
v ~ ~ - - y  v  + + ~J attract, repel, or are unaffected, 
fixed free
Total: 3(15%)
Case 1 :1  0 0 Case 1 :1  2 0














2 . c +6pC )  P 4|iC )
fixed |  fi-ee
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.
Total: 2(14%)
Case 1 :0  0 2
Case 2: Not Applicable
Total: 3(15%)
Case 1 :1  0 2
Case 2: Not Applicable
11. C + 6 p . C  )  Cj 4 ^ i C J
fixed | free
)
C + + )  C + +  — )
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
until each peanut has an equal 
number of positive and negative 
charges. The arrangement of 
charges determine whether the 
peanuts attract, repel, or are 
unaffected.
Total: 1(7%)
Case 1 :0  0













When a charge leaves a charged Total: 1 (7%) 
peanut, it leaves behind a charge 
equal in magnitude and opposite 
in sign
Total: 2(10%)
When a charge enters a charged 
peanut it acquires the same sign 
as the charge on the peanut.











( - 6UC ) ( - 4 n C ~ )  
fixed |  free
fixed free
Transfer of charge between the 
peanuts results in the peanuts 
having equal but incorrect final 
charges.
Total: 2(14%) Total: 2(10%)























12 . C+6|J.C: )  ( -4p.C ) 
fixed ^  free
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Total: 2(14%)
Case 1 :0  0 




Case 1: 0 0 
Case 2: 0 0
1
1
(tZ ±H ±) (+ -+ -+ )  
fixed free
3.
C + 6tie3C -4 liC  0  
fixed ^  free
C j O f c -  )
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
results in a zero net charge on 
the two peanuts.
Total: 0(0%) Total: 1(5%)
Case 1: 0 0 










The charges remain 
the same when the 
oppositely charged 
peanuts touch each 
other.
The charges remain the same 
when the oppositely charged 
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 1 (7%)
Case 1: 1 0 0 
Case 2: Not Applicable
Total: 0(0%)




The other striking difference between Table A.2 and Table A.3 is that there is no 
longer an overwhelming fraction of students choosing rule 7 (the ‘no transfer’ rule). 
Instead the most frequently used rule is now rule 1. This resembles the results of the 
pre-med class shown in Table 3.1. All except one of the students who used rule 1 
chose the repelled position for the fixed peanut. Here is how one student who draws 
the original charges on the peanut and chooses a repelled position explains her answer:
“Because they were like charges, the fixed peanut’s negativity was not 
transferred at all. (The charges) remained the same. They (the peanuts) are still 
like charges and therefore repel each other.”
2. Rule 7
Rule 7 though not the most frequently used rule now is still popular - the number of 
students who used this rule was only slightly less than the number of students who used 
rule 1.
3. Rule 10
There were some responses that were classified as rule 10. Students drew arbitrary 
final charges on the two peanuts. Their responses were vague and not as revealing as 
the responses of the pre-med students. The students also did not seem to be making an 
effort to arrange the charges at the ends of the peanuts to be consistent with their choice 
of position of the free peanut.
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b. Discussion
In general, however, the responses were more definite and better expressed than the 
pretest responses. This comes as no surprise as the students had, by now, been 
exposed to electrostatics. The number of students who responded to case 2 correctly 
increased in the post test (from 6% in the pretest to 53% in the post test). Students 
seemed to find it more difficult to transfer charge between two oppositely charged 
peanuts than between two similarly charged peanuts. The number of correct answers 
increased from 3% in the pretest to 15% with the students from the fourth hour 
performing better than the students from the first hour. Surprisingly the number of 
students who drew charges consistent with the law of conservation of charge in both 
cases did not change at all in the post test (44% of the students in both the pretest and 
the post test).
3. Commentary:
In conclusion, it appears that the activity based lessons did have a significant impact 
on the performance of the fourth hour students in spite of their reluctance to learn in this 
manner. In fact, it was found that these students surpassed the performance of even 
some physics majors at the college level (see tables in Appendix B). There is, however, 
much scope for improvement in the lessons. The greatest need would be for one more 
person to handle a class of twenty students. The instructor, in this mode of teaching, 
has to go from one group to another, engaging them in a Socratic style dialogue. One 
instructor alone cannot engage the class at a reasonable pace.
The students, ultimately, did get some satisfaction on seeing their predictions for the 
experimental results come true. However, it was clear that years of copying notes and 
memorization had made them rather hesitant to think through a problem independently.
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Appendix B Transfer of Charge - A Population 
Study at the College Level
A. Introduction
An overview of the responses from various populations to the questions on the 
transfer of charge was given in chapter VII. In this appendix, we shall be examining, in 
some detail, the responses of students from various populations at the college level to 
the questions on the transfer of charge that were discussed in chapter m. In each case, 
the population will be briefly described. The responses of the students in each 
population will then be summarized and compared. Students enrolled in a particular 
course are said to form one population and the populations will be labeled by the course 
names and course numbers. The students in a particular course may have different 
majors and be at different stages in their curriculum. However, all the students would 
have taken the same prerequisite physics course. If the current course is their first 
physics course, some of the college students would have had a high school physics 
course.
1. Questions on the Transfer of charge between two conductors
The questions were the two questions that are described in chapter II. We shall refer 
to them, once again, as case 1 and case 2. They are described in chapter II under the 
subheading ‘the written test’ in the section labeled ‘the peanut task’. The two cases 
along with the correct answers are summarized in Fig. B.l.
C+6HC)(-4nC ) —» > (+ ) (
Case 1
149
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Case 2
Fig. B .l • The Correct Responses to the Peanut Test
The questions formed part of a test administered at the end of the semester. The test 
was not counted for the students’ overall grade. The setup was placed in front of the 
class and the questions were explained with reference to the setup. The students were 
also told to ignore the slight movement of the peanuts due to drafts in the room.
2. Populations - College Level
At the college level, we shall be examining the responses of students belonging to 
the following populations:
• Students enrolled in a two semester physical science course (PHSC 1001 and PHSC 
1002).
• Engineering majors (PHYS 1100, PHYS 2101 & PHYS 2102).
• Allied health majors ( PHYS 2002).
• Physics majors (PHYS 1202, PHYS 2231, PHYS 4142 & PHYS 4201).
Some of these students studied physics in high school. The responses of the allied 
health majors were studied in detail in chapter II and EH and therefore will not be 
discussed in detail here. However we shall refer to them as the ‘pre med’ students.
B. Students Enrolled in the Physical Science Courses
1. Description of the population
These two courses form a sequence known as ‘Physical Science 1001 and 1002’. 
Students enrol in these courses to satisfy a general education requirement.. The
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students are in a number of different programs e.g. education, business, finance, 
psychology, mass communication, music performance, english and advertising. The 
first course (PHSC 1001) in the sequence covered the basic concepts in electrostatics. 
The instructor did not emphasize the transfer between two charged conductors in class. 
The topic was part of the curriculum and the end-of-the-chapter problems dealt with this 
concept. The second course was mainly devoted to chemistry, astronomy and some 
general topics e.g. sources of energy and environmental hazards. However, 
conservation of charge was studied in the context of nuclear reactions.
The two questions on the transfer of charge formed part of a test administered to the 
students of PHSC 1001 and PHSC 1002 at the end of the semester. PHSC 1001 is a 
prerequisite for PHSC 1002. If we assume that the populations are homogeneous, the 
former may be regarded as a pretest for the students who are about to enrol in PHSC 
1002. We can, then, draw inferences about the effect of the course on the knowledge 
of the students.
We shall again adopt the same method of classification for the students enrolled in 
the physical science class as we have done in the preceding chapters. In doing so, we 
arrive at Table B. 1. As before, the first column lists the rule number. The second 
column shows a diagram that is an example of how the students apply the rule. The 
diagram shows the initial charges on the fixed and the free peanuts and the final charges 
on the two peanuts. The rule is described in the third column. The fourth column lists 
the number of students enrolled in PHSC 1001 (the first course in the sequence) who 
used this rule at least once. The fifth column gives this number for the students enrolled 
in PHSC 1002, the sequel to PHSC 1001. The table describes all the rales used by 
students enrolled in the two courses.
2. Student Responses
Only 1 student enrolled in PHSC 1001 gave the correct answer while there was not 
a single pair of correct responses among the students enrolled in PHSC 1002. In the












Table B.l: Results from the Peanut Test for the Physical Science Students
tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
Rule







Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 
peanut has half of the initial 
net charge.
Total: 1(4%)
0  1 0
Total: 0(0%)
7. No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 16(62%) 
Case 1: 11 3 




Case 1: 15 1 1 
Case 2: 0 14 3
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fixed |  free
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
Total: 6(23%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 5 1
Total: 0(0%)




















tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
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fixed free
J
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.
Total: 2 1 
Case 1 : 1 0  1
Case 2: Not Applicable
Total: 1 
Case 1: 0 0 1
Case 2: Not Applicable
/■" TT'n f  . r  \  When a charge leaves a charged Total: 3 (12%) 
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fixed
equal in magnitude and opposite 
in sign
When a charge enters a charged 
peanut it acquires the same sign 
as the charge on the peanut.




















tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
Example of Rule Statement of Rule PHSC 1001
(26 Students)
A R Ut
f+6uC  'i r 'AuC There is a transfer of charge Total: 2 <
fixed I ( 7 —  until each peanut has an equal Case 1: 1 0 1
I “"ee number of positive and negative r  .
*  charges. The arrangement of
 ---------- ' ' _______ charges determine whether the
C~ ~ ++J C++------ ) peanuts attract, repel, or are
fixed free unaffected.___________________________________
f  f. r  a Transfer between two Total: 2(8%)
r  '  oppositely charged peanuts Case 1: 1
























tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
Rule







fixed |  free 
fixed free
Transfer of charge between the 
peanuts results in the peanuts 
having equal but incorrect final 
charges.
Total: 2(8%)
Case 1 : 0  1 0
Case 2: 0 1 0
Total: 0(0%)
12 . (  +6p.C ) ( - 4|iC ) 
fixed | free
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Total: 1(4%)
Case 1 : 0  0 1
Case 2: 0 0 0
Total: 1(5%)
Case 1 : 0  0 0
Case 2: 0 0 1
10.
p 6 n C ) ( - 4 n c )  
fixed I free
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
finally resulting in each peanut 
having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges. 
The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Total: 1(4%)
Case 1 : 0 0 1  
Case 2: 0 0 0
Total: 1(5%)
Case 1 : 1 0  0
Case 2: 0 1 0
population described in detail in chapters I and n, the number of students who arrived at 
the correct answers constituted 15% of the class. We shall now describe the more 
commonly used rules among the students of PHSC 1001 and PHSC 1002.
a. Rule 7
The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the peanuts touch each 
other.
Case 2
Fig. B.2: n Study at the College Level 147clear from the table that a large fraction 
(62% of PHSC 1001 students and 89% of the PHSC 1002 students) of each class used 
rule 7 i.e. they did not transfer any charge between the peanuts when they came in 
contact with each other. Most of them quoted the well known rule “like charges repel 
and unlike charges attract” to explain why they chose the attracted position (A) for the 
free peanut in case 1 and the repelled position for the free peanut in case 2. Most of the 
students in PHSC 1001 who used this rule drew a single *+’ on the fixed peanut and a 
single sign on the free peanut as shown in Fig. B.3.
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Fig. B.3: Charges typically drawn when rule 7 is used by PHSC 1001
On the other hand, most of the students in PHSC 1002 who used this rule drew 
charges consistent with the law of conservation of charge. However, there was no 
explicit mention of a possibility of transfer of charge. Use of rule 7, therefore, indicates 
that many of these students do not recognize that charge can flow between two metal 
objects in contact (see inference 6 in chapter II).
In the PHYS 2002 class described in chapters I and H, this was not the most 
common rule. For comparison, we find from Table 3.1 that 16% of the students used 
this rule in the pretest and 15% used the rule in the post test. The students enrolled in 
the physical science course were more reluctant to transfer charge.
There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with charges of the 
same sign.
The typical argument in most of these cases was similar to the one put forward by 
the students of the algebra and trigonometry based class (PHYS 2001). Since like 
charges repel the charges on the two peanuts would stay away from each other and 
therefore there would be no transfer of charge.
The other rules used by these students were relatively minor i.e. they were not used 
by very many students. All the rules used by these students are shown in Table B.l.
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b. Rule 1
Fig. B.4: Rule 1 - The Peanut Test
They arc the same rules that were used by the students enrolled in the algebra and 
trigonometry-based physics course summarized in Table 3.1. They have been arranged 
in the descending order of the total number of students in both PHSC 1001 and PHSC 
1002 who used the rule and therefore, have an order different from that in Table 3.1.
There is a marked difference between the number of students who did not draw the 
correct number of charges in PHSC 1001 and PHSC 1002. Twelve students (46%) 
enrolled in PHSC 1001 did not draw the correct number of charges in both cases 
whereas this number was much smaller among the students in PHSC 1002 (3 out of 19 
students or 16%). This may be because the students enrolled in PHSC 1002 were 
taught the law of conservation of charge explicitly in the context of nuclear reactions and 
it was therefore easy for them to apply this concept while transferring charge from one 
conductor to another. In general, if students drew the correct number of charges in one 
case, it was usually in case 2 where the student did not transfer charge at all.
Altogether, 64% of the students in PHSC 1001 did not draw the correct number of 
charges in at least one case. This number was considerably less in the case of the 
students in PHSC 1002 (5 out of 19 or 26%). In comparison, we note that the 
percentage of students in the PHYS 2002 class who did not draw the correct number of 
charges in at least one case was 31% in the pretest and 41% in the post test. One has 
also to keep in mind that the physical science students form a smaller population 
compared to the students enrolled in PHYS 2002.
In conclusion, it appears that most students in this population are aware that like 
charges repel and unlike charges attract. However most do not appear to know that 
charges can move from one conductor to another.
C. Students with Engineering Majors
Initially, a placement test is administered to the students with engineering majors to 
assess their knowledge of physics. Those who pass the placement test can enrol
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directly in a two semester calculus based course in physics (PHYS 2101 and PHYS 
2102). Those who do not pass the test enrol in a preparatory course (PHYS 1100) for 
one semester. We shall first discuss the performance of the students in the preparatory 
course and follow it with a discussion of the responses of the students enrolled in the 
calculus based physics course. In all the courses, the test was administered at the end of 
the semester.
1. PHYS 1100
a. Description of the population
As mentioned earlier, these students did not pass the placement test. They were 
enrolled in a one semester calculus based physics course. Since there was only one 
section, all the students were taught by the same instructor. Most of the students were 
majoring in engineering. The largest groups consisted of students in electrical 
engineering (19%), mechanical engineering (18%) and computer engineering (15%). 
There were some students in other branches of engineering (chemical, civil and 
industrial) and a few science majors (biochemistry, chemistry and physics).
The students were typically taught the nature of charge and the coulomb force 
between charges. Demonstrations were done in class on charging an electroscope by 
conduction and induction. The topic was typically covered in one lecture and students 
did not do any numerical problems on the forces on a charge.
b. Student Responses
Table B.2 gives a description of the rules used by these students. The form of the 
table is similar to Table B. 1 except that this table describes the students enrolled in a 
single course. The rules are arranged in the descending order of occurrence. We shall
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now describe some of the general features that characterize the response of these 
students.
Only 4% (3 students) responded correctly to both cases as compared to 15% of the 
pre med class. This result was similar to the result from the physical science students. 
However, unlike the physical science students, the most common rule used by these 
students was not rule 7 (no transfer at all in both cases) but rule 1 (no transfer only in 
the case of the similarly charged peanuts). In this respect the performance of these 
students is closer to the performance of the pre med students. Many more of these 
students recognize the possibility of transfer between oppositely charged peanuts 
compared to the physical science students.
(1.) Rule 1: There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with 
charges o f the same sign.
There were 29 students (out of 80 or 36%) who said there would be no transfer of 
charge between the two negative peanuts in contact. All of them chose the repelled 
position for the free peanut. Many of them drew the correct number of charges (20 out 
of 29). The reason for no transfer was the same as the ones quoted by the physical 
science students and the pre med students (PHYS 2002) viz. like charges repel. 
However, there was a little more detail and diversity in the responses. Here is a 
response given by one articulate student:
“Even if they touch, an object which already has extra electrons (a negative 
charge) would have little or no affinity for more electrons. Thus the extra 
electrons on both peanuts will stay where they were. Both peanuts have 
negative charges - like charges repel.”
(2.) Rule 7: The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
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Table B.2: Results from the Peanut Test for Students enrolled in PHYS
1100 (Pre-Engineering Course)
tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
Example of Rule Statement of Rule
PHYS 1100
(80 Students)









Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 
peanut has half of the initial 
net charge.
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
) d = D
freefixed 
No transfer in 
either case.
CHID ( 3 0







C +6y.C ) ( -4nC ) 
fixed | freei
f r -  + ~ t ) C+- + -  +)
fixed free
The charges on the peanuts 
remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of die peanuts 
is neutral.
There is a transfer of charge 
finally resulting in each peanut 
having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges. 
The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 




Case 1 Not Applicable 
Case 2 0 29 0
Total: 24(30%)
Case 1 24 0 0
Case 2 0 23 1
Total: 13(16%)
Case 1 2  0 11
Case 2 Not Applicable
Total: 12(15%) 
Case 1 4  2 4
Case 2 1 3 0
Total: 12(15%)
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Rule PHYS 1100M Example of Rule Statement of Rule (80 Students)
rN0* A R U
11. (  +6liC (  -4uC *) There is a transfer of charge Total: 7 (9%)
V . ^ -----'  until each peanut has an equal
nxea free number of positive and negative Case 1: 1 0  6
I charges. The arrangement of Case 2: 0 0 0____________   charges determine whether the
C ++) (-H - ) peanuts attract, repel, or are
fixed free unaffected.
13 /  +6uC ) (  ~-Au.C ^ There is a transfer of charge that Total: 3 (4%)
— '  results in an exchange of charge 
tlX ed . I f r e e  tv»fw ppn fhft rv^arm tcbet een the peanuts. Case 1: 1 2  0
Case 2: 0 0 0
( -4uC ) (  +6nC )
fixed free
The transfer of charge between Total: 2(3%)
Transfer and the peanuts or/and their
Interaction due to interaction is attributed to Case 1: 0 0 1
magnetic effects. magnetic effects.
Case 2: 0 1 0
/  " ' \  / "  Transfer between two Total: 1(1%)
V+2tiL-y v  -4p.C J  oppositely charged peanuts
fixed | free results in a zero net charge on Case 1: 1 0  0
the two peanuts.
Case 2: 0 0 0*
Nn trancfpr The charges remain the same
inCase 1. when the oppositely charged C a x l :  { 0 0
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 1 (1%)
51: 1 0
Case 2 Not Applicable
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The number of students who used rule 7 (30%) was close to the number who used 
rule 1. Half of these students did not draw the correct number of charges in both cases. 
The typical answer quoted was ‘like charges repel’ or ‘unlike charges attract’ with no 
reference to the possibility of transfer. Some answers gave more detail. Here is an 
quote that gives an unusual reason for not transferring charge:
“Since the peanuts (are made of) metal and metals are difficult to give electrons,
I thought that after touching each other, they still remain same charge.” 
(3.) Rule 2:
Transfer between two oppositely charged peanuts occurs until one of the 
peanuts is neutral.
This rule does not feature as prominently in this population as rules 1 and 7. In fact 
the number of students (13) who use rule 2 is half the number of students who use rule 
7. Almost all of these students drew the correct number of charges. Most of them (11 
out of 13) would say that since the free peanut has no charge (or is uncharged or 
neutral) there would be no interaction between the free peanut and the fixed peanut. 
There were two students who chose the attracted position for the free peanut. Only one 
of them attributed it to the attraction between the electrons in the neutral free peanut and 
the now positive fixed peanut.
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Fig. B.5: Rule 2 - The Peanut Test
It therefore appears that these students do not have the correct concept of the 
interaction between neutral and charged objects. This is again similar to the result found 
in chapter H among the pre med students.
(4.) Rule 10
Fig. B.6: Rule 10 - The Peanut Test
There is a transfer of charge finally resulting in each peanut having an 
arbitrary number of positive and negative charges. The arrangement of 
charges determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Some students (15%) realized that there is a transfer between the peanuts.
However, they seem to arbitrarily arrive at the final charges. The number of final 
charges drawn are incorrect and the interaction between the peanuts is sometimes 
attributed to the charges near the ends of the peanuts rather than the net charge on each 
peanut. Most of these students chose either the attracted (A) position or the unaffected 
position (U) for the free peanut. The attracted position was chosen because the peanuts 
still had two kinds of charges. The positive charges of one peanut was attracted to the 
negative charges of the other peanut. The unaffected position was chosen because the 
students decided that the charges must ‘equal out’ after the peanuts touch each other. 
These students did not draw charges consistent with the law of conservation of charge 
or calculate the net charge on each peanut before deciding the nature of the interaction 
between them. The quote below is an example of how a student explains his choice of 
the ‘unaffected’ position for the free peanut.
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Fig. B.7: Rule 10 used by a pre-engineering student
Why did you choose these locations for the charges?
“Because electrons moved over to the other peanut.”
Why did you choose this position for the peanut?
“Now peanuts are neutral, no attraction.”
The rule was more commonly applied in case 1. Of the 4 students who applied the 
rule to case 2, three of them drew arbitrary final charges on the two peanuts and 
arranged them so that like charges were at the ends of the peanuts closest to each other. 
They chose the repelled position for the free peanut. One student arrived at a neutral 
free peanut and showed an attraction between the peanuts. Only four of the twelve 
students who used this rule drew the correct number of charges in at least one case.
(5.) Rule 12
Fig. B.8: Rule 12 - The Peanut Test
There is a transfer of charge until the positive and the negative charges 
are equally shared by the two peanuts. The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
This rule is used by quite a few students in the 1100 class (15%). It was the same 
fraction of students as in the post test given to the pre med class (see Table 3.1).
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Almost all of them used the rule for case 1. One student used the rule for case 2 alone 
while another student used it for both cases. It is interesting to note that all but three 
students picked the unaffected position for the free peanut. This means that even though 
the students could transfer charge correctly from one peanut to another, they could not 
calculate the net charge on each peanut before determining the interaction between them. 
A student who uses this rule, explains why he chose the ‘unaffected’ position for the 
free peanut as follows:
Why did you choose these locations for the charges?
“Because the peanuts were charged one and one V  and both were insulated.
I felt the separation would distribute the charges because when they touched it 
became one object and opposite charges attract therefore would “mingle” on both 
objects equally.
Why did you choose this position for the peanut?
“Because if the charges are equal there is no unbalanced force attracting the two 
peanuts.”
c. Commentary
Some comparisons can be made between Table B.l (PHSC 1001 and PHSC 1002) 
and Table B.2. (Phys 1100). First of all, the number of students who answered both 
questions correctly is equally low in both populations (4% of the class). However, the 
similarity ends there. An overwhelmingly large fraction of the physical science class 
chose to not transfer any charge between the peanuts. Those who transferred charge did 
so only in the case of the oppositely charged peanuts.
A significant fraction of the students enrolled in Phys 1100 (56%) also did not 
transfer charge in at least one of the cases. Those who did transfer charge, did more so
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in the case of the oppositely charged peanuts. Unlike the physical science students, 
however, these students used various rules to arrive at the final charges. Popular 
among them were rule 2 where all the negative charges were transferred to the fixed 
peanut and rule 10 which involved an arbitrary number of final charges. It is also 
interesting to note that some students arrived at the correct final charges but could not 
predict the interaction between the peanuts (rule 12).
2. Phys 2101 and Phys 2102
As mentioned earlier, those who pass the placement test can directly enrol in Phys 
2101 and subsequently Phys 2102 without enrolling in Phys 1100. Electrostatics is not 
covered in Phys 2101. However, approximately 40% of the students in Phys 2101 
have completed Phys 1100 where the concepts of electrostatics are taught. Students in 
Phys 2102 study Coulomb’s law and solve numerous problems involving the field and 
potential due to different charge configurations.
The questions described in the beginning of the chapter also formed a part of a test 
given to these engineering students. It was administered at the end of the semester and 
did not contribute to the students’ grade. The setup was again placed in front of the 
class. The wording of the question was explained to the students with reference to the 
setup. They were given about 20 minutes to take the test. Once again, as in the case of 
the physical science courses, the results of the 2101 students may be regarded as pretest 
results and the results of the 2102 students may be regarded as post test results if we 
assume that the populations are homogeneous.
a. Student Responses
As shown in Table B.3, there were four students in Phys 2101 who answered both 
the transfer questions correctly. This number increased to 7 in Phys 2102. Most of 
these students explained how the charges would be distributed between the peanuts and












Table B.3: Results from the Peanut Test for the Phys 2101 and Phys 2102 Students
tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
Rule
N o . Example of Rule Statement of Rule PHYS 2101(59 Students) 






Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 






7. No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
Total: 23(39%) 
Case 1: 22 1 0
Total: 23(38%) 
Case 1: 21 1 1
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fixed I free
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
fixed free
Total: 14(24%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 12 2
Total: 13(22%)
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 13 0
10.
(+6pC  DG j j g H  
fixed |  free
( + 6 p C ) ( - 4 | i C )  
fixed I free
fixed free
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.
There is a transfer of charge 
finally resulting in each peanut 
having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges. 
The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
















Case 1 : 3  0 6
Case 2: 0 1 0
Total: 10(17%)
Case 1 : 0  0 8
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2 0 Case 1 : 0  2 0
2 0 Case 2: 0 3 0
fixed free
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.




Case 1 : 0  2 6
Case 2: 0 1 1
Total: 1(2%)
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Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.






























C+6UC X -4 U C  ) Transfer between two oppositely charged peanuts 
results in a zero net charge on 
the two peanuts.
Total: 0(0%) Total: 5(7%)
fixed I free Case 1 : 4  0 







in Case 1. The charges remain the same when the oppositely charged 
peanuts touch each other.
Total : 0(0%) Total: 2 (3%) 
Case 1: 2 0 0
Case 2: Not Applicable
5 (+6nC )  C -4J1C ) 
fixed I free
When a charge leaves a charged 
peanut, it leaves behind a charge 
equal in magnitude and opposite
Total: 1(2%) 
Case 1: 0 1 0
Total: 1(2%) 
Case 1: 1 0 0
fixed free
in sign
When a charge enters a charged 
peanut it acquires the same sign 
as the charge on the peanut.
Case 2: 0 0 0 Case 2: 0 0 0
(Table Continued)
why the free peanut is repelled from the fixed peanut. There is a little more detail in the 
responses of these students as compared to the students previously described in this 
chapter. A couple of examples are given below. Strictly speaking, the position of the 
charges on the peanuts shown in Figs. B.9 and B.10 is not correct. However, any 
answer that revealed that the students knew the final charge on each peanut was counted 
as correct.
Case 1
Fig. B.10: Correct Response of Phys 2102 student to Case 2
“The charges will evenly distribute throughout the two peanuts and then once 
they are separated, they will try to get as far away from each other as possible.”
There were, however, two students out of the eleven students who arrived at the 
correct answer who did not have the correct charges on the two peanuts. They 
recognized that the overall charge must be positive in case one and negative in case 2 in 
both peanuts. However they do not represent this correctly.
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Fig. B.9: Correct Response of Phys 2102 student to Case 1
“The negative charges cancelled most of the positive charge. The remaining 





Fig. B .ll:  A Partially correct response
“When touching, the two peanuts act as one, therefore the charges are added 
together, when pulled apart, the charges are split evenly leaving two like charges 
(the V  still attracts the but the overall charge determines the positions which 
is to repel each other.”
(1.) Rule 7: The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 
peanuts touch each other.
This rule is the most popular rule among the engineering students as can be seen in 
Table B.3. Most of the students enrolled in Phys 2101 knew the rule ‘like charges repel 
and unlike charges attract’ and quoted it as the reason for choosing the attracted position 
for the free peanut in case 1 and the repelled position in case 2. However, most of them 
(18 out of 23) did not draw the correct number of charges.
Among the students enrolled in Phys 2102, the number of students who used rule 7 
was the same as the number in Phys 2101. Many students (18 out of 23) did not draw 
charges consistent with the law of conservation of charge. Six students used a single 
*+’ on the fixed peanut and a single on the free peanut. Most of the remaining 
students who did not draw the correct number of charges used an equal number of 
positive charges on the fixed peanut and negative charges on the free peanut. One 
student used the concept of electric field lines to explain why he chose the repelled 
position for the See peanut in case 1.
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Fig. B.12 Student’s use of field lines to explain repulsion between
unlike charges
“The +6|iC charge produces E field lines that push the right peanut away.”
This student did not even realize that unlike charges attract. However, he was the 
exception not the rule among the students in this population.
(2.) Rule 1: There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign.
About a quarter of the 2101 students and about a fifth of the 2102 students used this 
rule. Among the 2101 students, drawing the correct number of charges was less of a 
problem in case 2. Almost all of the students chose the repelled position for the free 
peanut and quoted the ‘like charges repel’ rule. Here is how one student explains his 
choice of the ‘repelled’ position of the fiee peanut:
“Because since the charges are both negative the peanuts repel each other. When 
they touch the charges cannot neutralize. The peanut still has a repelled force.”
Among the 13 students enrolled in 2102 who used rule 1, not one of them drew the 
correct number of final charges on each peanut. They did not draw the correct charges 
in case 1 also. However, they indicated explicitly or implicitly, in case 1, that there 
would be a transfer when the oppositely charged peanuts were brought in contact. In 
case 2, there was no such indication.
Two points are worth mentioning here: one student positioned the negative charges 
at the near ends of the peanuts so that the repulsion between the peanuts would be a
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maximum. It was, as if the charges were, primarily, the sources of these forces. In the 
process, the student seemed to forget that the charges were also being acted upon by the 
forces. The figure below illustrates this:
Fig. B.13: Rule 1 as used by an engineering student
“The charge density is greater on the ends because the charges are trying to repel 
each other.”
Another common feature of many of these responses is that students substitute the 
term ‘force’ for ‘charge’. Here is an illustration of this usage:
“The negative forces would repel each other. The peanuts would separate to a 
distance as far as possible from each other.”
There is a transfer of charge until each peanut has an equal number of 
positive and negative charges. The arrangement of charges determine 
whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
The third most common rule used by the engineering students was rule 11. The 
students assumed that when the two peanuts touch each other, each peanut finally has an
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(3.) Rule 11:
Fig. B.14: Rule 11 as used by an engineering student
equal number of positive and negative charges. Most of the students concluded that the 
two peanuts would not interact with each other. One student draws the charges shown 
in the figure above and gives the following explanation:
“The forces balance out and cancel one another leaving neither attraction nor 
repulsion. The cancellation of the charges leaves no net force so the peanut is 
stationary.”
Two of the students arrived at zero charge on each peanut but rearranged the charges 
so that similar or opposite charges were located at the ends of the peanuts closest to each 
other. They then chose the repelled or the attracted position for the free peanut.
Fig. B.15: An ‘attracted’ position using Rule 11
“After the peanuts touch, the electrical charges will align themselves and will 
therefore attract each other even when spread a small displacement.”
This student also used rule 11 in the case of the similarly charged peanuts which is 
rather unusual:
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Fig. B.16: Rule 11 used in Case 2.
“Both peanuts have an overall negative charge therefore they repel each other 
and because they repel each other the like charges are facing inward together. 
Both peanuts have an overall charge and therefore repel each other.”
The number of students in Phys 2102 who use rule 11 is comparable to the number 
who use it in Phys 2101. The reasons quoted here are similar
Fig. B.17: Another example of Rule 11
“The charge is spread over the surface and the net charge on each of the peanuts 
is zero after touching. There is no attraction or repulsion once the charge on 
both peanuts are equal.”
Most of these students do understand the meaning of net charge. However, they 
assume the final charge on each peanut must be zero regardless of the initial charge on 
the two peanuts.
(4.) Rule 10:
There is a transfer of charge finally resulting in each peanut having an 
arbitrary number of positive and negative charges. The arrangement of 
charges determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Students who used rule 10 did not understand the meaning of net charge. When the 
two peanuts are brought in contact, these students understood that transfer of charge 
occurs but they arrived at an arbitrary final charge. Often, they said that the free peanut 
would take the unaffected position as both the peanuts became neutral on contact. 
However, when they drew the charges, they did not draw an equal number of positive 
and negative charges on each peanut. A few students chose the attracted or the repelled 
position for the free peanut:
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Fig. B.18: Rule 10 as used by a Phys 2101 student
“Because after the peanuts touch the lesser negative charge will be overtaken by 
the greater positive charge. In magnets like charges repel each other.”
Students of Phys 2102 do not say anything very different from those of Phys 2101. 
The peanuts are said to be neutralized or equal so the free peanut takes the unaffected 
position. There is an occasional quote containing a different idea.
Fig. B.19: Rule 10 as used by a Phys 2102
“Assuming the charges were free to move they would have moved until the 
potential was zero. Hence a random but equal order. Once the charges have 
been equalized there would be no attraction.”
In the pre med population that was reported in chapter 3, there were many students 
who seemed to align charges on each peanut so that the peanuts would repel if charges 
at the ‘near ends’ were alike and would attract if the charges were opposite. However, 
this correspondence was not there in this population. The students arrived at an 
arbitrary final charge and an arbitrary final position.
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Fig. B.20: Rule 4 • The Peanut Test
Transfer of charge between the peanuts results in the peanuts having 
equal but incorrect final charges.
This is the fifth most common rule used by the Phys 2101 and the Phys 2102 
students. Most of the students explicitly mention transfer of charge while one student 
hints at it. Here is an example of a student who uses rule 4. After arriving at the final 
charges shown in Fig. B.20, the students says:
“When they touch, because of the charge difference, current flows until they 
have equal charges. Because the two charges are equal and not zero, they 
repel.”
The students in Phys 2102 did not express themselves any better than the students 
of Phys 2101. Here is an example of a student who has been classified as using rule 4:
Fig. B.21: An example of Rule 4
“Because the (-) charge has been lost by discharging the second peanut. The 
peanuts are now repelling each other.




Fig. B.22: Rule 12 
There is a transfer of charge until the positive and the negative charges 
are equally shared by the two peanuts. The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
This rule was used by 9 students in the Phys 2101 class and by a single student in 
the Phys 2102 class. This rule was much easier to classify. Any student who had the 
correct charge transfer but the wrong reason for the interaction between the peanuts was 
said to have used rule 12. As an example, consider the student who arranged the final 
charges as shown in Fig. 6.15 and provided the following explanation:
“When the peanuts touched, some of the charges moved between the peanuts. 
When there are V s  and ‘-’s in each peanut, they polarized, i.e. V s  moved to 
one side and ‘-’s moved to the other. Then the like charges repelled.”
b. Commentary
The other rules used by this population are shown in Table B.3. In general, this 
population did not give detailed responses to the test questions. On comparing Tables 
B.2 (showing the results of the pre engineering class, Phys 1100) and B.3, we find that 
rule 7 has once again regained its position at the beginning of the table. The total 
number of students who did not transfer charge correctly in at least one of the cases is 
still a significant fraction of the class (63% of the Phys 2101 students and 58% of the 
Phys 2102 students). The other noticeable feature is that rule 2 is not situated at the 
beginning of Table B.3. The number of students who answered both questions
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correctly is larger in the 2101 and the 2102 population than in the Phys 1100 
population. There is a reshuffling of the positions that various rules hold on the tables. 
However, there are no glaring differences between the students in Phys 1100 and the 
students in Phys 2101 and Phys 2102.
There was a considerable fraction of students who did not draw charges consistent 
with the law of conservation of charge. Thus 47% of the Phys 2101 students did not 
draw the correct charges as opposed to 56% of the pre engineering students. This 
number increased after instruction - 68% of the students in the Phys 2102 class did not 
draw the correct charges.
D. Physics Majors
We shall be looking at the responses of students enrolled in the following courses:
• The General physics course for physics freshmen (Phys 1202).
• The intermediate Electricity and Magnetism course (Phys 2231).
• The intermediate Quantum Mechanics course (Phys 4142).
• An advanced undergraduate course on a ‘Survey of Contemporary Physics’. (Phys 
4201).
1. Description of Populations
a. Phys 1202
Students enrolled in a particular course are said to form a population. However, one 
must keep in mind that the boundaries between populations are rather blurred at this 
level. Most of the physics majors in Phys 1201 and 1202 are freshmen although there 
is at least one student who is classified as a sophomore. There were several students 
with non-physics majors who were in their junior and even their senior year.
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In addition to physics freshmen, students with majors in other physical sciences and 
engineering enrol in this course. Some of the majors of the students tested were 
biochemistry, chemistry, chemical engineering, computer engineering and geology. 
There was even a student majoring in business and one in music and mathematics.
Phys 1201 and Phys 1202 is a two semester introductory calculus-based physics 
course. The class meets four times a week including a one hour session for solving 
problems. The test was administered to the students enrolled in the Phys 1202 at the 
end of the semester. They had studied Coulomb’s law, Gauss’ law and had solved 
many problems on potentials and fields. While teaching electrostatics, the instructor 
showed demonstrations involving charging by friction, charging by induction and the 
detection of charge using an electroscope.
b. Phys 2231
This is a course on intermediate electricity and magnetism. It has a much smaller 
enrollment compared to Phys 1202. The class tested consisted mostly of physics 
majors. There were a few students from chemistry, electrical engineering and computer 
science. The students learned to solve boundary value problems for various charge 
configurations. Topics in magnetostatics were also covered. The course was taught in 
the traditional lecture mode. There was emphasis on problem solving. However, 
conceptual questions were asked during examinations.
c. Phys 4142
This is the second part of a two semester intermediate level course on Quantum 
Mechanics (Phys 4141 and Phys 4142). The test was administered at the end of the 
semester to the students enrolled in the second half of the course. The class was much 
smaller than the other classes in this study. Five undergraduates (seniors) and two 
graduate students in physics took the test.
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d. Phys 4202
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This is the second part of a two semester advanced undergraduate course on the 
‘Survey of contemporary physics’. The course gives an overview of modem physics 
covering topics in relativity, condensed matter physics, atomic physics, nuclear physics 
and particle physics. The class consisted of five graduate students and one senior 
undergraduate student. The course was based on lectures.
2. Student Responses
a. Phys 1202
Table B.4 shows the distribution of responses of students enrolled in Phys 1202. 
The number of students who arrived at the correct answers to the two questions on the 
transfer of charge (4 out of 28 students or 14%) was comparable to the corresponding 
number in the Phys 2102 class (7 out of 60 or 12%). However, there are some features 
in the kind of rales used that are worth mentioning. Rule 7 and Rule 1 dominated the 
rales used by the students enrolled in the service courses studied till now. The students 
enrolled in Phys 1202 did not use rale 7 very much i.e. they transferred charges 
between the peanuts.
(1.) Rule 1
There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with charges of the 
same sign.
Among the 10 students who used rule 1, only one drew charges consistent with the 
conservation of charge. The response for case 2 was classified under rule 1 even 
though there was no explicit statement that charge was not transferred.













Table B.4: Results from the Peanut Test for the Phys 1202 and Phys 2231 Students
A = Attracts R = Repels U = Unaffected
Rule
N o .
Example of Rule Statement of Rule PHYS 1202
(28 Students)






Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 






1. C-6HC There is no transfer of charge Total: 10(36%) Total: 2(15%)
fixed |  free between two peanuts with 
charges of the same sign. Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 1 9 0
Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 2 0
F = - " ) t  ~ = ^ )
fixed free
4. C-6uC ) ( - 4 n C  )  
fixed |  free
fixed free
Transfer of charge between the 
peanuts results in the peanuts 
having equal but incorrect final 
charges.
Total: 7(25%)
Case 1 : 0  4 0 
Case 2: 0 4 0
Total: 3(23%)
Case 1 : 0  0 























C+6!*c)  < > c)
fixed | free
There is a transfer of charge 
finally resulting in each peanut 
having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges. 
The arrangement of charges
Total: 7 (25%)
Case 1 : 2  2 




determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
fixed free
12. C+6pC ) ( -4|iC ) There is a transfer of charge until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Total: 5 (18%) Total: 4(31%)
fixed ^  free Case 1 : 0  0 
Case 2: 0 0
4
1
Case 1 : 1 0  3 
Case 2: 0 0 0
Q :.r+ -+ )C + -+ -+ )
fixed free
11. C+6pC K -4 ltC  )  
fixed |  free
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.
Total: 4(14%)
Case 1: 0 0 





























7. No transfer in 
either case. The charges on the peanuts remain the same after the 

















f  Transfer between two
V^-t-op-L. j  v jfp C  J  oppositely charged peanuts
Total: 1 (4%) Total: 0(0%)
fixed )free results in a zero net charge on the two peanuts. Case 1: Case 2: 10 00 00
)
C +6pC )  (  -4|iC ) Transfer between two 
fixed | fxee oppositely charged peanuts
occurs until one of die peanuts 
is neutral.
CH±)C
Total: 0 (0%) Total: 1 (8%)
Case 1: 0 0 0 Case 1: 0 0 1






Transfer of charge between the peanuts results in the peanuts having 
equal but incorrect final charges.
This was the second most popular rule used by the 1202 students. These students 
seemed to be aware that charge is transferred from one peanut to another. However, 
they drew incorrect but equal final charges on both peanuts. Here is an example of a 
student whose responses to both cases was classified as rule 4:
“Because the fixed peanut had a greater positive charge that was transferred to 
the fixed peanut. (I chose this position for the peanut) because like charges repel 
like charges.”
“Because they both had negative charges initially. Because like charges repel 
like charges.”
(3.) Rule 10
There is a transfer of charge finally resulting in each peanut having an 
arbitrary number of positive and negative charges. The arrangement of 
charges determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
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Fig. B.23: Rule 4 used in Case 1
Fig. B.24: Rule 4 used in Case 2
Surprisingly, this rule features prominently in this population. The students arrived 
at an arbitrary charge distribution and picked one of the interactions. By definition, 
students who use this rule draw arbitrary charges on the two peanuts, not consistent 
with the conservation of charge. One student who draws a single *+’ on the fixed 
peanut and a single on the free peanut, writes:
“Once the peanuts touched they became neutralized, and therefore, no attraction 
or repelling action was evident.”
(4.) Rule 12
There is a transfer of charge until the positive and the negative charges 
are equally shared by the two peanuts. The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
The students who used rule 12 transferred charge correctly. However, instead of 
using the net charge on each peanut to determine the interaction, they chose the 
unaffected position for the free peanut because the charges were ‘balanced’ or equal. 
One student even had the correct net charge on each peanut but chose the unaffected 
position:
Fig. B.25: Rule 12 as used by a student in Phys 1202
Why did you choose these locations for these charges? “The two are positive now.” 
Why did you choose this position for the peanut? “Because they discharge when they 
touch.”
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(5.) Commentary
In conclusion, whatever rule they used in arriving at their answer, the majority of 
the 1202 students did not know how to transfer charge. In fact, 50% of the class did 
not transfer charge correctly in at least one of the cases. However, unlike the previous 
populations studied, many students were aware that there would be a transfer of charge 
between the peanuts. There were hardly any students who did not transfer charge in 
both cases (see the position of rule 7 in Table B.4). Only four of the rules were used by 
a significant number of students. Some of the ideas that were prevalent in the other 
populations e.g. rule 2 (all the negative charges transferring to the fixed peanut leaving 
the free peanut neutral) were nonexistent in this population. The number of students 
who did not draw the correct number of charges was similar to the pre-med population 
discussed in chapter m  i.e. more than 40% of the students did not draw charges 
consistent with the law of conservation of charge.
b. Phys 2231
The fraction of students who responded correctly to both cases did not change 
dramatically in this class although the test was given at the end of the first half of the 
electricity and magnetism course (see Table B.4). However, the most popular rule in 
this population was rule 12 i.e. these students arrived at the correct final charges but not 
at the correct interaction.
(1.) Rule 12
There is a transfer of charge until the positive and the negative charges 
are equally shared by the two peanuts. The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Fig. B.26 gives an example of how rule 12 was used among these students:
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Fig. B.26: Rule 12 as used by a student in Phys 2231
“After they touch the charges will then be evenly dispersed throughout the foam. 
If they have the same charge they will not be attracted or repelled from each
Another student chooses the attracted position for the free peanut as shown in Fig. 
B.27 and explains his choice as follows:
Fig. B.27: A different way of using rule 12
“Locations and signs for the charges were chosen because when the peanuts are 
touched, they become one system of charges (net charge +2 p.C), when 
separated each takes half of the charges and they line up as 2 dipoles. The 
dipoles would align with opposite charges attracting.”
One cannot help noticing the change in language as we move from the service 
courses to the physics sophomores. All but one of the students who used rule 12 in 
case 1 had the correct response in case 2. Thus the difficulty with using the concept of 
net charge to predict the interaction between two bodies exists even at the level of the 
physics sophomore. The other rules used by more than a single student were rule 4 and
other.”
rule 1.
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(2.) Rule 1
There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with charges of the 
same sign.
It was clear that one of the two students who used rule 1 did not believe an 
equilibrium could be reached between two negatively charged peanuts:
Fig. B.28: Rule 1 used by a student in Phys 2231
“Charge distribution would want to balance unlike charges but both are like. 
Charge cannot be distributed in a manner to neutralize a system of like charges. 
Thus both peanuts still contain like charges. There would be no discharge from 
two like materials with even charge distribution.”
Fig. B.29: “Like charges repel”
For case 1, however, the student writes:
Fig. B.30: A different response for case 1
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“The charge on each has distributed itself to cancel out the (-) charge of the free 
peanut. They are only slightly repelled from each other with +1 |iC.”
There is certainly a marked difference in the performance of this population as 
compared to the other populations studied so far. More than 75% of the class 
transferred charge in at least one case. The students who transfer charge correctly form 
the largest group (see rule 12 in Table B.4). However, they do not appear to be able to 
use the net charge to predict the interaction between the peanuts. Table B.4 also reveals 
that only two students arrived at the correct answer (drew the correct charges and 
predicted the correct interaction). It seems, therefore, that the ideas involved in charge 
transfer and the interaction between the charged conductors are not completely 
understood by the physics sophomores,
c. Phys 4142
Table B.5 gives the distribution of responses for students enrolled in Phys 4142. 
Four of the seven students who took the test answered both the transfer questions 
correctly. Three of them did not give much of an explanation. The fourth student 
explains his choice of the repelled position for the free peanut in both cases as follows: 
Case 1:
“The two metals conduct so charge should move freely between them. So you 
can sort of “cancel out” the four electrons with four of the holes leaving a total of 
+2 charge which should be able to distribute itself evenly between the peanuts.
If both peanuts are positively charged they should repel.”
Case 2:
“Again, since the metal conducts, the charge should spread evenly between the 
two peanuts. Again like charges repel.”
The other rules used were rules 1,4, 12 and 2.












Table B.5: Results from the Peanut Test for the Phys 4142 and Phys 4201 Students
tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
**u0,e  Example of Rule Statement of Rule PHYS 4142
(7 Students)








Transfer between the two 
peanuts occurs until each 
peanut has half of the initial 
net charge.
There is no transfer of charge 
between two peanuts with 




Case 1: Not Applicable 




Case 1: Not Applicable 
Case 2: 0 1 0
S C S )
fixed free
(-6UC )  (  -4uC )  
fixed ^  free
fixed free
Transfer of charge between the 
peanuts results in the peanuts 
having equal but incorrect final 
charges.
Total: 1(14%) Total: 1(20%)
Case 1 : 0  0 0 Case 1: 0 1 0















1*A = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
Rule
N o. Example of Rule Statement of Rule PHYS 4142(7 Students) 




10. O n e }  ( ^ c ) There is a transfer of charge finally resulting in each peanut
Total: 0(0%) Total: 1(20%)
fixed I free having an arbitrary number of 
positive and negative charges. 
The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Case 1: 0 1 




12. C+6nC )  (  -4|xC 3
fixed |  free
There is a transfer of charge 
until the positive and the 
negative charges are equally 
shared by the two peanuts. The 
arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts 
attract, repel, or are unaffected.
Total: 1 (14%)
Case 1 : 0  0 




Q :r+ -± )C + -+ -+ 3
fixed free
2. C+6pC J ( - 4 p C  ) 
fixed |  free
Transfer between two 
oppositely charged peanuts 
occurs until one of the peanuts 
is neutral.
Total: 1(14%)
Case 1 : 0  1 0 
Case 2: Not Applicable
Total: 0(0%)




There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with charges of the 
same sign.
One student drew the initial charges in the two peanuts in case 2 indicating that no 
transfer of charge took place.
(2.) Rule 4
Transfer of charge between the peanuts results in the peanuts having 
equal but incorrect final charges.
The student who used rule 4 arrived at a charge of -3|iC on each peanut as shown in 
the following figure
(3.) Rule 2
Transfer between two oppositely charged peanuts occurs until one of the 
peanuts is neutral.
One student uses this rule in a rather unusual way in case 1 as shown in Fig. B.32.
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Fig. B.31: Rule 4 used by a Phys 4142 student.
Fig. B.32: An unusual application of rule 2
“The charges would realign to make one a net zero but the others would still feel 
a +,+ interaction. The +’+ interaction causes the repulsion.”
(4.) Rule 12
There is a transfer of charge until the positive and the negative charges 
are equally shared by the two peanuts. The arrangement of charges 
determine whether the peanuts attract, repel, or are unaffected.
This rule is used by one student who transfers correctly in case 2 but chooses the 
unaffected position for the free peanut as shown in Fig. B.33.
Fig. B.33: Rule 12 used by a Phys 4142 student.
“Again, the charges “want an equilibrium, so some move when they touch. 
Equal charges, they don’t really “notice” each other.”
(5.) Commentary
In conclusion, we find that a larger fraction of this class transfers charge correctly in 
both cases compared to the other populations studied so far. However, the rules used 
by those who do not transfer correctly are the same as those encountered so far. Only a 
few of the rules are used, though, and charge is conserved by almost everybody while 
transferring charge,
d. Phys 4201
The last group and this group were the smallest samples studied. All but one of the 
students enrolled in this course were graduate students. As can be seen from Table B.5,
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only half the number of students answered both the transfer questions correctly. All 
these students knew the final net charge on the peanuts. However, they did not draw 
the correct number of charges. This may have been due to carelessness or indifference 
on the part of the students. The rest of them used rales 1,4 and 10.
1. Rule 1
There is no transfer of charge between two peanuts with charges of the 
same sign.
The student who used rule 1 merely drew the initial charges on the two peanuts and 
said ‘opposite charges repel’.
2. Rule 4
Transfer of charge between the peanuts results in the peanuts having 
equal but incorrect final charges.
One student did not mention transfer and drew the wrong charges in case 1 and case 
2. So these responses were classsified under rule 4. The quotes were not very 
revealing. The figures are shown in the following page.
Case 1
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Case 2
Fig. B.34: Rule 4 used by a student in Phys 4201
3. Rule 10
198
The student who used rule 10 drew an arbitrary number of positive charges on both 
peanuts in case 1 and an arbitrary number of negative charges on both peanuts in case 2. 
He did not explain how he arrived at these charges.
4. Commentary
All except one of the students in this class did not make an effort to explain their 
choices. They were also careless in depicting the number of charges on each peanut. 
Four of the six students did not draw the correct charges on the peanuts although two of 
them were aware of the correct net charge on the two peanuts. It is also interesting to 
note that not all the students arrived at the correct response to the two questions on 
transfer of charge.
To summarise, the rules used by the pre college and the college students are listed in 
Table B.6. The first column lists the population and the second column lists the main 
rules used in every population along with the number of students who used a particular 
rule.
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Table B.6: Transfer of Charge: Rules used by various Populations
tThe rules are explained in Table 3.1
Population Distribution of R u le s t




Rule 7: 23 (79%)
Rule 1: 2 (7%)
Total: 19
Pretest
High School Seniors Rule 7: 9 (47%)
First Hour Rule 1: 5 (26%)
Rule 10: 2 (11%)
Total: 17
Pretest
High School Seniors Correct Response: 1 (6%)
Fourth Hour Rule 7: 11 (65%)
Rule 1: 4 (24%)
Rule 10: 3 (18%)
(Table Continued)
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Total (10)
Physical Science Students (PHSC 1001)
Rule 1: 5 (50%) 
Rule 5: 3 (30%)
Physical Science Students (PHSC 1002)
Total: 19 
Rule 1: 6 (32%) 
Rule 3: 5 (26%) 
Rule 4: 3 (16%) 
Rule 5: 3 (16%)
Pre-Engineering Students (Phys 1100) Total: 33
Correct response: 1
Rule 1: 12 (36%)
Rule 2: 5 (15%)
Rule 3: 5 (15%)
Rule 4: 4 (12%)
Engineering Students Total: 28
(Phys 2101) Rule 1: 19 (68%)
Rule 3: 3 (11%)
Rule 5: 3 (11%)
Total: 23
Engineering Students (Phys 2102)
Rule 1: 15 (65%)
Rule 2: 3 (13%)
(Table Continued)
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Total: 91
Pre-Med Students Rule 1: 36 (40%)
Rule 3: 17 (19%) 
Rule 5: 13 (14%) 
Total: 29 
Correct Response: 3 (3%) 
Rule 1: 11 (38%) 
Rule 3: 6 (21%)
Rule 4: 3 (10%)
Rule 5: 3 (10%)
Total: 13
Correct Response: 1(8%)
Rule 3: 6 (46%)
Rule 1: 2 (15%)
Rule 2: 2 (15%) 
Total: 7
Students enrolled in the Intermediate Rule 1: 4 (57%)
Quantum Mechanics Course (Phys 4142)
Rule 3: 2 (29%)
Total: 6
Students enrolled in the Survey Course    n (cnar\(Phys 4201) Correct Responses: 3 (50%)
Correct but incomplete: 1 
Rule 1: 1 
Rule 2: 1
Students enrolled in the Introductory 
Electricity & Magnetism Course. (Phys 
2231)
Students enrolled in the Freshman Physics 
course (Phys 1202)
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Appendix C Electrostatics Tutorials
This appendix contains the tutorial sheets that were used by the high school seniors 
(Fourth hour students) at the University Laboratory School.
A. Introduction
In the labs that we will be involved in today and for the next few days, we will be 
trying to understand why certain materials behave in a certain way - we shall be trying to 
understand the electrical interactions of matter. We will be following in the footsteps of 
William Gilbert and Benjamin Franklin in trying to build a model for electrostatic 
interactions. In order to do so most effectively we must be completely honest - we must 
be very careful in our observations of the outcomes of our experiments and we must 
truthfully describe both our expectations or predictions and the actual results of our 
experiments.
Our experiments will consist of three stages: First, we shall predict the outcome of 
the experiment giving reasons; secondly, we shall actually perform the experiment and 
finally we shall attempt to explain our observations and build a model of electrostatic 
interactions that will consistendy explain our observations.
Science requires care, patience and persistence - make sure your observations are 
reproducible and not just accidental. Discuss your explanations with your neighbors, 
look for loopholes in your neighbors’ explanations and arrive at a common explanation. 
If you cannot arrive at a consensus, write down the various answers defending each one 
of them. Science has always been a group endeavor!
B. Acknowledgment
The activities that follow have been mainly taken from the “AAPT 
ELECTROSTATICS WORKSHOP” by Robert Morse, Charles Toth and Rodney
202
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LaBrecque, published by the American Association of Physics Teachers. ^  I have also 
referred to some of the examples given in “Electric and Magnetic Interactions” by Ruth 
Chabay and Bruce Sherwood.21
C. Section 1: Interaction between Pieces of Tape
Materials: Scotch Magic Tape, Styrofoam coffee cups, flexible plastic straws.
1. Preparation of a ‘U’ tape
a. Cut a strip of tape about 9 inches long (a little more than the width of this sheet of 
paper). Fold a cm strip at each end onto itself so that you have a non sticky ‘handle’ at 
each end. Try to do this without touching the rest of the tape. Now place the tape 
sticky side down on the table and press the tape down with your fingernail. Let us call 
this ‘the base tape’. This tape ensures that you have a reliable surface to work on so that 
your work is reproducible.
b. Now cut another identical piece of tape and make ‘handles’ at both ends as 
described above. Place this tape exactly on top of the first tape and press down on it 
with your fingernail. Label this tape ‘U’ by writing the letter on one of the handles.
c. Grab the ‘U’ tape by one of the handles and pull the tape up in one brisk step. The 
tape may curl a little - make sure you touch the tape only at the handle! This 
is a ‘U’ tape. Now hang this tape by sticking one end of it on the edge of your table or 
chair.
d. Prediction : What do you think will happen when we bring two ‘U’ tapes close 
to each other? Explain in words and draw a sketch to show what you mean. 
Explanation Sketch
e. Prepare another ‘U’ tape. Bring this tape near the first ‘U’ tape - the best way to do 
this is to hold both the handles of one tape and bring it close to the hanging tape. What
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happens? Can you explain why? Draw a sketch of how the two tapes behave when 
close to each other.
Observation :
Reason: Sketch:
f. Does it matter which surfaces of the tapes are facing each other?
2. Preparation of an ‘L ’ tape
a. Make a shorter base tape. Cut another piece of tape and make handles at both ends. 
Place this tape carefully over the base tape and smooth it down with your fingernail as 
before. Label this tape ‘L \
b. Now cut another strip of tape, make its handles and press this tape down over the 
‘L’ tape so that you now have a stack of three tapes. Label the topmost tape the ‘U’ 
tape.
c. Carefully remove both the ‘U’ and the ‘L ’ tapes together.
Bring the combination tape near a ‘U’ tape. You may have to make a fresh ‘U’ 
tape every time you use one to get a good effect! What happens? 
Observation:
d. Run your finger along the length of the combination tape along the non sticky side 
and then bring it close to the ‘U’ tape. What happens now? Can you explain your 
observation?





Paste the combination tape at the edge of the table.
e. Predictions: What do you think will happen if you bring the following pairs of 
tapes close to each other?
A ‘U’ tape near another ‘U’ tape?
A ‘U’ tape near another ‘L’ tape?
An ‘L’ tape near another ‘L’ tape?
Separate the tapes that make up the combination tape. One is a ‘U’ tape and the other is 
an ‘L’ tape just as labeled. Hang each tape on a separate tape stand (the styrofoam cup 
with the the attached straw).
Prepare another pair of ‘U’ and ‘L’ tapes. These tapes should also be short in length so 
that you can hang each of them separately on a tape stand. Discard the rest of the tapes. 
Check out your predictions and sketch what happens in each case.
f. Bring the following objects near a ‘U’ tape and near an ‘L’ tape and record what 
happens in each case:
1) The plastic ruler rubbed with wool.
2) A Styrofoam cup rubbed with wool.
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3) A straw rubbed with wool.
4) A rubber balloon rubbed with wool.
3. Making an Electrophorus
Materials: Aluminum pie plates, Styrofoam coffee cups, Styrofoam block,
a. Take the disposable aluminum pie plate given to you and tape a Styrofoam cup 
upside down on it as shown below:
foam cup
aluminum pie plate
Fig. C .l: An Electrophorus
The Styrofoam cup serves as a handle to lift the aluminum plate without touching it.
b. Rub the top surface of the Styrofoam block with the piece of wool.
c. Hold the pie plate by the Styrofoam cup and slowly lower the pie plate on the foam. 
Do not touch the pie plate with your hand while lowering the plate!
d. Briefly touch the electrophorus plate with your finger while it sits on the foam.
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e. Slowly lift the electrophorus plate using the Styrofoam cup as a handle. Do you feel 
any interaction between the electrophorus plate and the Styrofoam pad? Describe your 
observations.
f. Repeat a, b, c and d but use the picnic plate given to you instead of the Styrofoam 
pad. How would you describe the interaction between the picnic plate and the pie plate?
Does it depend on the distance between the two plates? How?
g. Make a fresh pair of ‘U’ and ‘L’ tapes. Repeat a, b, c and d. Bring the pie plate 
(remember to hold it by the Styrofoam cup ‘handle’!) first near the ‘U’ tape and then 
near the ‘L’ tape. What happens?
Interaction with (U’ Interaction with ‘L ’
h. Prediction: What do you think will happen if you bring the foam pad near the 
‘U’ tape and then near the ‘L’ tape? Why?
Interaction with ‘U’ Interaction with ‘L’
Explanation:
i. Try it! What happens? Is this what you had predicted? If not, can you think of a 
way to explain your observations?
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j. Prediction: What about a pencil that has not been rubbed with wool - what do 
you think will happen if you brought it near the ‘U’ tape? Why?
k. What if you brought it close to the ‘L’ tape. Why?
I. Bring the pencil first near the ‘U’ tape and then the ‘L’ tape. What happens? Does 
your observation match your prediction? Can you explain what is happening?
m. Bring your hand first near the ‘U’ tape and then near the ‘L’ tape. What happens?
n. Now bring the plastic ruler rubbed with wool near a thin stream of water. Record 
what happens.
o. Summarize your observations in the following table.
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Table C.1: Interaction with the ‘U’ tape and the ‘L’ tape.
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Object Attracts both 
‘U’ and ‘L’ 
tapes.
Attracts ‘U’ 
tape and repels 
the ‘L’ tape.
Attracts ‘L’ 
tape and repels 
the ‘U’ tape.




A plastic ruler 
rubbed with wool.
A Styrofoam cup 
rubbed with wool.
A rubber balloon 
rubbed with wool.
The pie plate after 
touching it briefly 
and lifting it from the 
Styrofoam pad.
The Styrofoam pad 




p. How does an object that belongs to one column interact with another object that
belongs to the same column?
q. What about the interaction between objects that belong to different columns?
r. How many different kinds of objects are there? What makes these objects different?
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D. Section 2: The Electroscope
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1. Building an electroscope
Materials: Flexible plastic straws, aluminum foil, polyester sewing thread, Styrofoam 
coffee cup, glue stick and tape.
a. Tear off a strip of aluminum foil and smooth it to get rid of its wrinkles. Using a 
glue stick, apply glue to the strip.
b. Roll a single layer of foil around a plastic drinking straw.
c. Before the glue dries up, cut the foil covered straw into pieces about one and a half 
or two centimeters long with a pair of scissors.
d. Partially unroll the foil on each bit of straw and lay one end of a 10cm long thread 
under the foil, pressing it down on the glue. Try to keep the string as clean and dry as 
possible. Roll the foil back around the straw.
e. Make a stand by taping the flexible straw onto an upside down Styrofoam cup as 
shown below.
plastic straw thread
foil covered straw segment
tape
foam cup
Fig. C.2: An Electroscope
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f. Bend the top of the straw horizontal and cut slits at the top end of the strip. Slip the 
suspension of your ‘Aluminum straw piece’ into the slit and adjust the length.
This is a simple form of a device called an ‘electroscope’.
g. Bring a freshly prepared U tape close to the electroscope straw. What happens? 
Can you suggest a reason?
Observation: Sketch
Explanation:
h. Prediction: Touch the straw briefly with your finger. What will happen if you 
bring a freshly prepared L tape near the electroscope straw? Why?
Reason: Sketch
i. Bring the ‘L’ tape near the Aluminum straw. What happened? Why? 
Observation: Sketch
Explanation:
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j. Bring each of the following near the electroscope straw and record what happens in 
the following table. Before bringing the next object close to the 
electroscope straw briefly touch the straw with your finger.
(1.) A plastic ruler that has not been rubbed with wool.
(2.) A plastic ruler rubbed with wool.
(3.) A Styrofoam cup rubbed with wool.
(4.) A rubber balloon rubbed with wool.
(5.) A pencil.
(6.) Your hand.
(7.) The aluminum pie pan.
k. Rub the Styrofoam pad with wool and place the pie pan on the pad. Touch the pan 
briefly with your finger. Lift the pie pan from the Styrofoam pad and bring it near the 
electroscope straw. What happens?
(1.) Bring the Styrofoam pad near the electroscope straw. What do you observe ?
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(2.) Summarize your results in the following table.
Table C.2: Interaction with the Electroscope Straw
Object Interaction with electroscope straw No Interaction
A fresh 'U' tape
A fresh 'L' tape
An unrubbed plastic 
ruler
A plastic ruler 
rubbed with wool.
A styrofoam cup 
rubbed with wool
A rubber balloon 
rubbed with wool
The aluminum pie 
pan
The aluminum pan 
after placing it on 
the styrofoam 
rubbed with wool.
The styrofoam pad 




(3.) What distinguishes objects in one column from the objects in the other column
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E. Section 3: Conductors & Insulators
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1. Difference between conductors and insulators.
a. Take a plastic straw and glue aluminum foil around it. Tape it to the rim of the pie 
plate so that it sticks out horizontally. Tape a plain straw at a point on the rim that is 
diametrically opposite to the point where the foil covered straw is attached.
b. Briefly touch the aluminum straw with your finger.
c. Rub the foam pad with the piece of wool. Pick up the pie plate with its Styrofoam 
handle, place it on the foam pad and touch the pie plate briefly with your finger. Lift the 
plate from the foam pad. Make sure you do not touch either the plate or the 
straws with your fingers!
d. Touch the electroscope straw briefly with your finger. Bring the pie plate near the 
electroscope straw. What happens? Touch the electroscope straw again. Now bring 
the aluminum straw close to the electroscope straw. What happens? What does this tell 
you about the aluminum straw and the pie plate?
Observation Sketch
Explanation:
e. Prediction: What do you expect will happen if you bring the plastic straw near the 
electroscope straw? Why?
Explanation:
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f. Touch the electroscope straw briefly with your finger. Now bring the plastic straw 
near the electroscope. What happened? Did your observation match your prediction? If 
not, can you think of another reason for your observation?
Observation:
Explanation:
g. Touch the pie plate and the electroscope straw briefly with your finger. Now bring 
the plate close to the electroscope straw. What do you see? Would you say that the pie 
plate is still charged? Why?
Observation: Sketch
Explanation:
F. Section 4: Net Charge 
1. Calculation of the net charge on an object.
a. Repeat the process of ‘charging’ the pie plate - rub the Styrofoam pad with wool, 
place the pie plate on it, touch it briefly with your finger and lift the pie plate.
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b. Touch the electroscope straw with the pie plate. Can you explain what you observe 
in terms of the flow of charge? Use V  and *-’ signs in your sketch to show the 
charges.
Explanation: Sketch
c. Now bring the Styrofoam pad close to the electroscope straw. What happens? 
Observation: Sketch
d. Suppose the electroscope straw acquires a charge of +4 microCoulomb (4x1 O'6 
Coulomb) after being touched by the pie plate and the Styrofoam has a charge of -20 
microCoulomb, what is the net charge of the combined object (the straw and the 
Styrofoam) the instant they are in contact? Explain using the sketch. Again use V  and 
signs in your sketch to show the charges.
Explanation: Sketch
e. What is the sign of the net or excess charge on each object when they are no longer 
in contact?
Explanation: Sketch
f. Based on your responses to 4.3 and 4.4, can you explain your observation when the 
Styrofoam touched the electroscope straw?
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g. Touch the electroscope straw with your finger. What is the net or excess charge on 
the electroscope straw now? Why?
Explanation:
h. Now charge the pie plate again. Touch the electroscope straw with the pie plate. 
What kind of excess or net charge (sign) is on the electroscope straw now
i. Recharge the pie plate and bring it close to the electroscope straw. What happens? 
Why?
j. Hold the string (without touching the electroscope straw !) and force the pie 
plate to touch the electroscope straw. Let go of the string and hold the pie plate close to 
the electroscope straw. What do you see? Why?
k. Suppose the electroscope straw had an excess charge of - 4 microCoulomb and the 
pie plate had an excess charge of - 20 microCoulomb. What is the excess or net charge 
on the combination (the straw and the pie plate) the instant they touch? Explain using a 
sketch. Use V  and signs to show the charges in your sketch.
Explanation: Sketch
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1. What is the sign of the net or excess charge on each object when they are no longer 
in contact? Explain with a sketch using *+’ and signs to represent the charges. 
Explanation: Sketch




a. Suppose we have two identical pieces of metal. One has a charge of - 4 pC and the 
other has a charge of + 20 |iC. What is the net charge on each piece of metal after they 
touch and separate?
Sketch
b. Suppose the two metals have a charge of -4 pC and -20pC. What is the charge on 
each of them after they touch and are separated?
Sketch
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G: Section 5: Interaction between a Neutral Conductor and a 
Charged Object.
1. The Interaction between neutral and charged objects.
a. Tear up a strip of Aluminum foil into small pieces.
b. Do the pieces of Aluminum interact with each other? What does this tell you about 
the Aluminum pieces?
c. Now bring the plastic straw after rubbing it with wool near the Aluminum pieces. 
What happens?
Observation:
Fig. C.3: A Charged Plastic Straw held near Pieces of Aluminum Foil.
d. Consider a single piece of Aluminum; we know that there are millions of atoms 
inside a tiny piece. Let us assume, for convenience, that a piece of Aluminum has 6 
positive charges and 6 negative charges. Sketch the charges on the Aluminum 
piece shown below using a V  sign to represent one positive charge and a sign to 
represent a negative charge.
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Fig. C.4: An Aluminum Piece (enlarged)
e. Will the charges stay in the same positions even when the negatively charged straw 
is brought close to the Aluminum piece? In the following sketch show the charges in 
the Aluminum piece in the presence of the charged straw.
Fig. C.5: An Aluminum Piece near a Negatively Charged Plastic Straw.
f. Do the positive charges in the Aluminum piece feel a force due to the negative 
charges in the straw? Draw an arrow in the figure above to show the direction of this 
force.
g. Do the negative charges in the Aluminum piece feel a force due to the negative 
charges in the straw? Draw an arrow in the figure above to show the direction of this 
force.
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h. Are these forces equal to each other? Give reasons for your answer. 
Explanation:
i. Can you now explain why the pieces of Aluminum are attracted to the straw even 
though they are neutral?
Explanation:
j. What if the straw is positively charged? Would it still attract the Aluminum pieces? 
Use the following sketch to arrive at your answer.
Fig. C.6: An Aluminum Piece near a Positively Charged Straw
Explanation:
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2. Charging By Induction
a. Let us now consider the electroscope. Suppose the electroscope straw has 4 V  
charges and 4 charges.
b. Draw these charges on the straw shown below.
Fig. C.7: Schematic of the Electroscope Straw
c. Suppose you hold the suspended straw with your hand while you bring the charged 
pie plate near it. Hold the pie plate below the straw and slowly bring it 
close to the straw. Make sure the pie plate does not touch the 
electroscope straw! If  you make a mistake, touch the straw with your 
hand and start over!
pie plate
Fig. C.8: The electroscope straw is held by the hand while the pie plate
is brought close to it.
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d. How does the presence of the negative pie plate affect the arrangement of the 
charges in the straw? Use Fig. C.8 to show the charges.
Explanation:
e. How does the presence of the hand affect the positive and negative charges in the 
electroscope straw? Use Fig. C.9 to show the charges.
pie plate
Fig. C.9: Schematic used by the student to show the distribution of 
charges on the electroscope straw in the presence of the pie plate
f. Suppose you remove your hand now. Draw the charges that are now in the 
electroscope straw in Fig. C.10.
pie plate
Fig. C.10: Schematic used by the student to show the distribution of 
charges on the electroscope straw when the hand is removed.
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g. Remove the pie plate quickly without touching the electroscope straw!
h. The Styrofoam pad (or the picnic plate), if you remember, has a charge opposite to 
that of the pie plate.
Prediction: What do you think will happen if you brought the Styrofoam pad near the 
electroscope straw?
Explanation: Sketch
i. Try it! Did you see what you expected to see? (You may have to rub the pad again). 
What is the charge on the electroscope straw? Is it the same as on the pie plate or 
opposite?
j. How did the electroscope straw get this charge?
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1. What do you understand by charge?
2. Suppose the fixed peanut has 6 '+' charges and the free peanut has 4 charges, 
which of the following positions will the 'peanuts' take when they are brought close 
together?
Position A Position B
Position C
225
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Position
Why? Where have you learned or seen something similar?
3. What would happen if the two peanuts were brought even closer ? 
Choose one of the positions below:
more attraction less attraction
Position A Position B
no interactionrepulsion
Position C Position D
Position
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Why did you choose this position?
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4. Suppose the fixed peanut has 6 charges and the free peanut has 4 charges. 




Position Why did you choose this position?
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5. What will happen if I bring a pipe with lots of negative charge near the free peanut 




Why did you choose this position?
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6. What will happen if I touch the peanut with the pipe and then hold the pipe next to 




Why did you choose this position?
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7. What would happen if I now put a sheet of plastic between the peanut and the pipe 
Which position would the peanut take (A, B or C) ?





Why did you choose this position?
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Appendix £: Two Supplementary Tasks on the 
Interaction between Charged Conductors: 
Responses from Various Populations
A. Introduction
In chapter 6, the variation of the responses of different populations to the two 
supplementary tasks was discussed. The populations consist of students from three 
grade levels at the pre-college level as well as students enrolled in various courses at the 
college level. The responses of the fifth graders to questions related to the two 
supplementary tasks are described in Appendix A. Examples of the responses of the 
other populations are given in this appendix along with any features that characterize the 
responses of a particular population.
B. The Interaction of Charged Conductors through a Thin 
Plastic Sheet
Responses to the question involving the interaction of two oppositely charged 
peanuts through a thin plastic sheet will be discussed in this section. In chapter V, the 
responses of the students in the algebra and trigonometry-based class were classified 
according to certain rules that are listed in Table 5.2. The responses of the students 
from the other populations can be analysed in the same manner. Table E. 1 lists the rules 
used by the different populations. The main features of the responses that are not 
apparent from the table will be discussed below:
1. The Eighth Graders
The question was administered as part of a test given at the end of the semester to 
the eighth graders. Electrostatics was not formally taught to all the students. Some of 
the students had been divided into groups and were assigned electrostatics as a co-
231
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operative study unit. Six of the 28 students had been interviewed and had seen the 
solution to the demonstration.
One of the striking features of the eighth graders is that some of them said that ‘like 
charges attract and unlike charges repel’. When questioned about how students may 
have developed this idea, the teacher was nonplussed. There was some reference to 
magnets and magnetic forces. However, in general, the language of this population 
revealed some rather naive ideas. There were references to “the stronger peanut 
pushing the weaker peanut back” (and the ‘repelled’ position was chosen), to the sheet 
‘reflecting the pull’ (so that the peanut would remain in the ‘unaffected’ position) and 
even to the glass sheet containing a little bit of metal, leading to an attraction between the 
two metals. Here is what one student says after choosing the ‘repelled’ position for the 
free peanut:
“Because that is where I think all the charges are since that part of the ‘peanut’ 
will hit the thin glass. Because I think that position has the most force going 
into the glass.”
Another student who chose the ‘unaffected’ position said:
“Because there is no way that they could connect through the glass. I think that 
they will not directly react with a piece of glass between them.”
The interviews seemed to have helped since four of the six students who had been 
interviewed chose the attracted position for the free peanut. On the whole, however, in 
the absence of formal instruction in electrostatics, we found that these students made 
some rather unusual predictions and supported it with some equally unusual 
explanations.
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Table E.l: The attraction of the two oppositely charged peanuts 
through a thin plastic sheet - the rules used by various populations.
t  A = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected
♦These rules have been defined in Table 5.2.
Population
Fifth Graders









Eighth Graders Total: 27
A R U
10 5 12 Rule 1: 7 (25%)
(37%) (19%) (44%) Rule 4: 3 (11%)
Rule 2: 2 (7%) 
Rule 5: 2 (7%) 
Rule 6: 2 (7%) 
Others: 8 (30%) 
No Reason: 3 (11%)
(Table Continued)
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Population
High School Seniors 
First Hour
High School Seniors 
Fourth Hour
Distribution of Distribution of Rules
Choices of Positions







Rule 1: 5 (38%) 
Rule 3: 2 (23%) 
Rule 4: 3 (23%) 
Rule 2: 1 (8%)
Rule 5: 1 (8%)
Rule 6: 1 (8%)
Total: 20 
Rule 1: 9 (45%) 
Rule 2: 4 (20%) 
Rule 5: 3 (15%) 
Rule 4: 3 (15%) 
Rule 3: 1 (5%) 
(Table Continued)
























Rule 1: 5 (50%) 
Rule 5: 3 (30%) 
Rule 3: 1 (10%) 
Rule 6: 1 (10%)
Total: 19 
Rule 1: 6 (32%) 
Rule 3: 5 (26%) 
Rule 5: 4 (21%) 
Rule 2: 2 (11%) 
Rule 4: 2 (11%)
Total: 28 
Rule 1: 18 (64%) 
Rule 3: 3 (11%) 
Rule 5: 3 (11%) 
Rule 4: 1 (4%) 
Rule 2: 1 (4%) 
Other reasons: 2 (7%)
(Table Continued)





















Rule 1: 12 (36%) 
Rule 2: 6 (18%) 
Rule 3: 5 (15%) 
Rule 4: 4 (12%) 
Rule 6: 4 (12%) 
Rule 5: 2 (6%)
Total: 23 
Rule 1: 15 (65%) 
Rule 2: 3 (13%) 
Rule 3: 2 (9%) 
Rule 5: 2 (9%)
Rule 6: 1 (4%)
Total: 86 
Rule 1: 36 (42%) 
Rule 3: 16 (19%) 
Rule 5: 13 (15%) 
Rule 2: 10 (12%) 
Rule 4: 9 (10%) 
Rule 6: 2(2%)
(Table Continued)
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Population
Students enrolled in 
the Freshman Physics 
course (Phys 1202)























Rule 1: 11 (38%) 
Rule 3: 6 (21%) 
Rule 2: 4 (14%) 
Rule 4: 3 (10%) 
Rule 5: 3 (10%)
Other reasons: 2 (7%)
Total: 13 
Rule 3: 6 (46%) 
Rule 2: 3 (23%) 
Rule I: 2 (15%) 
Rule 4: 1 (8%) 
Rule 6: 1 (8%)
Total: 7 
Rule 1: 4 (57%) 
Rule 3: 2 (29%) 
Rule 5: 1 (14%)
(Table Continued)
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Population
Students enrolled in 
the Survey Course 
(Phys 4201)
Distribution of Distribution of Rules
Choices of Positions
A R U Total: 6
6 0 0
Rule 1: 1 (17%)
(100%) (0%) (0%)
Rule 2: 5(83%)
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2. The High School Seniors
The results of the high school seniors have been reported separately for the first 
hour and the fourth hour since the mode of instruction was different for the two groups 
(see Appendix A). The students in both the first hour and the fourth hour were 
normally taught in the traditional lecture mode. However, for the electrostatics section 
of their curriculum, the fourth hour students were engaged in answering a number of 
questions centered around hands on activities involving electrostatics concepts. These 
activities have been described in Appendix C. The first hour was taught electrostatics in 
the lecture mode.
These students certainly knew that “like charges repel and unlike charges attract”. 
Among the students of the first hour, most of those who chose the ‘attracted’ position 
ignored the sheet. Most of those who regarded the plastic sheet as a barrier to charge 
flow between the peanuts made general statements but did not talk about the insulating 
properties of plastic. Here is an example of such a statement:
“Because the glass sheet causes a barrier between the two, which electrons are 
unable to pass through.”
More students in the fourth hour chose the ‘attracted’ position for the free peanut 
than in the first hour. Here is how one student who participated in the tutorials explains 
why she chose the ‘attracted’ position:
“Since we never tried the experiment with the glass sheet, I don’t know what the 
peanuts will do, but I decided to look at it as if there wasn’t a sheet. Plus, even 
with a neutral sheet, the peanut would attract to it because they don’t have the 
same charge.”
There was not much else that was different in the responses of the first hour and the 
fourth hour students to this question.
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The interviews seemed to have helped these students. During the interviews the 
students had seen a demonstration of how a plastic sheet held between a negatively 
charged plastic pipe and the negatively charged peanut did not prevent the peanut from 
being repelled by the pipe. All except one of the students who had been interviewed 
picked the ‘attracted’ position.
To conclude, a considerable number of the fourth hour students knew that the plastic 
sheet would not affect the interaction. However, they were not able to provide an 
explanation.
3. The Students Enrolled in the Physical Science Courses
The Physical Science courses consist of the two courses PHSC 1001 and PHSC 
1002. The students are primarily liberal arts majors. Electrostatics was covered in 
PHSC 1001. This course is a prerequisite for PHSC 1002 which covered chemistry, 
astronomy and topics of general importance e.g. sources of energy.
These students did not perform very differently from the high school seniors. They 
knew that “like charges repel and unlike charges attract”. Many of them chose the 
‘atttracted position’ and ignored the sheet. Among the PHSC 1001 students, those who 
chose the ‘unaffected’ position attributed it to the plastic sheet acting as some kind of a 
barrier.
“The plastic sheet is going to keep the peanuts from moving because it is going 
to block the repulsion/attraction. The free peanut will not move.”
Many of the students in PHSC 1002 seemed to attribute the choice of the 
‘unaffected’ position to the fact that the plastic sheet is ‘not a conductor of electricity’.
4. The Students enrolled in the Pre Engineering Course (Phys 1100)
Phys 1100 is a one semester course offered to students who do not pass a placement
test in physics. Students who pass the test can enroll directly in the two semester
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calculus-based physics course for engineering students (Phys 2101 and Phys 2102). 
After successfully completing the course, the Phys 1100 students can enroll in Phys 
2101. In Phys 1100, the students were taught the basic concepts of electrostatics: the 
nature of charge and the coulomb force. Demonstrations were done on the charging of 
the electroscope by conduction and induction. However, there was not much emphasis 
on solving problems involving Coulomb’s law.
One of the students in Phys 1100 chose the attracted position for the free peanut and 
described how the plastic sheet would be polarized in the presence of the peanuts. His 
response was classified as a correct response. However, he referred to the plastic as a 
conductor probably because he was not comfortable with the idea of charges moving in 
an insulator.
Fig. 6.1: A response by a student enrolled in the pre-engineering
“The positive peanut attracts the negative charges of the plastic, thus polarizing 
the plastic sheet, placing the positive charges on the other side. The positive 
charges of the plastic attracts the negative peanut. Because the plastic sheet, 
used as a conductor, attracts the opposite charge on each side, thus allowing the 
negative peanut to move slightly. “
Among those who chose the unaffected position, there were references to the 
insulating properties of plastic:
A A Z
physics course.
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“Because the plastic sheet acts as an insulator and the charges on the peanuts 
wouldn’t come into contact with one another.”
5. The Students enrolled in the Engineering Course (Phys 2101 and 
Phys 2102)
Some of these students had passed the placement test and had directly enrolled in 
this two semester sequence of calculus-based physics. The other students had 
successfully completed a one semester remedial course (Phys 1100). Electrostatics is 
not covered in Phys 2101. Thus students who had been enrolled in Phys 1100 would 
have seen the electrostatics concepts taught in that course. The others would have had 
to rely on concepts that they may have learned in high school. Students of Phys 2102 
studied Coulomb’s law and computed the electric field due to both discrete and 
continuous charge distributions in various configurations. They studied about 
conductors and insulators as well as about charging by conduction and induction.
A large number of students in Phys 2101 seemed to recognize that the sheet would 
not prevent the attraction between the peanuts. About 40% of these students would 
have completed the pre-engineering course. The experience of an extra semester of 
physics may have helped these students. The students in Phys 2102 attempted to justify 
their choice more than any of the other populations described so far. One student said 
that the plastic sheet attracted ‘static charges’ easily and therefore ‘magnified’ the 
attraction between the peanuts. An interesting explanation given by one student for 
choosing the repelled position for the free peanut was that the ‘electric field generated by 
the fixed peanut is greater than that generated by the free peanut’. The greater field of 
the fixed peanut pushed the free peanut away.
“These two locations are closest to each other. The E field generated from the 
left peanut is greater thus pushes the right peanut away due to a greater point 
charge.”
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Another student compared the sheet to the plastic insulation around a wire.
6. The Pre Medical Students (Phys 2002)
The responses of these students were analysed in detail in chapter V and therefore 
will not be discussed here.
7. The Students in the Freshman Physics Course (Phys 1202)
This course is a more extensive version of Phys 2102. The class meets four times a 
week instead of the three hours characteristic of the other courses. The curriculum 
covers the same electrostatics concepts as in Phys 2102. However, topics in modem 
physics are covered in more detail. This population’s response is similar to the pre­
medical students’ response to the plastic sheet question. What is significant, however, 
is that three students described the polarization of the plastic sheet.
Fig. 6.3: A Response by a Student Enrolled in the Freshman Physics 
Course who described the polarization of a plastic sheet.
On the position of the charges:
“The + charges on the fixed peanut will charge the glass sheet by induction. 
This will cause charges on the free peanut to be attracted to the + side of the 
glass - this causes them to be clustered on the “glass end” of the free peanut. 
The charges on the fixed peanut (which induced charge in the glass) will also be 
attracted to one side of the glass.”
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“The glass is charged in the way shown, so its + facing the free peanut will 
attract the - charged free peanut.”
8. The Students in the Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism Course 
(Phys 2231)
Phys 2231 is the first part of a two semester sequence on intermediate electricity and 
magnetism. The students cover the basic concepts in electrostatics and magnetostatics 
and learn how to solve boundary value problems. The students are physics majors and 
other science majors. There are also a few engineering students.
It must be kept in mind that this is a much smaller sample of students. One student 
gave an acceptable response and illustrated his answer with the picture in Fig. 6.4.
“Because I assume charges to be real physical entities that are able to assume any 
position with the metal. So that they can be close to each other. There will be 
an attractive force that will overcome the force of gravity (actually I don’t know 
if the charge +4|iC will be enough - but I assume that it will).”
Fig. 6.4: An Acceptable Response by a Student Enrolled in the
Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism course.
However, nearly half the class seemed to believe that the plastic sheet would block 
the interaction between the peanuts.
“Charge is the same as in fig. 4 (the original figure). Charge can’t move across 
glass because it’s an insulator. Neither can E field associated with the charge so
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there is no attraction or repulsion i.e. the charges are completely isolated by the 
glass.”
9. The Students in the Intermediate Quantum Mechanics Course (Phys 
4142)
The number of students in this class (7) was much smaller than in the populations 
studied until now. All of them were physics majors. The class consisted of five 
undergraduates and two graduate students. The course covered the fundamentals of 
Quantum Mechanics.
None of the students described the polarization of the sheet. In fact, all the students 
who chose the ‘attracted’ position did not mention the sheet. There was no detail in the 
responses. One of the few explicit explanations for choosing the ‘unaffected’ position 
for the free peanut is given below:
“Glass is a fairly good insulator. Charge distribution should remain the same. 
The insulation provided by the glass should be enough to counteract the 
attractive force of the charges.”
10. The Students in the advanced undergraduate ‘Survey’ course (Phys 
4201)
This was an even smaller sample consisting of five graduate students and one senior 
undergraduate student. All of them were physics majors. The course covered 
contemporary topics in Condensed Matter Physics and Atomic Physics.
Three of the six students described the polarization of the sheet. One articulate 
graduate student gave the most complete answer among all the students:
“Since the peanuts are metals, this implies a ‘free’ flow of charges. Due to the 
electrostatic force felt by the charge carriers (electrons) due to the charges in the 
other peanut (opposite charges: attractive force) and the fact that the electrons can
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move one would expect a tendency for the electrons to move in the direction of 
the force (the amount depends on F/m)
The fixed peanut induces opposite charges (-) on dielectric sheet (glass) facing 
it. For ‘charge conservation’ the side of the glass away from the fixed peanut 
has (+) charges (induced). These charges therefore exert an attractive 
electrostatic force on the free peanut (& vice versa). Since only the free peanut 
is free to move, I chose position A.”
However, even at this level there was a student who ignored the sheet and quoted 
the rule “like charges repel and unlike charges attract”.
C. The Interaction between Neutral and Charged Conductors
The responses of the students of the algebra and trigonometry-based physics class to 
the question dealing with the interaction between the negatively charged fixed peanut 
and the neutral free peanut was described in chapter V. The responses of the other 
populations to this question shall be described briefly here.
Table E.2 gives the distribution of the responses of students at both the pre-college 
level and at the college level to this question. The rules are the same as those described 
in Table 5.3. The table has the same structure as Table E.l. The responses given by 
the fifth graders to a similar question are described in Appendix A. They cannot be 
classified using the rules described in Table 5.3 and therefore will not be considered 
here.
1. The Eighth Graders
Nearly half the class said that the free peanut would not be attracted or repelled 
because the free peanut had “no charge”. They did not realize that if the free peanut was 
said to have a charge of zero, it had an equal number of positive and negative charges.
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Table E.2: The attraction between neutral and charged peanuts: the rules
used by various populations.
tA  = Attracted R = Repelled U = Unaffected 0  = Oscillates
♦These rules have been defined in Table 5.3.
Population Distribution of Choices of Distribution of Rules* 
positions
R U ot
Fifth Graders Not Applicable
Eighth Graders R U O
3 1 9 12
(12%) (4%) (36%) (8%)
Total: 25 
Rule 2: 11 (44%) 
Other Reasons: 3 (12%) 
Rule 5: 3 (12%) 
Rule 4: 2 (8%)
Rule 3: 3 (12%) 
Rule 6: 1 (4%) 
Rule 8: 1 (4%) 
No Reason: 1 (4%)
(Table Continued)
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Population
High School Seniors 
First Hour
Distribution of Distribution of Rules
Choices of positions
A R U O
A R U O
4 1 6  1




Other Reasons: 1 (8%)
(Table Continued)
Total: 12 
Rule 2: 4 (33%) 
Rule 3: 2(17%)
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Population






Distribution o f Distribution of Rules
Choices of positions
A R U O
A R U O
5 1 6  7
(26%) (5%) (32%) (37%)
Almost Correct: 1 (5%) 
Rule 2: 5(26%) 
Rule 4: 3(16%) 
Rule 7: 2(11%)
Rule 8: 2(11%) 
Other Reasons: 2(11%) 
No reasons: 2(11%) 
Rule 1: 1(5%)
Total: 16 
Rule 2: 11 (69%)
No Reasons : 3 (19%) 
Rule 3: 1 (6%) 
Other Reasons: 1 (6%) 
(Table Continued)
A R U O 
0 0 15 1
(0%) (0%) (94%) (6%)
Total: 19
Completely Correct: 1 
(5%)










A R U O
A R U O
0 0 11 6
(0%) (0%) (65%) (35%)
Total: 26 
Rule 2: 17 (65%) 
Rule 4: 4 (15%) 
Rule 3: 1 (4%) 
Other Reasons: 2 (8%) 
Rule 1: 1 (4%) 
Rule 6: 1 (4%)
(Table Continued)
A R U O
4 0 17 5
(15%) (0%) (5%) (19%)
Distribution of Rules
Total: 17 
Rule 2: 9 (53%) 
No Reasons: 4 (24%) 
Rule 4: 3 (18%) 
Rule 3: 1 (6%)
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Population Distribution of Distribution of Rules
Choices of positions
A R U O
Pre-Engineering 
Students (Phys 1100)
A R U O 
6 2 21 11 
(15%) (5%) (53%) (28%)
Total: 40
Rule 2: 16 (40%) 
Rule 4: 7 (18%) 
Rule 3: 6 (15%) 
Rule 1: 5 (13%)
No Reasons: 3 (8%) 
Other Reasons: 2 (5%) 
Rule 6: 1 (3%)
A R U O Total: 34
Engineering Students 8 3 13 10 Rule 2: 13 (38%)
(Phys 2102) (24%) (9%) (38%) (29%) Rule 1: 8 (24%)
Rule 3: 6 (18%) 
Rule 4: 3 (9%) 
Other Reasons: 3 (9%) 
Rule 6: 1 (3%)
(Table Continued)




\  R U O
Distribution of Rules
Pre Med Students 
(Phys 2002)
A R U O 
16 5 19 16
(29%) (9%) (34%) (29%)
Students enrolled in 
the Freshman Physics 
course (Phys 1202)
A R U O
7 3 10 7
(26%) (11%) (37%)(26%)
Total: 56 
Rule 1: 16 (29%) 
Rule 2: 12 (21%) 
Rule 3: 10 (18%) 
Rule 4: 9 (16%) 
Other Reasons: 5 (9%) 
No Reasons: 4 (7%)
Total: 27 
Rule 1: 9(33%) 
Rule 2: 8(30%) 
Rule 4: 4 (15%) 
Other Reasons: 3 (11%) 
Rule 3: 2 (7%) 
Rule 6: 1 (4%)
(Table Continued)
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Population Distribution of Distribution of Rules
Choices of positions
A R U O
Students enrolled in A R U 0 Total: 12
the Intermediate 4 1 6 1 Rule 2: 7 (58%)
Electricity & (33%) (8%) (50%) (8%) Rule 1: 3 (25%)
Magnetism Course. Rule 3: 2 (17%)
(Phys 2231)




A R U 0  
3 1 1 2  
(43%) (14%) (14%)(29%)
Total: 7 
Rule 1: 3 (43%) 
Rule 4: 3 (43%)
Rule 2: 1 (14%)
A R U 0 Total: 5
Students enrolled in 3 0 2 0 Correct Responses: 2
/  A f \ r t f  \
the Survey Course (60%) (0%) (40%) (0%)
(40%)
(Phys 4201) Rule 2: 2(40%) 
Rule 1: 1(20%)
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“Because the fixed peanut is looking for four positives except the free peanut has 
nothing to give so it can’t react with the fixed peanut.”
The students classified under ‘other reasons’ did not appear to know much about 
charges and their interactions. One of them drew two layers of charges on each peanut 
with the positive charges above the negative charges and talked about connecting a 
battery charger to a car battery. The second student talked about the charges on the 
fixed peanut being ‘so great’ as to cause the free peanut to rotate. The third student 
described how the negative charges in the fixed peanut would look for positive charges. 
According to the student, the free peanut is first attracted and then repelled as both 
peanuts become positive and the negative charges move from one peanut to another.
Three of the six students who had been interviewed predicted at least a part of the 
interaction correctly i.e. they realized either that the peanut would be attracted or they 
predicted that the peanut would be repelled once it touched the fixed peanut.
2. The High School Seniors
The significant difference between the first hour and the fourth hour high school 
seniors is that there was one student in the fourth hour who gave a complete 
explanation. During the electrostatics tutorial conducted in the fourth hour, the students 
had been led through an argument to explain why neutral pieces of aluminum foil are 
attracted by a charged plastic straw (see Appendix C). At least one student could 
extend the argument to the case of the two peanuts.
“Since the charges cannot touch they cannot transfer from one peanut to another. 
A total charge of zero means that there are the same number of positive charges 
as negative charges. This means that the ‘-’ charges in the (fixed) peanut repel 
the stationary one but the positive charges attract it. The positive charges are
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stronger however because they are closer to the other peanut. I think the 
stronger positive force wins and the two peanuts attract.”
Another student gave an almost complete answer. He recognized that the free 
peanut would be polarized but did not explain why he chose the attracted position. In 
addition, there were three students in the fourth hour who used rule 4 i.e. they 
recognized that there are an equal number of positive and negative charges in the neutral 
peanut and that there were forces on both kinds of charges. However they did not 
recognize that the forces would be unequal. They chose the ‘unaffected’ position for the 
free peanut. The rules used by the students in the first hour indicate that most of them 
did not recognize that the neutral peanut contained both kinds of charges.
3. The Students enrolled in the Physical Science Courses
As in the case of the plastic sheet question and the question involving the transfer of 
charge, a large fraction (69%) of the students of PHSC 1001 (the first course in the 
physical science sequence) use one rule. In this case, it is rule 2 i.e. these students say 
that since the free peanut has no charge it will be unaffected by the fixed peanut. These 
students are aware that like charges repel and unlike charges attract. However, it is 
doubtful whether they understand neutral objects. With the exception of one student, 
nobody drew equal positive and negative charges on the free peanut.
The one difference between the PHSC 1002 class and the PHSC 1001 class is that 
there are three students in PHSC 1002 who used rule 4 i.e. they recognized that the 
neutral peanut has an equal number of positive and negative charges and talked about the 
force on each kind of charge. All three of them said that the free peanut would oscillate 
because it would feel both an attraction and a repulsion.
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“If it has a charge of zero the (+) and (-) charges are equal and when brought 
close to a negative peanut the (+) chargs would attract and the (-) charges repel 
causing it to oscillate!”
Thus it appears that all the students enrolled in the physical science course knew that 
like charges repel and unlike charges attract. However, most of them held on to the 
concept that an uncharged metal piece would not be attracted to a charged object.
4. The Students enrolled in the Pre Engineering Course (Phys 1100)
It is in this population that we see rule 1 being used for the first time i.e. these 
students recognize that the neutral peanut must contain positive charges that are attracted 
to the negative charges on the free peanut. However, as we mentioned in the case of the 
pre-medical students in chapter V, many of these students may not recognize why the 
net force on the neutral peanut should be attractive. Here is a quote from a student who 
talks only about the positive charges on the free peanut:
“Opposites attract - free peanut being neutral has same number of protons and 
electrons - when moved close to the fixed negatively charged peanut, the + side 
of the neutral peanut is attracted to the negative charge.”
5. The Students enrolled in the Engineering Courses (Phys 2101 and 
Phys 2102)
A large fraction of students in both the engineering courses seem to indicate that 
there is no interaction between the charged fixed peanut and the neutral free peanut, 
more so in the first half of the course. There are also more students in the second half 
of the course (Phys 2102) who realize that the positive charges on the neutral peanut are 
attracted to the negative charges on the fixed peanut.
Quote for the ‘unaffected’ position (Phys 2101)
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“Because the moving peanut has no charge, the fixed peanut’s charges do not 
rearrange and stay where originally located. Because one particle (peanut) is 
charged and the other has no charge, neither repulsion nor attraction takes 
place.”
Quote for the ‘attracted’ position: (Phys 2102)
“The free peanut will induce positive charges on the near side, (these are) 
attracted to the fixed one.”
There is, therefore, some evolution of ideas as students move from Phys 2101 to 
Phys 2102.
6. The Pre-Medical Students (Phys 2002)
The complete analysis of the responses of this population to the question of the 
attraction between the negative fixed peanut and the neutral free peanut is given in 
chapter V. The main rules used by these students is shown in Table E.2. It is 
interesting that rule 2 is no longer the most used rule. It has been replaced by rule 1. A 
little less than a third of the class is aware that the free peanut is attracted to the fixed 
peanut because the positive charges on the neutral free peanut are attracted to the 
negative charges on the fixed peanut.
7. Students enrolled in the general physics course for physics majors 
(Phys 1202):
Rule 1 was the most used rule in this population. An example of the use of this rule is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.6.
Fig. 6.6: A response from a student enrolled in the general physics
course for physics majors.
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“The fixed peanut’s charge causes the positive charges on the free peanut to 
collect on one side and the negative on the opposing side. The positive free 
peanut charges will attract to the negative fixed peanut”
Nearly half the class seems to be aware of the meaning of ‘neutral’ and talk about 
the force on the charges on the free peanut.
8. The Students enrolled in the Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism 
Course. (Phys 2231)
Although a quarter of the class used rule 1, none of these students reached the final 
step of explaining why the attraction should be greater than the repulsion.
Quote for the ‘attracted’ position:
Fig. 6.7: The neutral peanut is attracted to the charged peanut • an 
explanation by a student enrolled in the intermediate electricity and
magnetism course
“There will be an induced positive and negative pole on the free peanut (dipole) 
by the negative charged peanut. Opposite charges attract.”
Quote for the ‘unaffected’ position:
“Since they did not touch the charges remain on the fixed peanut as is. Since 
there is no charge on the free peanut there is neither an attraction or repulsive 
force, and the free peanut will remain the same.”
9. The Students in the Intermediate Quantum Mechanics Course (Phys
Many of these students also did not mention the negative charges on the neutral free 
peanut. Those who did mention it thought the two forces would be equal.
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“The overall - charge on the fixed peanut would repel the - charges on the free 
and attract the positive. I guessed but my logic (if you can call it that) is that the 
peanut isn’t very stable and will turn and then have to go through the process all 
over again.”
10. The Students in the advanced undergraduate ‘Survey’ course (Phys 
4201)
More than a third of the class gave correct responses. Here is an unusually detailed 
explanation:
Correct Response:
“Opposite charges are induced in the free peanut and the free peanut is polarized. 
Like charges repel, unlike attract. Since the positive charges are closer to the 
fixed peanut than the negative charges (due to the nature of induction), the force 
of attraction is greater and hence I chose position A.”
However, even at this level (the class consisted of 4 graduate students and one 
senior undergraduate student), two of the five students indicated that the neutral peanut 
would not be affected by the charged peanut.
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